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ABSTRACT 
The results from the application of quantum field theoretic 
techniques to a number of problems in quantum optics are presented. We 
firstly evaluate the relative convenience of three possible mappings 
of spin operators to fermion operators that enable the usual Feynman 
diagram approach to be used. These were the drone, quasi-spin and 
iso-spin mappings which were compared by applying each to an analysis of 
the coupled spin-phonon modes problem. Using the iso-spin mapping we 
derive methods useful in applications to ionic level systems. These 
are then used to develop diagram formulations of: the single-ion 
absorption spectrum, absorption pair spectra and single-ion Raman 
spectra. The present work on the single-ion absorption spectrum extends 
the results of previous workers while the pair spectrum formalism is a new 
approach enabling a straightforward analysis of Kramers ion pairs to be 
presented. The formalism for Raman scattering is applicable to both 
time-dependent and steady-state situations and also to both the near-
resonant and for far from resonant regimes. 
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Diagram technique 
The method of quantum field theory with its associated Feynman 
diagrams as applied to many-body systems is a powerful and general 
technique for the investigation of a wide range of effects. In this 
work we have used this method to formulate a description of a number of 
phenomena in the field of optical absorption and scattering from 
impurity ions in crystals with special regard to the role of phonon 
processes in the host crystal. We have concentrated on obtaining 
1 
expressions for the resulting spectral lineshapes and developing 
approximation schemes allowing analytic results to be obtained from these. 
One of the most useful aspects of the technique is the ability to 
represent perturbation expansions in terms of Feynman diagrams. This 
enables the manipulation, identification and separation of terms to be 
achieved with greater ease than would be possible with the corresponding 
algebraic expressions, Furthermore, the diagrams enable group-theoretical 
simplifications and calculations to be performed using the diagram rules 
given by Stedman (1974, 1976b). 
The generality of the method is an obvious advantage which includes 
for example the ability to include all modes of the phonon field 
simultaneously. The complexity that results from more fundamental 
approaches to quantum optics often restricts the coupling of the atomic 
system to only one or two reservoir modes which can result in qualitative 
errors (e.g •. Abou-Ghantous et.al. 1974). 
1.2 Structure of this work 
The background notation and results of the diagram technique are 
presented in Chapter 2. This includes a discussion of the relative merits 
of three possible descriptions of the ionic system and a calculation of 
coupled spin-phonon modes. A formalism that describes the 
2 
single-ion absorption spectrum is presented in Chapter 3 and the resulting 
spectrum calculated. This work is extended in Chapter 4 to describe 
the pair or two-ion absorption spectrum with special emphasis being given 
to a Kramers ion system. In Chapter 5 we develop a formalism for the 
description of Raman scattering from impurity ions with the steady-state 
and time dependent spectrum being calculated in Chapters 6 and 7 
respectively. Chapter 9 is devoted to a numerical study of a model three 
level system to investigate the accuracy of various approximation schemes 
and to give a feeling for the type of lineshape obtained when these 
approximations are relaxed. General conclusions of the work are 
presented in Chapter 9 and the appendices are devoted to the derivation 
of various equations in an attempt to improve the readability of the main 
text. 
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CHAPTER 2: FIELD THEORETIC FORMULATION 
2.1 General overview 
This chapter is devoted to a general introduction to the diagram 
method of many-body theory presenting the basic results and our notation; 
The method arose from the field of relativistic quantum field theory (Q.F.T.) 
developed in the late 1940's by workers such as Feynman (1949a, b) and 
Dyson (1949a,b). These techniques were first adapted to many-body 
theory at finite temperatures by Matsubara (1955) and were extended by 
Martin and Schwinger (1959) , Galitskii and Migdal (1958) and Abrikosov et.aZ. 
(1959). Three excellent general references on the method are the books 
by Schultz (1964), Abrikosov et.aZ. (1963) and Fetter and Walecka(l971). 
To.particularize we take a system of fermions described, in second 
quantization formalism, by the Hamiltonian 
a 
n 
(2.1.) 
t 
where .a , a are fermion operators that satisfy the commutation relation 
n n 
t [a ,a ,] = o , which respectively create, annihilate a fermion with. 
n n nn 
energy E • Further suppose that these fermions are interacting with 
n 
a phonon bath satisfying 
'JC
0 
= L W b t b phonon k k k k (2.2) 
where b:, bk are boson operators, satisfying {bk, b~} = okk which 
[1] 
respectively create, annihilate a boson with wavevector k and energy wk. 
[1] 
The parameter k is to be regarded as representing both wavevector and 
polarization index. E.g. 
k 
-
k' 
_J 
-k 
-
(-!~)j 
l: 
-
E E 
k k j 
The interaction between the two systems is described by the 
Hamiltonian 
;JClnt = l: 
k 
t 
a a 
m n 
(2. 3) 
We can regard each term in this sum as describing 
the destruction of a fermion with energy E and creation of a fermion 
n 
\\lith energy E along with either the destruction or creation of a phonon 
m 
with energy wk. Th 1 . ff' . k e coup 1ng coe 1c1ent V is a measure of the 
mn 
strength of the interaction between the systems. 
2.1.1 Greens Functions 
The basic element of this approach to many-body theory is the thermal 
Greens function (G.F.). This is because it is possible to relate basic 
experimental observables such as spectra, dielectric constants, dispersion 
relations to one-, two- or multi-particle G.F.'s. Elementary accounts of 
these principles can be found in Stedman (1968) and the humorous book by 
Mattuck (1976). 
The one-particle GF is defined by 
G (T) =- <T {a (T) at (O)}> 
mn T m n (2.4 
-f3JC -f;IC -1 
where<···> denotes the average Tr(e ... )/Tr(e ) I a =(kBT) with 
T being the temperature of the system, (assumed to be in thermal 
equilibrium) , and T is the time ordering operator which orders the 
T 
operators it acts on in order of decreasing time (i.e. T) with a factor 
(-1) for each pair of fermion operators commuted. 
T1>T2 
+ or - being for bosons and fermions respectively. 
'JfT -'JfT 
of O(T) is defined as e Oe . 
\ 
For example 
( 2. 5) 
The time dependence 
Similarly the two-particle fermion G.F. is defined by 
4 
{ 2. 6) 
and so on for higher order G.F.'s while the one-particle boson G.F. is 
defined by 
These G.F. 's have a formal periodicity 
G (T+S) = - G (T) 
mn mn 
O>T>-S 
enabling them to be given a Fourier representation 
-1 ..,..+oo -iw T G (T) = S ~ e q G (iw ) 
mn · mm q q=-00 
with the Fouriercoefficients satisfying 
G (iW ) = e 1 q G (T)dT 
I
S 'W T 
mn q mn · 
0 
where iwq = i(2q + l)'IT/S (and = i2q1T/S for Dkk'(iwq). 
order_ G.F. by 
0 
{ 2. 7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2 .10) 
Defining the zero-
G (T) =- <T {a (T)a (O)}>o (2.11) 
mn T m n 
0 0 
where < • • · > 0 = Tr (e -ex · · ·) /Tr (e -ex ) , we obtain the result 
0 
G (T) 
mn = { 
-E: T 
-O e n (1- f (E: )) T ~ 0 
mn D n 
0 
mn 
-E: T 
e n ( E: ) 
n 
T < 0 
where fD(x) = (eSx + 1)-l is the Fermi-Dirac function. 
0 
G (iw ) 
mn n 
and similarly we obtain 
1 
iw - E: 
n n 
2Wk 
0kk' __ __;_;_ _ _ 
(iw ) 2 - w 2 
n k 
(2.12) 
This gives 
(2.13) 
( 2 .14) 
The G.F. G (1/'w ) is only defined at the points in the complex plane 
mn n 
z = (2q + l)i1T/S with q = 0, ± 1, It is possible to specify a 
5 
complex function that is defined everywhere in the complex plane and is 
equal to G (iw ) at these points on the imag·inary axis. 
mn· n 
Baym and 
Mermin (1961) have shown that this analytic continuation can be performed 
by simply replacing the iw in the function G (iw ) by z, giving the 
n mn n 
complex function G (z), provided all factors exp(Siw ) have firstly 
mn n 
been reduced to -1, ((+1) for boson propagators). A clear account of 
these points is given in Fetter and Walecka (p297, 1971). 
0 
For example 
the analytic continuation of G (iw ) is 
mn n 
0 
Go (z) == mn 
nm z - e: 
which has a simple pole at 
n 
z ~ e: on the real axis. 
n 
(2.15) 
This illustrates an 
important point; the poles of the G.F. determine the eigenvalues of the 
Hamiltonian, and hence knowledge of the G.F. gives the energy spectrum. 
(P59 of Abrikosov et.al. 1963). 
2.L2 Wick's Theorem 
The formal step that enables the evaluation of G (iw ) is the 
mn n 
relationship given by Wick (1950). It is possible to show that one can 
evaluate traces using the expression (pl04 of Abrikosov et.al. 1963) 
(2.16) 
{ Js .,,.int I I } where S(S) = TT exp - 0 ~ (T)dT • This generates a perturbation 
expansion of both the numerator and denominator involving zero-order 
Hamiltonian averages over products of time-ordered operators. It is 
precisely with these that Wick's theorem deals and enables these products 
to be reduced to products of traces over paired or contracted operators 
(pl08 of Arbrikosov et.al. 1963). For example with four operators 
6 
t t 
= <TT{a(Tl)a (T 4)}>o <TT{a(T2)a (T3)}> 0 ( 2 .17) 
t t 
± <TT{a(T 1 )a (T3)}> 0 <TT{a(T2)a (T4)}> 0 
where the +, - apply to boson, fermion statistics respectively. It will 
be noted that we have reduced these averages to products of one-particle 
GF's. It is this important theorem that will later motivate our choice 
of mapping from ion levels to operators. 
2.1. 3 Diagram Expansion 
.Each term in the resulting perturbation expansion of the numerator 
and the denominator can be represented by a Feynman diagram, (Feynman 
1949 a,b), defined by explicit rules such as those in Fetter and Walecka 
(1971 p. 242). By taking Fourier transforms (2.10) we obtain a simpler 
series of diagram rules (e.g. p.247 of Fetter and Walecka 1971) giving 
frequency space rather than coordinate space diagrams. The leading 
diagrams corresponding to the numerator and denominator are given in 
figure 2.1. All labels on internal propagators are to be summed and at 
each vertex the algebraic sum of incoming energies (iw ) must vanish. 
n 
(cf Kirchoff laws in electrical circuit theory). 
2.1.4 Linked Cluster Theorem and Dyson's Equation 
7 
The expansion of figure 2.1 exhibits two classes of diagrams: connected 
diagrams consisting of only one part and disconnected diagrams containing 
a number of distinct parts. The properties of the expansion are such that 
the numerator factors into a product of sums over connected and 
disconne8ted diagrams and the disconnected diagrams cancel exactly with 
the denominator. (figure 2.2). This property is referred to as the 
linked cluster theorem. (L.C.T.). 
There is another important property of the remaining diagrams that 
was discovered by Dyson (1949 a,b). Each diagram in the series after 
Figure 2.1 
( ~ I•\ \ G , ..... w ' mn n 
iw 
.. ~~ n • 0 + + mn n m i n 
_9:_ 
+ .... L::\E? + 
m n m n 
.. oo .. + ~ 
m n m n 
"" 
~~ + 
m n 
1 + e + OvO + 
m 
iw 
Q 
+ 
iw 
n 
·e OD 
- G 0 (iw) 
m n 
n = D 0 (iw ) 
'VV\/\.1\1\r k n 
k 
+ ffi + ee 
+ ' ' 
k 
._L_ 
m n 
8 
+ 
9 
1 + e 
+00 
+ • " • + e 
n 
e + ••• 
Gmn(iw) = n I 1 + e l + OrvQ + 
ee + . .. 
iw ~ = n .... 0 + mC3 m mn n + n + . .. . 
m n 
10 
the first contains exactly three parts: a G0 propagator (single line), 
then some part that cannot be disconnected by severing only one propagator 
and finally another part which is identical to some previous diagram 
contribution. Diagramatically this is indicated in figure 2.3. 
Figure 2.3 
m 
0 + 0 . mn mJ. 
m n 
m i 
+ Q + 
i j i j i j i 
+ + • • • 
i j i j 
AlgebLc:l.i~.;ctlly i:.hls ca.n Le stated as 
. G (iw ) 
mn n 
G 0 ( iw ) o + E ( o . G 0 ( iw ) ) E ( iw ) G . ( iw ) 
m n mn . . mJ. m n .
1
. J' n J n n J.] 
n 
j, 
which can be regarded as a matrix equation, where for example G (iw ) is the 
mn n 
th 
m nth matrix element of a matrix GF G(iw ).' 
n 
G(iw) = G0 (iW) + G0 (iW) E{iW )G(iw) 
n n n n n 
This can be rewritten in the more useful form 
-1 
G (iw ) 
n 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
If the self-energy function is assumed to be diagonal then this gives 
a diagonal G(iw ) and allows us to rewrite Dyson~ equation in the form 
n 
G {iw) = G0 (iw) + G0 (iw) E (iw) G (iw) 
m n m n m n m n m n 
{2.20) 
where G. = G .. , J. J.~ = E •.• J.J. By including diagrams such as those of figure 
2.4 in the self energy function which are able to be disconnected by 
severing one propagator (i.e. labelled b) and hence are not included 
11 
Figure 2.4 
G 4---
m + m b#m m + • • • 
in the original definition, we are able to correct for some of the 
diagrams that would otherwise be left out by the diagonal assumption. 
Using (2.13) we obtain from (2.20) the simple expression 
G (iw ) = 
m n 
1 
iw - E - E (iw ) 
n m m n 
(2.21) 
Upon analytically continuing E (iw ) to the whole of the complex 
m n 
plane, E (z), it can be shown that this function is regular except on the 
m 
real axis and has the property 
E (z) = 6 (z) ± if (z) 
m m m 
Im(z)~ 0 (2.22) 
and hence (p.l49 of Abrikosov et.aZ. 1963) 
1 G ( z) = -----.--:--:---::::--,....,--,-..,-
m z - £ - · 6 (z) + if (z) 
m m m 
Im(z)~ 0. (2.23) 
Great care needs to be taken with these analytic properties of the G.F. 
if correct results are to be obtained. 
In the following section we shall redevelop the theory for the 
situation where the fermion system is replaced by a spin (or level) system 
indicating the points of departure from the usual theory. 
2.2 Possible Spin Mappings 
The general theory presented in the previous section applied to a 
system of fermions, (described by fermion creation and annihilation 
operators), interacting with a phonon bath. In the remaining chapters 
12 
however we shall apply these techniques to systems consisting of impurity 
ion levels interacting with the phonons of a host crystal (and also with 
an external electromagnetic field) . 
Stedman (197la) has shown that such a system of N ionic levels can be 
described by an effective-spin Hamiltonian such as 
The application of QFT techniques to spin systems has been hampered by the 
lack of a Wick's theorem for time ordered traces of spin operators. (cf 
McKenzie and Stedman (1976), §2.1.2). The usual Wick's theorem is not 
available because it requires either boson or fermion commutation relations 
to be obeyed by the operators, which is of course not satisfied by spin 
operators. 
One possible approach is to continue to deal with spin operators but 
develop analogues of Wick's theorem and the diagram rules. (e.g. Giovannini 
1965, Doniach 1966, Keiter 1968, Witschel 1971, Matlak 1973a,b, 1975, 
Weger and Zittartz 1973, Yang and Wang 1974, 1975, Subramanian and 
Devanathan 1974, Buckbinder and Westwanskii 1975 and Care and Tucker 1976). 
This approach however tends to result in diagram rules that are complex and 
unwieldly and we shall use an alternative method. 
This involves transforming the spin operators to combinations of boson 
and/or fermion operators and hence enables the use of the standard Wick's 
theorem and diagram rules. (e.g. boson mappings: Holstein and Primakoff 
1940, Dyson 1956a,b, Maleev 1957, Schwinger 1965, Wang and Callen 1966, 
.. 
Trimper 1973, Lindgard and Danielsen 1974, 1976, Witschel 1975 and Biegala 
1976. Fermion mappings : Mattis 1965, Schultz and Shapero 1973 and 
Haberlandt and Klinrel 1973) . In a spin or ionic level system, one and 
only one level is occupied at any time while the statistics of fermions 
or bosons are such that this restriction does not apply. This can result 
13 
in the need for a projection operation to remove the effects of any 
unphysical states that may arise as a result of the spin to fermion/boson 
transformation. In this section we investigate three such mappings 
to as the drones, quasi-spin and iso-spin mappings. These are 
the simplest such mappings known to us and we investigate each of them 
with the aim of finding the most convenient for the description of our 
ionic level system. 
2.2.1 Drones, Quasi-spin or Iso-spin? 
The drone mapping was introduced by Mattis (1965) and has been 
extended by the work of Spencer (1968} and Barnes (1972). The method 
has been applied to various systems by Fidler and Tucker (1970a,b, 1971), 
Sheard.and Toombs (1973a,b}, Toombs and Sheard (1973) and Tucker (1971, 
1972, l973a,b). The mapping is defined by 
2S t l) z s. l: (d. d. 
J lJ=l Jl-1 Jll 2 
. (2.24) 
+ 2S t t s. l: d. (e. + e. ) 
J lJ=l Jll Jll Jl-1 
where d,e obey fermion commutation relations. 
The quasi-spin mapping, (Lipkin 1965), has not previously been used 
to generate a many-body diagram expansion but has been applied to super-
conductivity (Anderson 1958), atomic physics (Judd 1967) and crystal 
field theory (Wybourne 1973) • The mapping is 
s: 251 t t = l:- (f. f. + gj]lgjl-1 - 1) J 2 Jl-1 Jll w=l 
+ 2S t t s. = l: f. g. J lJ=l Jll Jll 
(2.25) 
where both f,g obey fermion commutation relations. 
The iso-spin mapping has been used in nuclear and particle physics, 
(Lipkin 1965), and was introduced to many-body theory by Abrikosov (1965, 
l968a,b) and hence is often referred to as the Abrikosov mapping. This 
method has been the most popular in this field, (especially as applied to 
the Kondo problem), having been used by Barnes (1974), Fogedby (1972), 
Keiter (1968, 1971), Larson (1972), Murata (1972), Oppermann (1973), 
Schultz and Kwok (1972), Schultz and Shapero (1973), Stedman (197la,b) 
Verwoerd (1973, 1974a,b) , Yolin (1965) and Zawadowski (1969). The 
mapping is 
z 
s. = 
J 
+ 
s. 
J 
+S 
1.: l1 
11=-s 
t 
a. 
Jll 
a. 
Jll 
(2. 26) 
It is easily shown that each of the transformations (2.24) - (2.26) 
satisfy the spin commutation rules 
+ s~] sz [s., = 28 .. 1 J 1) 
[s7, + + s.] o .. s. 
1 J 1] 1 
where s7 refers to the z component of the spin at site r .• 
1 1 
2.2.2 Projection Operators 
Drones 
The operators (2.24) act on the product states 
n > 
e l1 
(2.27) 
where n , n are the eigenvalues of the number operators dtd ete 
de 1111' 1111 
respectively which take the two values 0 or 1. 
1 For example the s = 2 operators 
1 
2 
act on the four basis e.tates I oo> 1 I I 01> 1 I llo> 1 and Ill> 1 • The action 
14 
of these operators for s = ~ is summarized in table 2.1 and allows the 
identification of the pairs loo> 1 , 111> 1 and /01> 1, 110> as two spin~ 
systems ll- l>, j! + l> 2 2 2 2 • 
z 
s 
State eigenvalue 
loo>1 1 2 
I o1>1 1 2 
/10>1 1 2 
/11>1 1 2. 
+ 
s 
/11>1 
/10>1 
0 
0 
lao>, 
/10>, 
TABLE 2.1 
s 
eigenvalue 
0 1 1 1) -(- + 2 2 
1 1 1) 0 -(- + 2 2 
!o1>1 1 1 1) -(- + 2 2 
joo>1 1 1 1) -(- + 2 2 
loP It- l> 2 
111> = 1! + l> 2 2 . 
1 The operators (2.24) for general spin are ]ust a sum over 2s s = 2 
operators and Barnes (1972) pointed out they can be regarded as acting 
on a product space 
2s 1 + _1. 
II 1-2 lJ> • 
- 2' 
lJ=l 
L L1 Denoting a product space by S ® S where L and L1 are the spin values 
L n L L L 
associated with the spin spaces and using (® S ) to denoteS ® s ® ••• s 
1 he showed how these spin 2 product spaces can be decomposed into a direct 
sum of higher spin spaces. 
eg. (® s%. > 2 = s 1 CD s 0 
(® sy2 > 3 = s% ® · cs 1 CD s 0 > == s% + 2s% 
(This can be shown by constructing a table like table 2.1 or using the 
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a b la-b I a+b the standard resultS ® s = S ID •••• ID s ). 
It is possible to invert these decompositions to enable an arbitrary 
spin manifold to be written as a direct sum of powers of sY2 and s 0 • 
lowest order decompositionsare 
1 
s 1 = (® 8 /2 > 2 9 so 
s% = (® s% ) a g 2s% (2. 28) 
(9 is defined as the inverse of @) . 
From the rule that the trace of a direct sum is equivalent to the 
sum of the individual traces we obtain the following expressions for 
an arbitrary spin operator 0. 
<o> = Y <o>2 
s=l s=l 
+ -<o> a, = Y a, { <o> a -2£ f <o> 1 } s= 12 s= 12 s= /2 
with the notation Y = [z (f+f-)s]- 1 , 
s s 
+ -1 
f- = [exp(±w S> + 1] 
s 
( 2. 29) 
and <o> 31 or <o> being the thermal average over the s= J2 s= 1 2 n states or 
the ~ n states of the product space (® S 2 ) respectively. Z is the true 
s 
partition function for the spin=S space and ( f +f-)% the parti tio11 
~ n function for the (® S 2 ) product space. 
Barnes then noted that any Feynman diagram will consist of a 
number of closed drone-fermion loops, each loop labelled denoting the 
product space and site label with which it is associated. Barnes 
stated that for a given product space n, and considering the labelling 
of t loops of the diagram, (having already fixed the site labels), that 
there would be (n) 1 ways of performing such a labelling. Noting that 
the value of a diagram is independent of such labelling he obtained 
an expression relating the value of a diagram for general spin S to 
the equivalent S 1 d. 2 1.agram 
<diagram> = K (i)K (m) ••. <diagram> 11 S S S · S=>, 12 ( 2. 30) 
The 
there being a Ks(~) factor for each distinct lattice site with~ drone-
fermion loops. The values of the K (~) factors are found using (2.29) 
s 
and the (n)~ labelling factor above. For example 
3/. (~) == y 
/2 s = 
(2.31) 
However the types of interaction Hamiltonian we shall consider 
can result in more than one product space label to a diagram loop. 
(e.g. figure 2.7). This means that Barnes' (n)~ factor is no longer 
applicable. While we might expect for the situation where there 
were two labels per loop a factor of (2n)~ this is not quite correct 
because not all labels of a loop are 'free' to be summed over. The 
~ p· 
II (n) 1 where pi is 
i=l 
generalization is a factor the number of 'free' 
labels for loop i. This can be expressed as np where p = 
~ 
L: p, is the 
i=l J.. 
sum over the loops, (with the same site label), of the number of free 
product space labels. With this understanding of p we regain (2.30) -
(2.31) but with ~ replaced by p. 
e.g. Ks=l (p) Y (n=2)P s=l (2.32) 
This analysis corrects the statements on pl89 of McKenzie and Stedman 
17 
(1976) where p was not defined exactly and the equation Kl(~,p)=Yt(2) (~)p-4Yt(l 
is in error in that (~)p should be 2P. Furthermore the factors K (~,p) 
s 
really depend on ~ implicitly through the p(~) making the ~ label 
unnecessary. However this does not affect the results of this paper as 
the rest of the work was performed using the correct relationships. We 
1 . 
refer to the process of converting an s = 2 diagram to a general spin 
diagram by the multiplication by various K factors as a projection 
operation. 
Quasi-spin 
Our analysis for quasi-spin will follow closely that of Barnes for 
drones. 1 t t The s = 2 operators at any site, (i.e. fl,ft,gl,gl), generate a 
two-dimensional space spanned by the basis vectors l11>, l1o>, lol> and 
lao> where the first and second labels are the eigenvalues of the number 
operators ftf1 and gtg1 respectively. 
+ - - + (S S + S S )/2 in terms of the fermion operators (2.25), their action 
on these states is summarized in table 2.2. 
TABLE 2.2. 
s s2 (eigenvalues) 
z 
In> 1 1 1 1) 2 -(- + 2 2 
110> 0 0 
loP 0 0 
loa> 1 !c! + 1) 2 2 2 
This table enables the identification of both l1o> and lo1> with the 
. I a> ll > I . . 1 I 1 sp1n 0 state S=O ms= and 1 , 00> w1th the sp1n 2 states s~2 ms 
ms = - ~> respectively. Thus the fermion space is the direct sum 
1 
of a spin 2 subspace and two spin 0 subspaces, written 
(2.33) 
where the tilde denotes a fermion space representation. The direct 
(2.34) 
This agrees with the identifications obtained from a study of the action 
of Sz, s 2 on the basis vectors ln1n2n3n 4>, (n.=O,l), which generate l. 
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1 
the 4 dimensional product space. we find that j1111>, 1:2{ I OOll> + jnoo>}, 
loooo> form ·a triplet; j1110>, joooi> ; jnoi>, !Dolo>; lion>, joiOo>; 
1 
loll!>, 11000> correspond to four doublets while 1:2 {0011>- 11100>}, 
j1010>, j1001>, jollO> and jo101> correspond to five singlets. 
~ n 
Proceeding in this manner to form higher products (® Slh) and then 
solving these for the S. we obtain the relations 
n 
(2.35) 
. - 3 - )2 -S 31 = (® S1L) g 6 (SlL @ lOSIL 8 8S 0 • 12. 12 12. 12 
Again ~sing the properties of traces over direct sums we obtain the 
relations 
<CP' It.= YIAl) <0>1 
· s= 12. 12 
<O> = YI(2) <0>2- 4 Y1 (1) <O>} 
s=l ( 2. 36) 
<O>s= Yz = Y% (3) <O>s- 6Y% (2) <0>2+ lOY % (1) <o>} 
where y ( n) = Tr- exp (- f!JC ) /Tr exp (-SJf ) and we have used the notation 
s n s s s 
of (2.29). 
u = 
s 
If the zero-order Hamiltonian is of the form 
w0 E s.z J J (2.37) 
+ then these factors are of the form Y (n) = [ (f+f-)nZ ]- 1 
s s 
where f ,f and 
Z are defined as for drones if we take w 
s s 
(Wo/2) • For a given Feynman 
diagram the labelling takes the same form as for drones and we obtain 
1 
an expression for a general spin diagram in terms of the equivalent s :::::-2 
diagram, 
<diagram> = K (p) K (q) ...• <diagram> 11 s s s ' s= 12. (2.38) 
there being a factor K (p) for each distinct site with p defined as for 
s 
(2.32). The K (p) factors are to be found from (2.36) and they take the 
s 
form 
K (p) = Y1 (2) (2)p - 4Y1 (1) (l)p 
s=.l (2.39) 
Iso-spin (S = Y2 ) 
Whereas for drones and quasi-spin the s = Y2 case required no K (p) 
s 
projection operations, this is not the situation for s = Y2 iso-spin. 
This arises because the spin mapping defined by (2.26) has the unpleasant 
effect of introducing unphysical states (Abrikosov 1965). 
the basis vectors In 1, n 11 > 
- /2 + /2 
the number operators a\.~. a 1, 
- /2 - 12 
operators (from 2. 26) 
sz ~ t 
- 2a1,1 a 1 
- 2 -12 
f: t s = ;:>, a , 
--·h 
- f2' 
s t = a:-~ a1h 
where n_y2 , n+~ are the 
1 at 1, a 11. respectively, 
+ 12 + 12 
1 t 
+ 1'2a 1A a % + 2 + 
Labelling 
eigenvalues of 
the s =% 
(?.. 40) 
act on the space loa>, !ol>, '10> and Ill> . The action of these . 
operators on this space is presented in table 2.3. 
TABLE 2. 3 
joo> j10> jo1> jll> 
sz 0 
- y2 110> ~ jol> 0 
+ 
s 0 0 110> 0 
s 0 jo1> 0 0 
This enables the identification of the states j1o> and jol> as the spin 
% states Is=% m -%>and Is=% m = + %> respectively but 
s s 
the vacuum loa>, and j11> state have no physical identification. When 
a thermal average<···>·"" Tr {e-SJC· • ·}/Tr{e-SJC} is evaluated the traces 
must be taken over physical states only. However·to be able to use 
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Wick's theorem it is necessary to include the unphysical states to reta~n 
fermion statistics. The approach used is to evaluate averages using all 
states and then act on this with some projection operator that removes 
the effect of the unphysical states on the trace. Any physical quantity 
must be constructed from sums and products of the spin operators Sx, sY 
and Sz and Yolin (1965) noted that these operators give zero when they 
act on the unphysical states. To correct a trace containing reference to 
n distinct spins then it is necessary to multiply the trace by a factor 
n Y where Y is the ratio of the partition functions when the trace is taken 
over all states to that when it is taken only over the physical states. 
Taking the zero-order Hamiltonian (2.37) we obtain 
y = 
1 + cosh CSwo) 
cosh(Swo) 
Isospin (s ~ Y2) : Single spin. 
( 2. 41) 
Because the isospin space for general spin is not a power of a s = Y2 
spin space we require a distinctly different approach to this case. For 
a single spin at site j = 1 and general spin s, the operators (2.26) act 
on a 2S + 1 dimensional vector space. This space is spanned by the basis 
kets 
In n 1 ...••..... n > , -s -s+ s (2.42) 
t 
where ni is the eigenvalue of the number operator a 1 i a 1 i and takes the 
values 0 or 1. By considering the action of the spin operators Sz, S± 
21 
on these states as was done for s % in table 2. 2 we find that only 2s + 1 
of these vectors correspond to the physical spin states Ism> (-s ~m ~ s). 
Defining the total number operator for ion 1 by 
+s t 
N1. = E a 1 . a 1 • . ]. ]. ].=- s 
(2.43) 
then the physical states are those whose eigenvalues are in unity with 
respect to this operator. (i.e. they contain a single one and 28 zero's 
')-' 
in (~~1)). The unphysical states include the vacuum state, loo •.•. o> 
with eigenvalue zero and those states with eigenvalues in the range 
two to 2s + 1. 
The projection operation required to remove the effects of these 
unphysical states to any average was supplied by Abrikosov (1965) • The 
first step in the procedure is to add a term AN 1 to the zero-order spin 
Hamiltonian (2.1) which corresponds to a trivial shift of the energy 
levels. 
As a result of this transformation the operator average 
Tr . { e-~ V 1 ( T 1 ) • • • V ( T ) } 
· all states m m 
<v 1 (T 1 ) ••• Vm(Tm)>o = ----~~~~----------~--------~----Tr { ~SJd } 
becomes 
A 
where V . ( T . ) 
1 1 
all states e 
If v. is either independent of, or a function of, real spin then 
1 
(2.44) 
(2.45) 
(2.46) 
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[v,, N
1
] = 0 giving V~(T.) = V. (T.) and (2.46) differs from (2.45) only by the 
1 1 1 1 1 
factor e-SANl in each trace. This has the effect of weighting each 
-SA term in the trace by a factor of unity for the vacuum state, e for the 
physical states and e-SAn (n ~ 2) for the remaining unphysical states. 
The product of operators may not contain any reference to the spin, in 
which case they can be factored out, the traces in the numerator and 
denominator cancel and we are left with the same result as if the trace 
had been only taken over the physical states. 
If the product of states does contain any reference to the spin then 
the vacuum state in the numerator is annihilated. For large A the leading 
-St. 
contribution to the numerator comes from the physical states (e · ) and in 
the denominator from the vacuum state (e-SO =1). ·Thus by multiplying 
by e8A and taking the limit A + oo we obtain[!] 
-SX1 
= Tr phys {e o V 1 (T 1 ) V {T ) }. 
states m m 
{2.47) 
To obtain agreement with the average taken over physical states 
only we need to divide by the partition function 
.:.sx1 
Z 1 = Trphys states {e 0 } • 
Following Keiter (1968) we represent this projection operation as 
lim 
A+ oo 
(2.48) 
to be applied to any average that contains reference to a spin at site 1. 
Iso-spin (s 'I 1/ 2 ) Many spins. 
For a multi-spin system we need to generalize the projection operation 
p1 CieriveCi in the last section. 
m spins can be written as product states ln>l ln>2 • •• ·In> where m 
In>, = ln_s n 
-s+l 
•••• n >. is a basis for the spin operators referring to 
l. s l. 
site i. The zero-order spin Hamiltonian for this system we assume to be 
of the form 
m 
E 
i=l 
JCi 
0 (2.49) 
where 'JC i is the zero-order Hamiltonian for the i th site. 0 
The only physical states in the m-ion system are those that are 
m 
products of m single ion physical states. (i.e. states 
each I n> i = I 0, 0 • • • ~ = 1, 0 • • • o> k = - s , · · · · +S) • 
II In>, where 
i=l l. 
To enable the use 
of Wick's theorem we require a projection operator to remove the 
contribution of unphysical states to a trace. Consider the evaluation 
of <Q(T)> 0 where Q(T) contains real spin operators operating on ll(O.;;_;;ll.;;_;;m) 
[1] 
Because AN 1 commutes with all intermediate operators then only one-
particle intermediate states are possible also. 
spin sites. We add to the zero-order Hamil toni an JCo a term AN where N 
is the total number operator for the m site system 
N = 
N. = 
1. 
m 
E 
i=l 
N. 
1. 
( 2. 50) 
Whether Q(T) contains real spin operators, (~ > 0), or no references to 
spin (~ = 0) 1 we have [Q,N] = 0 and hence 
Considering the average with respect to this new Hamiltonian 
' Trall {e-scXo+A.N) QA.(T)} 
1\ states 
<Q(T)> 0 = (2.51) 
Trall states 
{e -S cX0 +>..N)} 
-SA.n then the only alteration is to weight each term in the traces by e 
where n is the eigenvalue of N for the state. If Q(T) contains no spin 
operators (~=0) then Q(T) can be factored from the numerator trace which 
then cancels the denominator as for the single spin situation. If 
Q(T) does contain real spin operators (~>0) then the trace in the numerator 
can be split into a product of two traces; one which contains Q(T) with 
the trace over the states that Q(T) acts upon, and another over the 
states upon which it does not act. Without loss of generality we can 
th 
regard Q(T) as acting on the first ~ sites and the numerator becomes 
Trall {e-S(Xo+A.N)Q(T)} 
states = 
n 
E 
n 
~ 
I I I -s cJC0 +A. r u. > I I <n <n ··•• <n e i=l 1. Q(T) n> ·•• n> 1 2 ~ ~ 1 
m 
I I -s cJCo+A. r N. > I I <n • • • • <n e ·-,•+1 1. n> • • • • n> ]J+l m 1.-t-- m ~+1 
(2.52) 
The action of Q(T) on any state in the first trace that contains a 
vacuum state (i.e. n. =loa···>. 1 
1. 1. 
i <~) results in a vanishing 
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contribution. The leading contribution to this trace comes from the 
physical states and is weighted by a factor e-BA~ while contributions from 
h ' 1 · ht d b - B.An · unp ys1.ca states are we1.g e y e · w1. th n>~. 
The denominator is also able to be split into the product of two 
traces; the second of which cancels the second part of the numerator 
trace. The leading contribution to the denominator is weighted by unity 
and arises from the vacuum state. If we multiply the trace by a factor 
B.A~ 
e and allow A to tend to infinity then the only contribution to the 
numerator is that from the physical states while the denominator tends 
to unity. To obtain agreement with the trace taken over only physical 
states it is necessary to divide by M 
z. 
1. 
i=l 
e;JC,i 
= Tr .<nle- 0 In>. phys 1. 1. 
z. where 1. 
(2. 53) 
is the partition function for a system containing a single spin at site i. 
We can express then the projection operation necessary to correct 
a trace which contains spin operators acting on ~ sites by 
2.2.3 
1 p-( * z.) i=l 1. lim .A-+ oo 
Linked Cluster Theorem 
(2.54) 
The reason we transformed our spin operators to fermion operators was 
to enable the use of Wick's theorem. However as a result of this we 
shall see in this section that we no longer have the availability of a 
L.C.T. enabling the unlinked diagrams of the numerator to cancel the 
denominator. For example if we were considering the diagram expansion 
of (2.7) subject to the interaction (2.3), then we obtain the diagrams 
of figure 2.5. In these diagrams each loop is labelled by its site 
label and can be regarded as representing drone, quasi-spin or iso-spin 
loops. 
It is necessary to apply the various projection operations of the 
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Figure 2.5 
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last section to both the numerator and the denominator individually. 
Let us identify C and D (as in figure 2.6) as connected and disconnected 
Figure 2.6 
c=Vw + + + 
D - CD + + + • • • 
diagrams respectively and consider p to represent the action (2.30) for 
drones, (2.38) for quasi-spin and (2.54) for iso-spin. 
In §2.1.4 the L.C.T. resulted from the ability to factor the 
numerator into two distinct parts (figure 2.2) involving connected and 
disconnected diagrams respectively. However for our case we have 
p p p 
if i = j. (2.57) 
For drones and quasi-spin this results because p on the L.H.S. means 
to multiply the s = % diagram by K (2) if i = j, ( (K (1)) 2 if i I' j), while 
s . s 
those on the R.H.S. are to be multiplied by (K (1)) 2 • Because in general[!] 
s 
K (2) I' (K (1)) 2 this factorization fails to occur and hence with it the 
s s 
L.C.T. fails also. For the iso-spin case it is found that for each closed 
fermion loop the diagram contributes a factor f (E + A) and this results D n 
in a zero contribution upon the action of p if it contains more than one 
[1] Note that for s = Y2 case all K (t) = 1 and hence the factorization and s 
L.C.T. are recovered. 
closed loop with the same site label. · Thus for i = j the L.H.S. of 
(2.S7) vanishes while the R.H.S. does not, again resulting in a loss of 
factorization and hence the L.C.T. 
Keiter (1968) expressed this as 
v = V0 P(C) + P(CD) + ___;;..__.;. __ ___:__'- (2.58) 
1 + P(D) 
where the zero-order diagram V0 factors out bacause it is unaffected by 
the action of P. 
In many problems, such as the evaluation of the absorption and Raman 
spectrum in chapters 3 and 5, this lack of a L.C.T. is no problem because 
the denominator is a constant that gives only trivial changes; however in 
other problems such as the spin-phonon coupled modes dispersion relation 
(§2.2.6) it is important to take account of this lack of a L.C.T. If we 
are dealing with a weakly coupled spin-phonon system for example, then 
we are able to expand [1 + P(D)]- 1 usinq the binomial theorem qivinq a 
result 
v = V0 +P(C) + [P(CD) - P(C) ·P(D)] + ..... (2.59) 
Because P(CD) and P(C)·P(D) are at least fourth order in the interaction 
(i.e. - V4 ) then we can regard V ~ V0 + P(C) to be correct to second 
order. However if we go to higher order then it is necessary to include 
higher expansions of (2.59). 
Yolin (1965) in his evaluation of the dispersion relation for spin 
coupled modes did not realize this and as a result was criticized by 
Schultz and Kwok (1972) for his assuming a L.C.T. 
diagram to appear in th~ ~xpansion (2.59) is 
The first disconnected 
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As described in §2.2.2 the s = 1z projection procedure which was 
employed by Yolin involves the multiplication of the diagrams by a factor 
Yn. Thus although the fourth order contributions to P(CD) - P(C) ·P(D) cancel 
for i I' j, (both have factor Y2 ), the previous diagram is multiplied by a 
factorY- Y2 fori= j. This correction does not affect Yolirls calculation 
of the lifetime, (as it contributes no imaginary part), and hence his result 
agrees with that of other workers, (e.g. Toombs and Sheard 1973, Fidler and 
Tucker 1970), who used s = 1z drones with the attendant L.C.T. This 
diagram would however result in a fourth-order shift contribution. 
2.2.4 Dyson's Equation 
Just as th.e projection operations affected the form of the L. C. T. , 
they also affect the form of Dyson's equation. The availability for 
Dyson's equation for V for example 
V = V0 + V0 II V (2.60) 
depends on the ability to express a diagram such as 
as the product of three factors 
[ ~ <=V'J ] . EII • 
However again the action of P on such a diagram means that this is not 
possible unless i I' j. If however we take as a self-energy 
and use (2.60) recursively, we generate the expansion 
+ 
D = 'V'VVv'VVVV'< 
N 
,E. 
~,) 
p' 
+ 
N 
E 
i=l 
p' 
+ • • • 
where P' acts as if every loop corresponds to a different site. It is 
clear that this generates the correct second-order diagrams, and also the 
correct fourth-order diagrams fori t j, etc., but gives an incorrect 
fourth-order contribution for i 
is included in IT 
IT 
N 
.El .~= 
p' 
j. If however an extra contribution 
N 
E p' 
i=l 
then the resulting fourth-order diagrams are correct but not the higher-
order diagrams. Proceeding in this manner we can correct IT to any 
given order. Other fourth-order contributions to IT include 
N 
"' p' ,t...l ~= p 
+ 
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2.2.5 Iso-spin GF limiting procedure? 
The worKs of Hernandez and Walker (1972) and Stedman (197la) would 
suggest (implicitly) that the operation (2.54) can be applied to the one-
particle iso-spin G.F., (defined by equations (2.4) and (2.10) but with 
t f ' t ' ' t ) G . (' ) ( l) a , a now re errl.ng o l.so-spl.n opera ors , l.W • llll n This has the 
diagram expansion 
iw 
n ~ G (iW ) .,... + ... ... + llll n 
.ll ll ll 
j_ 
+ + • . .. 
ll ll ll ll 
butapplying P (2.54) to the leading diagram gives 
D 
I ( -iW-~--~---A ) = 
n ll 
1 SA lim e z A+ oo iw - E: - A n ll 
= 00 
which diverges. The results because we no longer have the situation, 
[V,N] = 0, because the V's no longer correspond to physical observables. 
However, this is not a difficulty in practical situations because in 
such calculations one ultimately calculates traces over physical quantities 
and though P applied to part of a diagram may result in divergences it 
will not when applied to the diagram as a whole. For example in the 
above case P(G (iW )) diverges but it is only part of the diagram 3.13, 
. llll n 
(figure 4 and 5 of Hernandez and Walker 1972), which corresponds to the 
physically observable absorption spectrum, and when P is applied to this 
diagram the result converges. 
2.2.6 Spin-Phonon Coupled Modes (s = 1). 
For the s = Yz case the three mappingsconsidered are approximately 
equal in convenience with drones having a slight edge as a result of the 
[l] They consider only one site so we have dropped site labels. 
availability of the L.C.T. To evaluate their comparative usefulness for 
higher spin values we shall employ each to obtain the dispersion relation 
for spin-phonon coupled modes in a system containing spin one ions. we 
shall choose a Hamiltonian for the description of the interaction between 
the spins and phonons, ~ , such that phonons can induce transitions 
sp 
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between any two of the three spin levels. Our Hamiltonian is chosen to be 
'JC = 'Jf + 'Jf + 'JC 
s p sp 
where 'Jf = L: Wo sz 
s j J ( 2. 61) 
'JC L: wk t bk bk p k -
-1 + + 
'Jf = N-Y2 L: Bk exp (ik·r.) <Pk [s~ + ~ (S. s. +S~S~)] 
sp k' - -J J J J J J 
_] 
where we have used the method described by Toombs and Sheard (1973) to 
transform the phonon operators such that only the p = 1 branch is 
1 d t th . h' lt . 1' ff' . [l] coup e o e sp~ns. T ~s resu s ~n a coup ~ng coe ~c~ent 
where E denotes the strength of the coupling. The S+S+ + S S combination 
in (2.61) couples the highest and lowest spin levels of the triplet and 
because it can be expressed as a combination of Sx and sY operators the 
iso-spin P operation (2.54) is applicable. 
The coupled modes dispersion relation is to be found by considering 
the poles of the phonon G.F. (2.7). (e.g. for s = Y2 case see Yolin (1965), 
Jacobsen and Stevens (1963) and Tucker (1972)). We shall now develop a 
diagram expansion and find the poles of (2.7) for each of the three 
mappings. 
Drones 
Using the notation of (2.24) we define G.F.'s 
[l] The factor Y2 in this expression for Bk corrects the typographical error 
in McKenzie and Stedman (1976) where it is given as Y3 • 
l:J.. ,f.' (T) = - <T {(e. (T) + l (T)) (e ,I 1(0) + etJ·~/ {Q)) }> 
Jll,Ji-1' T Jll Jll Jll t-< 
(2.62) 
A. ,I I (T) == - <T {d. (T) d ~I I (O) }> 
Jl.l, Jll T Jll Jll 
whose corresponding zero-order G.F.'s have Fourier coefficients that are 
d • 1 I d , .I ~agona lltll an J,J • {Because of the form of (2.61) they are also 
independent of these). 
l:J. 0 (iw n) = 2/iw n 
(2. 63) 
A0 (iw.) 1 = 
. n iw 
- Wo 
n 
, Representing the propagators Vk, l:J. 0 and A0 by wavy;broken and solid 
lines respectively we obtain the second-order diagrams of figure 2.7. 
Figure 2.7 
\ 
\ I 
\ I 
\ / 
'-... / ...._ ___ .,..,..,. 
(a) (b) (c) 
.; -·- .._ 
(d) 
(e) (f) (g) 
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The twisting of the propagators in figure 2.7 c-e,g indicates which 
contractions have been performed and hence the number of free spin labels 
present and the correct K (p) factors that result. 
s 
Using the relation 
(2.16), (second-order term), and the first term of J{ , (2.61) we obtain 
sp 
an expression in the expansion of (2.7) 
1 Js 1 
- -I d'T 1 d'T 2 • - L: L: L: B B I 2. N . .I I I q _q 
0 . J,J q,q ~~ 
exp 
a 
b 
. c 
[d ~ ('Tl) - d, (Tl) ][d~ll (T2) - d It ('T2)] J~ J~ J~ j~ 
t t [e. (TI) +e. (TI)][e,, (Tz) + e.11 (T2)]}> 0 J~ J~ J~ J~ 
where contraction a gives an unlinked diagram and both b,c contribute to 
diagram 2.7a. Similarly if the second term of X (2.61) is used one 
sp 
obtains an expression with the possible contractions 
a 
b 
c 
A c 
B D 
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[e. + e~]J {Tl}He.]J + e~ (TdHe.u JJ.11 J 1 J 2 ]].12 J~l 
y 
If we use the diagram convention 
,I I 
J J.1I 
, I I 
J ].12 
then one obtains the following correspondances between the contractions and 
diagrams. 
diagram 2.7f 
-
contractions (b+c} · (A+C} ·a 
II 2.7g II · (b+c) • (B+D) ·a 
-
II 2.7b II (b+c} • (A+C) • 8 
-
II 2.7d II (b+c} · (B+D} ·8 
-
II 2.7c II {b+c) · (A+C} ·Y 
-
" 2.7e II (b+c) • (B+D) ·Y -
Diagrams 2.7£ and 2.7g involve a closed dotted loop that results in a factor 
8 -1 E 
iw 
n 
!J. 0 (iw) 
n 
E 
iw 
n 
which vanishes because iw = (2n + l)TI/8. 
n 
2 
iw 
n 
This leaves the contributions 
from diagrams 2.7a- e and table 2.4 summarizes the resulting Kronecker 
delta functions and signs that result from the various contractions. 
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TABLE 2. 4 
Contraction Kronecker delta's Sign 
A+ C 0. ,1 0 I 0 I -1 
JJ 111111 112112 
B + D 0,.1 0 I 0 I +1 
JJ 111112 112111 
0. ,I 0 I 0 I -1 
JJ 111111 112112 
y 0. ,I 0 I 0 I +1 JJ 111112 112111 
From table 2.4 we can easily find the resulting number of free 11 labels, 
{p), and hence the correct K1 (p) factor and sign for each of the diagrams 
2.7 a- e, which is summarized in table 2.5. 
TABLE 2.5 
Diagram p factor 
2.7a 1 
2.7b 2 
2.7c 1 
2.7d 1 K1 {1) 
2.7e 2 
From (2.32) and {2.29) we have the result 
{2.64) 
and evaluating the self-energy diagram contributions for s = Yz we obtain 
diagram 
2.7a 
2.7b- e 
contribution to self-energy ITk(iwn) 
(iw ) 2 - 4w~ 
n 
Swo · -Swo 
e - e 
(2.65) 
Combining (2.65), (2.64) and table 2.5 we obtain a total contribution 
(second-order) to the self-energy 
Quasi-spin 
= £2 w% w~ (eSwo -e-Swo) [ 
(eSwo + 1 + e-Swo 
1 
Using the notation of (2.25) we define G.F.'s 
A. ,I I (1') 
Jll,Jll 
- <T {f (1') f !I I (O) }> 
1' jlJ Jll 
B. ,1 t(T) 
JlJ,J]l 
(2.66) 
(2.67) 
whose corresponding zero-order G.F.'s have Fourier coefficients that are 
diagonal in, and independent of, ]J,]J1 and j,j' and using (2.61) have the 
form 
[iw 
n 
-1 
- Cwo/2)] . (2. 68) 
Developing a diagram expansion we obtain the second-order diagrams as in 
figure 2.7 a- e, (diagrams 2.7 f- g are no longer possible), except 
that the solid and dotted lines now represent the propagators B0 and 11. 0 
respectively. The p and K (p) factors are summarized in table 2.6. 
s 
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TABLE 2.6 
Diagram p factor 
2.7a 1 -Kl(l) 
2.7b 2 -Kl (2) 
2.7c 1 K1 (1) 
2.7d 1 K1 (1) 
2.7e 2 - K1 (2) 
The spin Y2 diagram contributions to the self-energy Tik(iw ) are (define 
. n 
x == Bw 0/2) 
diagram 
2.7a 
contribution to self-energy Tik(iwn) 
1 e:2 wij wk 
2 (:lw ) 2 - w~ 
n 
x -x 
e - e 
(e-x+ 1) (ex+ 1) 
2.7b- e 
£;;'· e:z w~ wk 
(iw ) 2 - 4wo 2 
n 
x -x 
e - e 
x 2 -x 2 (e + 1) (e + 1) 
while (2.39) and (2.36) give the relationship 
~1 (p) =~(ex+ 1)
2 (e-x + 1) 2 - 4(ex + 1) (e-x +1) 
(eBwo + 1 + e-Bwo) 
(2.69) 
(2. 70) 
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Combining (2.70), (2.69) and table 2.6 we obtain a second-order contribution 
to the llk(iwn) that is identical to the drones result (2.66). 
I so-spin 
We define a G.F. by 
t F. •!.' (T) = - <T {a, (T) a,,, (0) }> 
J~,J~ T J~ J~ 
(2.72) 
whose corresponding Fourier coefficients are diagonal in j and ~ labels 
F,~ (iwn) = --1---~-' iw - ~wo 
n 
~ = o, ± 1 . (2. 73) 
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When the iso-spin projection operation is employed (2.54) then an energy 
A is added to each energy level and ~Wo + ~Wo +A in (2.73). Representing 
0 0 0 the level propagators F1 , Fo and F by lines above, on and below the 
-1 
level of the phonon propagator respectively then we obtain the second-
order diagrams of figure 2.8 where each diagram represents two diagrams, 
Figure ') 0 
""•'-' 
(a) (b) (c) 
one for the sense of the level propagators arrows being clockwise and another 
having an anticlockwise sense. Evaluating the contributions from these 
diagrams we obtain the results summarized in table 2.7. 
Diagram(s) 
2. 7a + 2. 7b 
2.7c 
TABLE 2. 7 
Contribution to self-energy ITk(iwn) 
(before P (2.54) is applied). 
4~2 £2 w% wk 
(iW ) 2 - 4Wo 2 
n 
u (A) 
u (A) 
-1 -1 
where U{A) = [expSC-w 0 - A) + 1] - [expS(w 0 - A) + 1] contains all the 
A dependence of the contributions. Upon applying (2.54) to this we 
obtain 
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p[u(A.)] = 1 lim eSA. U (A) 
eSwo + 1 + e -Swo A.+ (X) 
ef3wo -Swo (2.74) - e 
= 
eSwo + 1 + e-13wo 
Again combining (2.74) and table 2.7 we obtain the self-energy contribution 
(2. 66) . After we have completed the evaluation of the dispersion relation 
we shall explain why the iso-spin method is the most convenient. 
Dispersion Relation 
The self-energy contribution (2.66) is to be substituted in (cf {2.19), 
{;!. 21)) 
(2.75) 
and the analytic continuation v,_(iw_) + Vk(W) performed by substituting 
. A .U 
- -
w for iw in (2.75) and (2.66). 
n 
The poles of the analytically continued 
function are to be determined by finding those values of w for which. 
the denominator vanishes. Such values satisfy the cubic equation 
e2 Wo2-w (eSwo -e-l3w0 ) 
k 
(ef3wo + 1 + e -Swo) 
(2.76) 
Upon making the substitutions y = (W/Wo) 2 and x = (Wk/Wo) 2 this can be 
rewritten in the dimensionless form 
(y - x) {y - 4) (y - 1) - e 2x Q (w 0 ) [ {y - 4) + 4f;; 2 (y - 1)] 0 (2. 77) 
where 
Following Abramowitz and Stegun (1965) we rewrite this in the form 
y 3 + a2y 2 + a 1y + ao = 0 with coefficients a2 = - 5 - x, a1 = 4 + 5x -
Defining 
two parameters 
1 q =- a1 3 
1 a~ 
9 
then if the combination 0 = - {q3 + r 2) is positive the cubic equation 
has three distinct real roots. 
s = {r2 + 0 ~ 16 
1 -1 
t = - tan ( 0 /r) 3 
then the roots are 
Yl 2s cost - .!.a2 3 
If we define the two parameters 
Y2 = - s cost - 1 a 2 + 13 s sint 3 
1 
Ys = - s cost - - a2 - 13 s sint. 3 
Using these relations a computor generated plot of the dispersion relation 
is given in figure 2.9 with the parameters chosen such that 
(1) ~ 1 
(2) Q(Wol = 1, 
for two val.ues of the coupling coefficient- e: 2 • 
Far from the regions of the crossings the-curves tend to the 
unperturbed dispersion relations w = wk, w = Wo and w = 2Wo and the 
deviation from these in the region of the. crossing increases with 
increasing values of e: 2 . In the regions far from the crossings the modes 
act like either pure spins or pure phonons while close to these regions 
they are to be regarded as neither pure spins or pure phonons but an 
inseparable coupling of them both. 
The lifetime of these coupled modes is to be found by obtaining the 
imaginary part of the self-energy upon taking the analytic continuation 
(Too~s and Sheard 1973) 
From (2.66) we find that to second-order this gives 
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Figure 2.9 
3 
2 
W/Wo 
1 
0 
0.1 
0 (W + Wo) 
lifetime (W) 
(2.79) 
o(w- 2W 0 ) 
+ 4~2 
w + 2Wo 
0 (W + 2Wo) 
w - 2W0 } 
indicating that the coupled-modes are not damped, (i.e. have infinite 
lifetime), to this order except at w ±wo and ±2w 0 which only occurs 
far from the coupled modes region. 
2.2.7 Comparison of techniques 
Having used the three spin mappings; drones, quasi-spin and iso-spin 
in a model calculation we find that the relative convenience of the iso-
spin 1napping makes it the obvious choice for work at higher spin values. 
This convenience comes mainly from the observation that the evaluation 
of diagram 2.8c for iso-spin involves only one contour integration while 
the evaluation of diagrams 2.7b- e for drones and quasi-spin each 
involve three nested integrations. 
For generalS the iso-spin approach would yield S(2S + 1) diagrams 
each requiring the evaluation of one integration compared with the drone 
and quasi-spin techniques which would result in only 2S diagrams but 
the number of free integration variables ranges from one for the first 
diagram to 48-1 for the last diagram. Added to this advantage, the 
iso-spin method avoids the necessity of differentiating diagrams, (and 
the K factors), that the drone and quasi-spin diagrams 2.7b- e require. 
If the interaction Hamiltonian (2.61) was taken to be linear in 
spin, (cf ~=0), then the above complications to drones and quasi-spin 
would be no longer applicable and all three methods would be comparable; 
however such a choice of interaction is highly unrealistic as it 
restricts the system to transitions between adjacent levels. 
Another advantage of the iso-spin mapping is the relative simplicity 
of the projection operation P (2.54). Also the diagrams can easily be 
given a physical interpretation in terms of phonons, (or photons), 
inducing transitions between levels. This will become more apparent 
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in the following chapters on absorption and Raman spectra. 
We conclude then that although the drones, quasi-spin and iso-spin 
mappings are comparable for s = Y2 and interaction Hamiltonians linear 
in spin operators, the first two methods quickly become intractable 
with increasing spin and realistic choices of Hamiltonian, and the 
iso-spin technique renders it the most attractive method. 
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CHAPTER 3 . : . SINGLE ·ION ABSORPTION . SPECTRU1•1 
In this chapter we shall develop a thermal Green's function 
formulation that yields the absorption spectrum of a crystal containing 
many impurity ions. From this analysis we will show how to extract the 
absorption spectrum for a single ion and will provide the background 
for chapter 4 where the spectrum of ion pairs is discussed. 
The optical absorption as a function of frequency w0 is given by the 
well known expression (Stedman 1971, Nishikawa and Barrie 1963, Kubo 1957) 
cr(wo)~ Wo J:
00
dt{e-iwot- eiwot}<M(t)M> ( 3 .1) 
where the average is taken over the grand canonical ensemble 
and M is the dipole moment operator. 
3.1 Description of the System: 
The system we shall consider consists of a crystal containing 
impurity paramagnetic ions. The energy levels of these ions will be 
described using the iso-spin mapping discussed at length in the previous 
chapter, 
'J( = 1mp E e: m jm 
t 
a. a. ]m ]m ( 3. 2) 
where again j is a site label and e: is the energy of level m which is 
m 
taken to be site independent. The projection operation (2.54) involves 
adding an energy A to each level written as 
e: + A 
m m 
e: + A. 
m 
(3.3) 
Following Stedman (1972a) we represent the dipole moment operator 
by the expansion 
M = .E M Jmn mn 
t 
a. a. Jm ]n ( 3. 4) 
t The action of the creation operator a. on the vacuum state creates an ]m 
ionic level mat site j while a. annihilates this level. Jill (Of course 
the vacuum state has no physical significance as was explained in §2.2.2). 
Each term of (3.4) corresponds to a transition from some impurity level 
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(n) to another (m) at some site (j) with matrix element M = <mjMjn> 
mn 
which is taken to be site independent. In appendix 3A we show that the 
absorption spectrum is related to the thermal G.F. 
r G(iw ) = E E Mab Mcd dTe~WnT n .. , abed ]] 0 . 
t t 
ajd(O)}> <T {a. (T) ajb (T) a·' (0) T Ja JC 
where iw 
n 
i2n~/s, n = 0, ±1, ±2, ••• 
by the relationship 
Wo 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
This involves the discontinuity across the real axis of the function 
obtained by analytically continuing iw to the whole complex plane. 
. n 
The absorption spectrum is to be found by developing a diagram expansion 
of the G.F. (3.5), analytically Continuing it and using expression (3.6). 
However before we indicate the diagram expansion let us complete the 
description of the system. 
We are interested in the effect of the phonons of the crystal on the 
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absorption spectrum. The phonon Hamiltonian in the absence of interactions 
is 
'JC phonon (3.7) 
and the interaction between the phonons and impurity levels is given by 
'k 
where VJ 
mn 
Jtint = E E E vjk a! a. <Pk (3.8) 
k mn j mn Jm Jm 
wk% ik·r . 
= Vmn(") e- -, w~th V the volume of the crystal, as given by 
Barrie and Rystephanick (1966). Each term in the interaction Hamiltonian 
(3.8) can be considered as a transition from level n to level m of the 
impurity at site j with either the creation or annihilation of a phonon 
with wave vector k. This form of the interaction, like that for the s=l 
spin coupled modes, enables transitions to occur between any two levels, 
the transition probability amplitude being given by the matrix element 
vjk . 
mn 
3.2 Diagram Expansion 
Using the approach outlined in chapter 2 we develop a diagram 
expansion of the G.F. (3.5) in frequency space. Figure 3.1 gives the 
leading second and fourth-order diagrams that contribute to the numerator 
and denominator, where solid, wiggly and dotted lines indicate level, 
phonon and photon propagators respectively. Although the photon 
propagators do not explicitly appear in expansion (3.6), they have been 
included in the diagrams of figure 3.1 to; (i) indicate the level sums 
(over a,b,c and d) in (3.5) (c.£. diagram rule c) and to (ii) give a 
clearer physical picture of the role of the photon in the absorption 
process. 
To find and evaluate all diagrams of order 2n + 2 (i.e. containing 
n phonqn propagators) we enumerate all topologically distinct diagrams 
and evaluate each according to the following rules: 
(a) Assiqn a relevant parameter, (e.g. level and site label)! and a 
frequency to each propagator, along with an arrow denoting its 
[ 1] 
sense, such that frequency is 'conserved' at each node and 
a net iw travels through the diagram. 
n 
(b) Make the following replacements: 
iw 
n F~ (iw ) 
..... 
-+ 
Jill n jm 
iw q 
-
~ v~ (iwq) .-
k 
~ k Jila' 'k VJ mn 
.... 
jm jn 
M 
mn 
1 
iw - A 
n m 
1 1 
iw iw + - w wk q k q 
[1] For a level propagator, but not a phonon propagator, the sense of 
the frequency 'flow' is relevant to considerations of distinctness. 
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Figure 3.1 
N Spectrum a 0 
N :::' --0--- . + 
+ --- -- + --(])-- + --6--
e OvD 
+ ---0--- + --0-- + • - -
+ + 
+ + • • • 
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(c) Sum over all intermediate frequencies, wavevector sites and 
levels. 
(d) 1 . . f o-Cn+l)( l)F h . Mu tJ.ply the dJ.agrarn by a actor f-l . - w ere F l.S the 
number of closed fermion loops. 
(e) Whenever a particle line either closes on itself, or is joined 
. 0+ J.W by the same interaction line, insert a convergence factor e n 
The form of the interaction (3.8) and the dipole moment expansion 
(3.4) is such that all level propagators forming a closed loop must have 
the same site label, this being used to label the loop. Figure 3.1 then 
contains diagrams that contain one, two or more closed fermion loops, 
each loop being labelled by a site label. As expounded in the previous 
chapter the isospin representation introduces 'unphysical' states whose 
effect must be projected out of each diagram contributing to D and N. 
3.3 Second-order Diagram. 
Consider the contribution from the second-order diagram of figure 3.1 
redrawn in .figure 3.2. 
Figure 3. 2 
This gives upon 
= -
=-
iw 
n 
·-·~· 
applying the 
E IM 12 
ron 
f3-l 
ron 
E IM 12 
ron 
f3 -1 
ron 
The sum over frequencies iE 
n 
iE +iw 
n n 
previously 
E F 0 (iE ) 
iE n n 
n 
E 1 
iE iE A 
n n 
iw 
n 
'-··--
defined rules: 
F 0 (iE + iw ) 
rn n n 
1 
iE + iw 
n n n 
(3.9) 
A 
rn 
i(2n + 1)1T/S n=O, ±1, ±2, •••• involved in 
this expression can be replaced by a contour integral. (Fetter and 
Walecka p248 (1971), Schrieffer pl96 (1964)). 
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(3.9) L: IM 12 
nm mn 
J dz 
) 2'ITi 
c 
z + iw - A 
1 (3.10) 
n m 
where the contour C is around the simple poles of the Fermi-Dirac function 
Sz -1 
f 0 (z) = (e + 1) which occurs at z = i(2n + l)'IT/S with residues -S 
(see figure 3.3). 
Figure 3.3 
contour 
·X poles of 
f
0 
(z) 
z- A 
n 
Real (z) 
Using the properties of contour integrals, contour C can be deformed into 
contour c' without affecting the value of the integral. As the outer 
circle spreads radially out to infinity the contribution from this part 
of the contour can be shown to vanish and the contribution from the 
straight sections cancel leaving only the contributions from the two 
simple poles at z = A 
m 
iw and z = A • 
n n 
Then from the residue theorem 
(Churchill 1960) this can be evaluated to give 
(3.9) = r 
f (A ) 
L: IM 12 D n 
mn mn Liw + A - A 
n n m 
( 3. 11) 
This result must now be analytically continued to the whole complex plane. 
The prescription given by Baym and Mermin (1961) (Chapter 2.1.1) involves 
· Siw 
the replacement of iw by z, after all factors such as e n have been 
n 
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reduced to ±1. In (3.11) there is a factor 
( 3 .12) 
which using (3.5) can be written in the form f (A ) . This results in the D m 
analytically continued contribution 
G(z) =- L: IMmnl2[fD(An) - fD(Am)] • 
rnn 
where w = A - A = £ - £ 
nm n m n m 
1 
z + w 
nm 
(3 .13) 
Using this in (3.6) we obtain the contribution of the diagram of 
figure 3.2 to the spectrprn 
cr(w0 ) = w0 L: jMrnnl 2[f0 (An) - f 0 (Am)] o(wo + wnm) ( 3 .14) 
mn 
where we have used the well known result (Heitler 1954 p69) 
lim 1 P 
--- = +ina (x) £+ 0+ X ± X ( 3. 15) 
where P denotes the principal value part. 
Applying the isospin mapping (2.54) to (3.14) involves a factor 
1 
z 
lim SA [ 1 
A+ oo e -e-:::S-:('A_+_£ n--:-) +-1 
= (e-S£n -e-S£m)/ L: e-S£i 
i 
(3 .16) 
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e-S£i 
where pi= -S£. is the population factor of level i. This gives, then, 
Le J 
J 
the contribution to the spectrum 
a (Wo) = Wo L: IM 12 (p - p ) o (wo + w ) 
mn n m rnn 
rnn 
which consists of a delta function peak at w0 = w mn 
(3.17) 
This contribution is consistent with the interpretation that the 
spectrum arises from two types of contributions: an absorption term with 
a weighting of p where the ion in level n absorbs a photon and suffers a 
n 
transition to a level m, minus an emission term with a weighting p where 
m 
the ion in level m emits a photon and suffers a transition to a level n. 
(see figure 3.4) 
Figure 3.4 
Initial 
Final 
(a) absorption 
p weighting 
n 
-------- m 
n 
-----m 
------- n 
(b) emission 
-p weighting 
m 
m 
n 
------- m 
--~ 
Each diagram of figure 3.1 can be similarly evaluated giving a spectral 
contribution. 
3.4 Many Ion Spectrum 
A closer study of the evaluation of the diagrams reveals that if 
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a diagram contains two or more (say n) loops with the same site label, then 
instead of a factor of the form (3.16), theri factors of the form 
1 lim S~ f (~. ) f (~. ) ..••. fD(~. ) 
z ~+co e D 11 D 12 1n ( 3 .18) 
appear which vanish identically for n ~ 2. Hence only diagrams containing 
at most one loop with any site label can ·contribute to the spectrum. 
Thus if there was only one impurity io~ in the crystal, the diagrams 
that contribute to the spectrum can be written as in figure 3.5. 
Figure 3.5 
----0---
spectrum ( 1 ion) CY. (3.19} 
1 
where by --0--, G) is meant all connected, disconnected 
diagrams respectively containing only 6ne loop referrinq to site i. 
(e.g. figure 3.6). 
Figure 3.6 
···-~···· 
···0··· + ··([)··· + ···CD··· + • • • 
0 = CD + 
(Note that the contribution from G) 
---8-----
+ . . . 
has vanished because it 
involves two loops with the same site labelling}. Similarly for two 
impurity ions we obtain a contribution 
Figure 3.7 
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spectrum (2 ions) o. 
·-0·· [ 1 + 8} ·-0~-[1 + 8] + -·0·· 
[ 1+Q][1. Q]. G 
where -- -8- -- and ® contain both a site i loop connected by 
phonons to a site j loop. {e.g. figure 3.8}. 
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Figure 3.8 
--8--- --· + --- -- + ••• 
+ 
A consideration of the diagrams contributing to 
--·0 --and 
show that they contain one or more phonons that 'connect' site 1 to site 
2. We shall see in the following chapter on pair spectra that such a 
contribution depends on the distance R = l£ 1 - E2 1 between the ions 
-3 [ 1] 
approximately as R at large R. If the impurity ions are far apart 
in the crystal then the contributions from these terms are small and the 
spectr'.!-rn can be ~\rri tte:n approximately as 
Figure 3. 9 
--0--
spectrum (2 ions) ~ + 
1+ 0 1 + 0 
which twice that of the one ion contribution. This analysis can be 
extended to an arbitrary number N of impurity ions; the contribution being 
N times that of the one ion spectrum if all diagrams involving one or more 
phonons connecting two or more ions are neglected. This means that the 
N ion spectrum can be obtained approximately by considering only the one-
ion spectra; the intensity of the spectrum being proportional to the number 
of impurity ions present. 
This approximation, (which previous authors have used but not 
analysedj, is sufficient for low concentrations, c, of impurity ions in the 
host crystal because the probability of two ions being close together 
(e.g. nearest neighbours) is of the order c2 (Johnstone (1975)) (Similarly 
[l] . 1 d 
. By large we mean compared to the wavelength of the phonon ~nvo ve . 
the probability of triples is approximately c 3 , etc.) However as the 
concentration of impurity ions is increased, the probability of the 
occurrence of (nearest neighbour) pairs increases and the above 
approximation becomes untenable. 
contributions arising from the 
In chapter 4 we shall investigate the 
---0--·- type diagrams and show 
that they correspond to and give the pair spectra, namely the extra 
spectral lines th~t appear as satellites to the main lines as the 
impurity concentration C is increased. 
3.5 Single Ion Spectra 
The single ion absorption spectrum has been described using diagram 
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techniques by a number of workers, including Stedman (1970a,b,l97la,b, 1972 
a,b, 1~73, 1976a, 1977) Hernandez and Walker (197~, Nishikawa and Barrie 
(1963) and Barrie and Rystephanick (1966). In the rest of this 
chapter we shall present a new approach to this problem in an attempt 
to provide a description of the general spectrum, and particularly to 
line shapes, that is as complete as possible. 
In the expression (3 .19) for the single ion spectrum, the denominator 
is independent of the frequency iw and hence (via (3.6)) can only give 
n 
a multiplicative intensity contribution. As our interest lies more in 
relative line shape variations rather than say the variation of intensity 
with temperature we shall only consider the contribution of the numerator 
in (3.6). Contribution (3.17) arose from the second order diagram of 
figure 3.2 which contains no phonon propagators. We shall show that the 
effect of 'dressing' the level propagators with phonons is to broaden this 
delta function, to shift the position of the peak and to introduce phonon 
sidebands to the spectrum. 
To obtain the above mentioned shift and broadening of the delta 
function, the contribution from an infinite number. of diagrams needs to be 
summed. This is because any single diagram is found to give only delta 
functions and hence any finite sum of these diagrams will also give only 
delta functions. Fortunately however we have a method by which the 
contribution of an infinite number of diagrams may be summed by evaluating 
only a finite number of diagrams. 
equation presented in chapter 2. 
This is achieved using the Dyson 
Denoting[ l] F , (iw ) as a double 
. rom n 
solid line, it has the diagram expansion given in figure 3.10. 
Figure 3.10 
+ + 
+ + + 
which can be written in the Dyson equation form as in figure 3.lla where 
the self energy function is defined by figure 3.llb. 
Figure 3.11 
+ 
(a) 
+ + 
+ + • 
(b) 
[ 1] As we are now considering only one ion we have.dropped the site index. 
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The self energy only contains diagrams that cannot be split into two parts 
by severing a level propagator. The second contribution to the self 
energy contains a closed level propagator loop and hence as our basic 
diagram for the spectrum already contains one such loop, any diagram 
containing this will vanish. This means we must disregard its contribution 
to the self energy. Equation (3.22) can be written in terms of a matrix 
equation. 
F (iw) = F0 (i.w) + F 0 (iw) l:(i.w) F(i.w) 
n n n n n 
(3.24) 
where the elements of the matrices are given by 
iw 
[F(iw )] (iw ) ~ I I = F I - m m n m,m mm n 
iw 
(F 0 (i.W )] 1= 0 F 0 (iw ) m ._,n I (3.25) I 
-
m 
n m,m mm m n 
[l:(iw )] 1 l: I (iw ) 
-
I 
n m,m mm n m m 
Equation (3.24) can be manipulated to obtain the inverse of F(iw ) 
n 
-1 F (iw ) 
n 
0 -1 (F (iw ) ) 
n 
l:(iw) 
n 
(3.26) 
Because F 0 (iW) is a diagonal matrix then its inverse is also diagonal 
n 
-1 
and its matrix elements are those of F (iw ) are easily obtained. 
n 
-1 However this still leaves the problem of inverting the F (iw ) matrix to 
n 
obtain the required matrix elements of F(iw ). 
n 
This problem is not 
easy to treat analytically in full generality and the usual approximation 
made is to assume that l:(iw } and hence F(iw } is diagonal. 
n n 
This gives 
the solution 
F (iw } 
mm n 
1 ( 3. 27} 
(F 0 (iw )} - - l: (iwn> 
m n mm 
which we shall investigate shortly. Stedman (1976) has investigated 
the possibility of allowing non-zero off-diagonal F 1 (iw ) 1 but with mm n 
states m1 m
1 being degenerate (e.g. they may arise from the degenerate time-
reversed conjugate states of a Kramers ion) where he showed that these 
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"interference diagrams" gave small shifts to the spectral lines. 
In the following sections of this chapter we shall, for simplicity and 
to enable us to obtain analytic results, assume. that the matrix L{iw) is 
n 
diagonal. It is possible to correct for some types of diagrams, such as 
that of figure 3.12a, which are disregarded by this approximation. 
-~ 
a<f.m m 
(a) 
L (iw ).,..__ L 
nun n a :f. m 
{b) 
This is achieved by considering the diagram of figure 3.12b as contributing 
to the self energy L (iw ) even though it is not a proper self energy in 
rom n 
the sense that it can be split into two parts by severing propagator a. 
The effect of this approach is to considerably reduce the number of diagram 
contributions being neglected by the diagonal L(iw ) approximation. 
n 
3.5.1 Additive Diagram Contributions 
Let us study the contribution from the diagram of figure 3.13 
Figure 3.13 
iw 
n 
.. _.,._ 
iE +iw 
n n 
iE 
n 
iw 
n 
-·- -· 
which is the equivalent diagram to that of figure 3.2 but with the zero-
order level propagators replaced with dressed diagonal level propagators. 
This gives a contribution to (3.5) 
- L: IM 1 2 13- 1 L: F (iE ) F (iE + iw ) 
mn mn iE n n m n n 
(3.28) 
Again this can be converted to a contour integral about the poles of the 
Fermi-Dirac function. 
(3.28) = L: IM 12 f d2z. f (z) F (z) F (z + iw) mn 1T1 D n m n 
mn c 
Using ( 3. 27) we obt.ain 
F (z) 
m 
1 
z - A - L: ( z) 
m mm 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
and using the property that the self-energy function L: (z) is regular 
mm 
everywhere in the complex plane except on the real axis where it has the 
( 3. 31) 
then similarly F (z) is regular everywhere except on the real axis where 
m 
it obeys 
1 
21Ti 
where 
_ L (x) 
m 
r (x)/1T 
m 
/), (x) ± iT (x) 
m m • 
( 3. 32) 
(3. 33) 
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Because the G.F.'s in (3.29) do not have simple poles but rather cuts along 
the lines Im(z) = O, -iw then instead of deforming contour C into C as in 
n 
figure 3.3, it is deformed to c" as in figure 3.14 
Figure 3.14 Real (z) = 0 
Imag (z) 
- iW 
n 
0 
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Again as the radius increases to infinity the contribution from the 
circular parts vanishes leaving only the contributions from the lines 
just above and below the cut lines giving 
(3.28) 
+ F (x - iw ) [F (x + iO +) - F (x - iO +) ]} 
n n m m 
(3.34) 
where we have used the property of f 0 (x) given _in (3.12). 
Using (3.22) this can be rewritten as 
(3. 28) = f (x) {L (x) F (x + iw ) D n m n 
+ F (x- iw) L (x) }. 
n n m 
(3.35) 
To find the contribution to the spectrum we perform the procedure of (3.6) 
and obtain 
- f (x + w0 )] L (x) L (x + Wo) D n m (3.36) 
Because of the complex form of the integrand in this expression it is not 
possible to obtain an exact analytical result. 
In chapter 8 we study this integral numerically for a model system and 
show that it gives approximate.ly a lorentzian peak slightly shifted from 
Wo = W corresponding to the no-phonon-line (N.P.L.) peak and background 
mn 
phonon sidebands. We shall now present a method to obtain an approximate 
analytical expression for the N.P.L. peak. 
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The approximations that we need to make (which we shall refer to as the 
lorentzian or sharply peaked approximation) are 
(i) the functions~. (x), r. (x) of (3.33) are slowly varying 
l. l. 
and 
(ii) the function L (x) is sharply peaked at the solution of the 
n 
- [1] transcendental equation x = A + ~ (x) which we denote A • 
n n n 
These approximations allow us to replace the x dependence of the selected 
parts of the integrand by I i namely the Fermi-Dirac factors and all the 
n 
~ and r functions. This results in the convolution expression 
cr(wo) = Wo 
(x- 8 )2 + y 2 
n n 
y /'IT 
m 
(x + Wo - 8 ) 2 + y 2 (3.37) 
m m 
where y - r <I ) I y - r <I + Wo) I 0 - A + ~ (I ) = I 
n ·n n m m n n n n n n 
and 8 - A + ~ <I + w0). m m m n 
The convolution of two lorentzians is given in appendix 3B with the result 
a (W 0) = w 0 L I M 12 [ f (I ) - f (I 
mn D n D n 
mn 
+ Wo)] 
· (Wo - 8 
m 
which is a lorentzian centred on w0 = 8 - 8 with width m n 
+ y ) /'TT 
m 
Y +y • The lorentzian is peaked at 
n m 
wo - A - fi <I + wn) +I ~ 
m m n n 
(3.38) 
(y + y ) 2 
n m 
0 which 
occurs at the solution of the transcendental equation x - A - ~ (x) = 0 
m m 
which We Write as X = I . 
m 
Hence close to the peak of the N.P.L. we can 
replace y by r <I ) and 0 by X and also f (I + Wo) by f (I ) . 
m mm m m Dn Dm Writing 
I. as A + E. it is found that the only A dependences appear in the Fermi-Dirac 
l. l. 
[l] h' ' th L T l.S l.S e 00 approximation of Stedman's (1972a) self-consistent series 
x = A Lo ;n 
X = A + ~ (A ) Ll 
n n n 
factors which give, upon the action of (2. 54) , a factor pn- pm where 
The N.P.L. spectrum can be written as 
cr(wo) = Wo 
(y + y ) /TI 
n m (3.39) 
(Wo-w ) 2 + (y + Y )2 
nm n m 
Compared with (3.17) the delta functions have been broadened into 
lorentzians and shifted slightly from the basic w positions. If, 
mn 
rather than the diagram of figure 3.13, we had considered the contribution 
of the diagram where only propagators m,n respectively were replaced with 
full propagators and the remaining propagator remained a zero-order 
propagator, then the degree of braodening and shift would only be that 
contributed by the full propagator. These diagram contributions to the 
spectrum then allow, within the approximations made, the standard Wigner-
Weisskopf interpretation to be made. That is each level can be regarded 
as being shifted from its zero-order position £. by an amount 
~ 
ll.(I.)(£. +£. + f...(f.)) and a .width r.(f.) associated with it such that 
~~ l. l. ~l. l.l. 
the spectrum can be regarded as a series of lorentzians. Each of these 
result~.from a possible transition n + m and is peaked on the difference 
(£ - £ ) of its new energy levels. Its width is given by the sum of the 
n m 
relevant widths (f <I ) + r <I ) ) . Because of this algebraic additive 
m m n n 
nature of the width and shift these diagrams have been given the 
designation 'additive diagrams'. 
3.5.2 Non-additive Diagrams 
The lowest order diagrams that contribute to the single ion 
absorption spectrum not accounted for in figure 3.13 are those exhibited 
in figure 3.15. 
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Figure 3.15 
(a) (b) (c) 
Each of the diagrams contains one or more phonon propagators connecting 
the upper and lower level propagators. Stedman (1971) has presented an 
approximate method of evaluating each of these diagrams contribution to 
the shift and width of the N.P.L. 
We present a method whereby all these diagrams can be combined in a 
general expression for the absorption spectrum. This method is not able 
to produce a simple analytical expression for the shift and width of any 
spectral feature but does contain the full lineshape of the spectral 
featUYE. 
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Using Dyson's equation we are able to sum an infinite number of diagrams, 
as is required to obtain finite shifts and widths; the lowest order'diagrams 
are given in figure 3.16. 
Figure 3.16 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
Diagram 3.16a gives a contribution 
vk -k -1 
. + 
G(iw ) E E l.Wn' 0 = Mab Mcd vda s E e F (iw , ) n 
abed k be iw , a n 
n 
1 (iw , + iw )Fd(iw ,) {-.--_.;.;;...,...--___ _ 
n n n 1.W , - iw , - w 
n n k 
1 } (3.40) iw,-iw, +wk 
n n 
Converting the sums over iw , and iw , to contour integrals about the poles 
n n 
f th F . . f t . bt . 1 . b t . [ 1 ] o e erm1.-D1.rac unc 1.0n we o a1.n a spectra contr1. u 1.on . 
( 3. 41) 
where 
A. (x) = 
x - A. - fi. (x) 
1. 1. 
1. 
The integrand of (3.41) contains four terms each of which is the product 
of two L. functions and two A. functions. 
1. 1. 
If we evaluate the contribution of diagram 3.15a, (the analogous 
diagram containing bare propagators) , we obtain an expression similar to 
(3.41) but with the substitutions 
and 
o(x- A.) 
1 
X - A. 1. 
1. 
for L. (x) 
1. 
for A. (x). 
1. 
(3.42) 
[1] In (3.41) (and in subsequent equations) this represents the sum of two 
contributions: one with the factor nk and the upper signs and another with 
the (nk + 1) factor and the lower signs. 
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The resulting integral is easily evaluated giving two delta functions 
peaked on N.P.L. positions (i.e. O(Wo- wba) and O(Wo- wed)), and two 
delta function peaks shifted from N.P.L. positions by phonon frequencies, 
(i.e. O(Wo ± wk- wca) and o(w 0 ± wk- Wdb)), which are interpreted as 
contributing to the one-phonon sidebands. The four delta function 
contributions are related to the four possible ways in which diagram 3;15a 
can be cut by a line running from below the diagram to above it. Those 
lines that cut two level propagators give N.P.L. type delta functions, 
(i.e. dotted lines (1) and (2) in figure 3.17), while those that also 
cut one phonon propagator result in sideband type delta functions (i.e. 
lines (3) and (4) in figure 3.17). 
3.17 
(1) ( 4) (3) (2) 
(1) => 0 ('-'-'c-'-'-'ba) } 
(2) "* 0 (Wo-Wd ) 
C. 
( 3) '* 
(4) '* 
NPL 
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If we· make the sharply peaked approximation in (3.41) we obtain convolutions 
of products of L. and A. functions which can be evaluated by the methods 
l. l. 
of appendix 3B. These convolutions result in approximately lorentzian 
contributions, (they contain small admixtures of antisymmetric A. 
l. 
contributions), shifted slightly from the delta function contributions of 
diagram 3.15a. The identification (3.42) allows us to decide whether a 
particular contribution generally contributes to the N.P.L., the one-
phonon sideband or some higher order phonon sideband. Similarly to the 
identification of figure 3.17, these correspond to vertical lines that 
cut two full or dressed level propagators and zero, one or more phonon 
propagators respectively. We use this identification to advantage in.the 
next section to obtain general expressions for their spectra. 
3.5.3 General Expressions for Spectrum 
By using the method explained in the previous section we can quickly 
decide whether a particular diagram contributes to the N.P.L., the one-
phonon sideband or m-phonon sideband. This enables us to give a general 
expression for the N.P.L. that contains every contribution from the 
diagrams of figure 3.16, namely 
where 
P (x,y) = M + l: 
.ron ron ab 
I P (x, x + Wo) 12 
ron" 
(3.43) 
r(nk ) vk M vbn A (y ± Wk) Ab (x ± Wk) k nk+l rna rna a 
(3.44) 
The first contribution to (3.44) is that which arose from diagram 
3.13 given in (3.36); the second term appears as a cross term with the 
first in (3.41), (arising from diagram 3.16b), and the third term would 
arise from diagram 3.16b and so on to higher order in the coupling 
ff . . k coe 1c1ent vab. 
Expressions (3.43) and (3.44) can be given the diagram interpretation 
in figure 3.18; each diagram in expansion 3.18b gives a contribution to 
(3. 44) . 
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Figure 3.18 
y = X + Wo 
Wo 
-- Jil;i>-- --Iii=---
(a) 
X 
(3.44) 
- c;>~- wo !-~- + -")- + 
X 
+ + . . . 
(b) 
Similarly it is possible to sum over all contributions from figure 3.16 to 
the one-phonon sideband giving the general expression 
1P cr(w0 ) = .w 0 E E(nk l\} J:x [f (x)- f (x +wa] L (x) 
mn k nk+ D D n 
-00 
L (x + w0 ± wk>IQ (x, ± wk, w0 >l 2 m mn (3.45) 
with the diagram equivalent and definition of given in figure 3.19. 
Figu:r;:e 3.19 
7- Wo 
X 
+ 
X + WO ± W k 
X 
+ 
-7-
--)-· 
Wo 
-·--
-~-
+ 
+ 
(a) 
-~-
.. 
(b) 
Similarly the general contribution to the two-phonon sideband is obtained 
from the diagram of 3.20 
Figure 3.20 
Wo 
--1>--
Wo 
_...,. __ 
X 
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This approach can be extended to give a general expression for the m-phonon 
sideband spec.trum if required. 
It is possible to evaluate the convolutions in (3.43) and (3.45) if 
we make the sharply peaked approximation and also neglect the x dependence 
of the vertex functions P and Q . 
mn mn 
This gives an expression for the 
N.P.L. spectra 
(y + y ) /'IT 
z: <P" - P" > IP <'X" ;r > 12 
m n mn n m 
mn 
m n 
(W - 0 + 0 ) 2 
o m n 
(3.46) 
+ (y + y )2 
m n 
and for the one-phonon sideband spectra 
lP 
(y + y ) /'IT 
m n (3.47) 
(Wo- 0 + 0 ± Wk) 2 + (y + y ) 2 
m n m n 
Expression (3.47) still contains a phonon sum involving the density 
of states for the crystal and results in a broad sideband to the N.P.L. 
o - o that reflects this dependence. 
n m 
For example any sharp 
peaks in the density of states can result in a 'corresponding sharp peak in 
the sideband spectrum. 
The convolution could in principle be performed (albeit rather 
tediously) by retaining the x dependence of the yertex functions and using 
the methods of appendix 3B. In chapter 8 we evaluate some of these 
expressions numerically to test the accuracy of the results obtained from 
these approximations. 
If rather than the actual lineshapes, we are more interested in the 
shift and width of the N.P.L., we might expect from (3.46) that we need 
only investigate the parameters o - o andy + y respectively. 
n m m n 
However 
Stedman (1971) has shown that significant contribution to the shift and 
width of the N.P.L. from the contributions we interpret as 
contributing to the sidebands. In our formalism we interpret this as 
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arising because the sideband contributions from C.45) extend into the region 
of the N.P.L. spectrum. The one-phonon sideband contribution is limited 
because the phonon density of states vanishes as ±wk tends to zero. 
However significant contributions from the two-phonon sideband are possible 
because wk, w~ may correspond to a peak in the density of states but 
±(wk- W~) vanishes. Equation (3.47) then gives a contribution near the 
N.P.L. position hence affecting its shift and width. Stedman termed 
these non-additive contributions because they did not satisfy the 
additive Wigner-Weisskopf interpretation discussed in §3.5.1. 
In the next section we evaluate the major additive shift and width 
contributions and their temperature dependence at low temperatures. 
3.6 Shift and Width Functions 
The second and fourth order diagrams that contribute to the self 
energy function are those of figure 3.21 
3.21 
m a n m a b c m 
(a) (b) 
m a b c n m a b 7' m c n 
(c) (d) 
Evaluating the contribution from diagram 3.2la gives 
zO+ 1 1 
= f dz 2: lvk 12 (z) { 2'1Ti fD (z) e F iw iw ak rna a z - - w z -k n 
c 
lvk 12 
(::+1) 2: 2: 
rna (3.48) = A iw ± w -k a n k a 
Using (3.33) and (3.15) this gives contributions to the shift and width 
functions 
at::, (A ) 
(:k+) 
lvk 12 
= p 2: 2: rna 
m m k w ± wk a rna k (3.49) 
ar (A ) = - 'IT 2: ( ~ 1 ) 2: I vk 12 0 (W ± wk) m m k nk+ a rna rna 
Assuming a Debye model with acoustic phonons we can write these as 
at::, (A ) 
m m 
2: jv 12 
rna 
a 
-'IT 2: lv 12 
rna 
a 
3 
W fB (W) o (W 
rna 
(3.50) 
+ W) 
where we have used (3.8). In the low temperature limit these give 
temperature dependences T4 , T3 if w <<lw 1, w >> lw I respectively D rna D rna 
n 
for shifts and exp(-E /k T) if IE I~ kT or T dependences if IE I << kT 
amB· am am 
for widths. 
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+ wk 
Similarly we obtain contributions from diagrams 3.21 b-d to self energy 
Vk R, -k -R, (3.51) v v v 
rna ab be em 
(3.52) 
} 
"k -k R, 
\t v v 
rna ab be 
(iw ± wk - A ) (iw 
n a n 
-R-
v 
em 
(3.53) 
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Choosing the terms containing a difference of phonon frequencies to maximise 
shift and width contributions, we can express these as 
411 (A ) 
m m 
a 
R, 
v 
am 
+ 
R, k 
v v 12 rna ab 
W - Wn 
rna ;;, 
(3.54) 
k R, 
v vab 2; rna 
w + wk a rna 
+ w 
rna 
2 
These give T8 and T5 dependences for shifts and T~ orT5 dependence for 
widths in the limits w << lw .. I and w0 >> lw .. I· D l.J IJ 
These various temperature dependences are readily observed by 
monitering shifts and widths of spectral lines with temperature. (e.g. 
Kushida (1969)). 
· In the following chapter we shall return to the analysis of the 
diagrams involving pairs of ions, justifying our claim that they give rise 
to satellites to the N.P.L~ and are to be identified with the pair spectra. 
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CHAPTER 4: ABSORPTION PAIR SPECTRA 
4.1 Introduction 
In analysing the absorption spectrum from a crystal containing N 
identicalparamagneticimpurity ions, the usual approximation is to regard 
the spectrum as being the sum of N identical contributions from a single 
ion (cf chapter 3). This assumption would predict that the only 
spectral dependence on N, (the impurity concentration), is an intensity 
proportional to N. Experimentally however, although most spectral 
features or lines obey this relation, at higher impurity concentrations 
lines appear that are more strongly dependent on concentration 
(e.g. involving quadratic, cubic and higher Nor concentration dependences.) 
This i~ apparent in figure 4.1 which is reproduced from Johnstone (1975) 
where the integrated intensity of the spectral lines from the infrared 
absorption spectrum of CdBr2 (Co) crystals are plotted against various 
powers of the impurity concentration. 
These lines that have non-linear dependences arise from interactions 
between impurity ion pairs (quadratic dependence), triples (cubic) and 
n 
clusters (N n 4 dependences). The spectrum intensity from these 
clusters is strongly dependent on the distances between the ions and 
these dependences reflect the probability of obtaining pairs, triples 
and clusters of ions in close proximity in the host crystal. 
Four distinct classes of interactions between ions have been 
identified and a clear account of these is given in the reviews of 
Baker (197la) and Bloor and Copland (1972). They are also discussed in 
the papers of Baker (197lb) and Wolf (1964, 1971). The following is 
a quick review of the main features of these interactions. 
4.1.1 Magnetic multipole interactions 
The interaction between two ions magnetic moments can be expanded 
in a multipole expansion which rapidly converges if the distance between 
the ion (R), greatly exceeds the typical dimensions of the ion (r). The 
Figure 4.1. 
o 892·5 cm-1 
• 887 cm-1 
/4 
• 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 (wt%> 
CONCE"NTRATION ( C ) 
I// 
\ 2 ~ l b 6 j S 9 1'a r, Wt%) 
.... 
' 909·5 cm-1 
o 905·5 cm-1 
20 40 60 80 
c2 
c 
+ 928 cm-1 
.... 
600 800 lOOO(wt%) 
c3 
Integrated intensity of spec.tral lines from the infrared 
absorption spectrum of Cd Br2(Co) crystals: ·reproduced from 
Johnstone (1975). 
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dipole-dipole interaction is the dominant contribution exceeding the 
dipole-octapole interaction by a factor of r 2/R2 and hence is usually 
too small to be measured. The contribution from the dipole-dipole term 
is generally easily calculated and is composed of an isotropic part and 
an anisotropic, crystal structure dependent part. 
4.1. 2 Electric multipole interactions 
This interaction arises from the direct part of the Coulomb interaction 
between the electrons whose wavefunctions are centred on different sites. 
If the sites r., r. are labelled i,j respectively and the electrons (1) 
1 2 
and (2), then it has the form 
2 
<ljJ ( 1) ljJb ( 2) I e 1jJ (1) ljJb ( 2) > 
a 12 a (4 .1) 
where R r12 = lr1 - r2 I· Expanding the coulomb interaction about one 
centre in a multipole expansion (e.g. Wolf and Birgeneau 1968) results 
in a series expansion that is generally dominated by the dipole-dipole 
term~ (But see comments by Wolf and Birgeneau (1968) on the importance 
of the higher-order terms.) Calculations of this interaction are 
complicated by both the polarization of the intervening medium (Baker 
and Mau 1967) and the screening of the 4f electrons by the diamagnetic 
Ss Sp shells. 
4.1. 3 Superexchange interaction 
In most experimental situations it is found that an exchange inter-
action arising directly from the overlap of the wavefunctions of a pair 
of magnetic ions is rarely the interaction observed. Rather the super-
exchange mechanism, first suggested by Kramers (1934) more realistically 
accounts for the long range antiferromagnetic interactions. He suggested 
that the intermediate diamagnetic ligands between the magnetic ions 
provide a path by which the ions can couple. An approach for setting 
up models of superexchange has been developed by Newman and co-workers. 
(Bradbury and Newman 1968, 197l,Copland 1970, Stedman and Newman 1971.) 
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4.1.4 Exchange interaction 
The exchange part of the Coulomb interaction arises from the 
indistinguishability of electrons expressed by the antisymmetry 
requirements and has the form (cf 4.1) 
2 
-<t/J' (l)t/J' (2) l~ltP (l)t/J (2)> 
a b r12 b a (4. 2) 
Evaluation of these contributions is particularly simple for S 
state electrons or for ions whose orbital angular momentum is totally 
quenched (Van Vleck 1937) but is more complex for the general case of 
non-vanishing orbital angular momentum. (Van Vleck 1962, Elliot and 
Thorpe 1968.) 
4.1.5 Virtual Phonon Exchange interaction 
This interaction mechanism, first suggested by Sugihara (1959), 
arises through a modulation of the crystal field, felt by each ion 
upon the passage of a phonon through the lattice. The coupling can be 
described as an exchange of virtual phonons between the impurity ion 
sites, in a manner analagous to the way the coulomb force can be 
regarded as an exchange of photons (Barestetskii 1971) and the nuclear 
force as an exchange of mesons. (Bjorken and Drell 1964.) 
Theoretical calculations on this are complicated by the complex 
phonon spectrum of real solids requiring many approximations to obtain 
analytical results. Orbach and Tachiki (1967) assumed in their analysis 
that acoustic phonons would be responsible for the coupling but Allen 
(1968) suggested for UOz that optical phonons would also give a 
significant contribution. Later analysis byAllen and Guggenheim 
(197la,b) and Baker (197lb) has shown that generally the acoustic 
phonon coupling is one or two orders of mag~itude smaller than the 
optical phonon coupling. 
In this chapter we shall consider the diagrams of the previous 
chapter that pertain to the absorption pair spectra. These diagrams 
involve phonon propagators that 'connect' one ion to another and 
hence correspond to the virtual phonon exchange interaction. The 
resulting pair lines are observed as satellites to the single ion 
spectral lines and the following analysis will yield the shifts of the 
pair lines from their parent single ion lines. 
4.2 Pair Spectra Diagrams 
In §3.4 we developed a diagram expansion for the multi-ion spectrum 
which resulted in diagrams containing phonon propagators that joined 
one ion level propagator loop to another (different ion because of the 
limiting procedure cf(3.18)) such loop. The lower order diagrams of 
this type are given in figure 3.8. In that chapter we claimed that 
such diagrams involved a strong dependence ori the distance between the 
two ions and hence could be neglected for a sample containing low 
concentrations of impurity ions. In this chapter we wish to relax this 
restriction and calculate the spectrum from such 
- Proceeding as for the single ion spectra and neglecting all diagrams 
containing and higher order clusters, and further neglecting 
pairs in the denominator, (we expect these still to be dominated by 
the single ion loops that they add to) the diagram contribution to the 
pair spectrum can be expressed as 
i#j 
spectrum :::: l: 
i, j p[ 
p [ ~---0---- ] (4.31 
(1 + 0 I (1 + 0 I l 
This is exactly the contribution expected if we regard the total pair 
spectrum as the sum of the spectrum from the N(N-1)/2 possible pairs. 
Without loss of generality then we can regard our system as containing 
a single pair of impurity ions at positions r1 and r2. Just as for the 
single ion spectrum, the denominator of (4.3) is independent of the 
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frequency Wo and hence contributes only a multiplicative constant which 
we do not need to evaluate. 
4.3 Product States and Matrix Representation 
Althouqh we could proceed to evaluate the spectrum from (4.3) it is 
advantageous to transform to a new basis. The basis we choose consists 
of the product states lab> where Ia>, lb> are states for the single 
ions at r and ~respectively. We redefine the operators ala' a 2a 
defined in (3.2)-(3.4) by the new two-particle operator 
(4. 4) 
such that 
,,.t lvac> 
· "'ab = lab>, (4. 5) 
Noting that only one level of each ion can be occupied at any time we 
have the identity 
E 
a=levels 
t 
a. 
J.a 
1 for i = 1,2. (4. 6) 
which enables us to transform (3.2), (3.4) and (3.8) to the forms (see 
appendix 4 • A) • 
= E t l/Jmn E l/Jmn mn (4. 7) 
mn 
z: Ml t l/Jn$1, + 
2 t 
1/JR,n l/Jm$1, M 1/JR,m 
mn$1, mn mn 
M = 
z: M l/Jt 1/JR,o 
mnR,o mnR,o mn 
= (4. 8) 
E l: [vlk t l/Jn$1, + v2k l/Jim 1/JR,n] tj>k l/Jm$1, 
mn$1, k mn mn 
'J( = 1nt (4.9) 
where 
E = A + A (4.10) 
mn m n 
M = Ml 0 + M2 Om 0 , mnR,o m$1, no no N (4.11) 
al1d M1 , v1k · 1 · ·1· ff · · t 1 t d represent the s1ng e 1on coup 1ng coe 1c1en s eva ua e 
mn mn 
at ion 1. 
2 If the single ion system contains m levels then we can label our m 
product states by a label which runs from 1 to 2 m • Ordering the states 
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by increasing energy, we can form the column· vectors and m2-tuples 
IP1 
t 
and If! respectively. 
This enables us to rewrite (4.7)-(4.9) as the matrix equations 
3C, = l[!t . E . !!!. J.mp 
3C. = l: (l[!t . vlk If! + l[!t . v2k . l[!)<f>k J.nt ,..... = - ,..... = k 
M = tt . M . ~ 
= 
"lk 2k 
where the matrix elements of ~' ¥ , V and M are determined by 
comparison with (4.7)-(4.9). 
E = 0 0 (E + E ) 
mn,pq mp nq m n 
M = Ml 0 + M2 0 mn,pq mp nq nq mp 
~ vlk 0 + v2k 0 
mn,pq mp nq nq mp 
We define a new pair propagator 
F. . (iw ) l.J n 
whose zero-order form is 
F?. (iw ) 
l.J n 
with 
a. l. 
iW -E .. 
n J.J. 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
(4 .15) 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
(4 .18) 
In these relations E .. is the matrix element (E] .. and is diagonal with 
l.J = l.,J 
matrix elements 
E .. J.,J. = E(ab}, (ab} = 
= A + A 
a b 
E~ . + E~ • • J.,J. J.,J. (4.19} 
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E~ . , E~ . are defined by (4.19) and correspond to the energy 
J.,J. J.,J. 
levels of the first and second ion respectively. In the limit A + oo 
we have the relation a. + 1. 
l. 
4.4 Diagram Expansion 
The propagators (4.16) F .. (iw) can be regarded as the matrix 
l.J n 
element [F(iw )] .. of a matrix propagator defined by 
n J.,) 
F(iw ) 
n 
where 0 denotes the direct-product of matrices. (Pease 1965.) 
Defining 
< T {M(T) M(O) }> 
T 
(4. 20) 
(4.21) 
1the spectrum is by the relation {3.6). Substituting (4.14) in 
(4.21) one obtains the diagram expansion given in figure 4.2. In 
figure 4.3 we have expanded diagram 4.2c in terms of the old single 
ion level propagators of chapter 3 to show the relation between these 
(heavy solid lines represent zero-order pair ion propagators, light 
solid lines represent zero-order single ion propagators) . The 
diagrams of figure 4.2 can be summed to be rewritten in the form of 
figure 4.4. Dysons equation for the two ion level propagators is 
given in diagram form in figure 4.4(c) and algebraically is the 
matrix equation 
F(iw) = F 0 (iw) + F 0 (iw) E(iw) F(iw) 
n n n n n. 
(4.22) 
The contribution to G(iw ) is the sum of two p~rts; a contribution, 
n 
(figure 4.4a), that is analogous to the additive diagrams of §3.5.1, 
and a contribution (figure 4.4b) analogous to the non-additive diagrams 
of §3. 5. 2. We shall make the app:eoximation (mostly to enable analytical 
results to be obtained but also because they involve higher order 
diagrams) of neglecting the contribution of figure 4.4b and retaining 
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Figure 4.2. 
G (iw ) 
n 
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cd 
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ab 
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ab 
(a) 
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Figure 4.4. 
where 
G(iw ) 
n 
iw 
n 
(a) 
-- + 
+ 
(c) 
(d) 
+ 
(e) 
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(b) 
+ + • • • 
+ + ••• 
D + .•.• ., 
only the additive type diagrams of figure 4.4a. This contribution can 
be written in the form 
G(iw ) ~ Trace (f)- 1 l: M · F(iE:) · M · F(iE + iw ) ) 
n iE n 
(4.23) 
Evaluating this with zero-order propagators F(iE) + F 0 (i£) gives us 
G(iw ) 
n 
= " o-1" M. • 0 (' ) FO (' l.'W) ~ ~ ~ FJ'k l.E: ~~ ~i l.E: + 
ijk.Q.. iE: l.J n 
= r s- 1 z: M .. F~. (iE:) M .. F?. (iE + iw Jl. l.l. ij iE l.J JJ 
= E M .. M .. a. a. l.J Jl. J l. 
= i: M. i M .. a. a. 
ij l.J Jl. J l. 
-1 l: . -1 s (l.E-E .. ) 
iE: JJ 
f 0 (E .. )- t 0 CE •. ) J J l.l. 
iw +·E .. - E .. 
n JJ l.l. 
) 
n 
(iE +W 
which gives upon substitution into (3.6) 
-E .. ) 
n l.l. 
{4.24) 
EM .. M .. a. a. {f0 {E .. )-f0 (E .. ))•C(Wo +E .. -E .. ) 
.1) ]J l. J .JJ Jl. JJ l.l. ij 
{4.25) 
Rewriting this in terms of single level labe~ i = ab and j = cd one 
obtains after applying limiting procedure (2.54) with ~ = 2 
-1 
0( Wo) -Wo E M M (papb-pcpd)C(Wo +Ea+Eb-Ec-E:d). 
ab cd abed cd ab 
{4. 26) 
Upon applying relation (4.11) to this expression we obtain 
· o {w0 ) - wo{ E Ml Ml { p - p ) 8 Cwo + w ) ac ca a c ac 
ac 
+ E M2 M~b(pb -pd}c{w0 + wbd)} (4.27) 
bd bd 
[ -SEn l where we have used E E e 1. pn = -8£• n n >:e l. 
i 
The final expression {4.27) is identical to the sum of two zero-
order, single-ion spectra (cf 3.17), one corresponding to site 1 and 
another to site 2. A study of figure 4.4 reveals that these 
contributions arise from the diagrams 
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~ 
and 
0 
and hence are not related to the pair spectrum but rather are the 
contributions evaluated in chapter 3 for the single-ion spectrum. The 
pair spectrum diagrams must contain at Zeast one phonon connecting 
(or joining) the two ions and any diagrams not of this form are to be 
neglected in the following analysis. 
4.5 Two Level System 
Before we go on to discuss the pair spectra of Kramers systems 
we shall apply the formalism to an idealized simple system - the two 
level system. The system consists of two impurity ions at EL• rz 
respectively each with two levels Ia>, lb> and energies 
respectively. The coupled two ion system then contains four levels: 
laa> the ground state with energy 2£ , jab>, lba> degenerate with 
a 
energy £a + Eb' and the excited state lbb> with energy 2£b. (cf f·igure 
4. 5.} 
Figure 4.5. 
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The zero-order spectrum from such a system (4.27) (at low 
temperatures when effectively only the ground state is occupied) 
consists of a peak at w0 = 2~(~ = wba) and two both at Wo = ~ 
(cf transitions indicated on figure 4.5). We will concentrate our 
attention on the transitions from the ground state to the two degenerate 
states and find whether the virtual phonon exchange processes we are 
discussing can lift the degeneracy resulting in two distinct spectral 
lines close to Wo = ~. 
We form the vector~ by the identification ¢1, ... ,¢4 with the 
product states ¢aa' ¢ab' ¢ba and ¢bb respectively.· The self-energy 
matrix E(iw) in Dysonrsequation (4.22) is thus a square, rank four 
n 
matrix. In the following sections we shall look for a possible splitting 
of the degenerate states under various approximations regarding this 
self-energy matrix. 
4.5.1 Diagonal Self-Energy 
The simplest approximation we can make is that the self-energy 
matrix is diagonal. This is the approximation we made for the single 
ion spectrum but as in that case we can minimise the effect of the 
approximation by extending the allowed structure of the self-energy 
diagrams (e.g. consider figure 3.12 b) . 
Dyson'sequation (4.22) can be rewritten in the more convenient form 
(4.28) 
Under the assumption of diagonal self-energy E(iw ) we see that because 
n 
F 0 (iw) is diagonal (4.17) then F- 1 (iw) and hence F(iw) is also 
n n n 
diagonal and has the form 
F .. (iw ) 
l.J n 
= 
0. . ex.. 
l.J l. 
iW - E
1
.
1
• -ex.. E .. (iw ) 
n l. l.l. n 
Using property (2.23) of the self-energy function we obtain the 
relationship 
(4.29) 
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1 {p .. (x + io+) -F .. (x - io+)} 
2Tii 1] 1] 
with L,. (x +~0+) = 6 .. (x) +if .. (x) 
1] 1] 1] 
6. . a. f.'. (x) /TI 
1] 1 11 
(x-E .. -6~.(x)J2 + f~~(x) 
11 11 11 
L: (x) 
1 
and 6.'. (x) = a. 6 .. (x) , r ~. (x) = a. r ~. (x). 
11 1 11 11 1 11 
Using these relations in (4.23) we obtain the spectrum 
(4.30) 
O(Wo) "'Wo L M .. M .. a. a. foo dx(f (x) -fn(x+Wo))L:(x)L~ (x+Wo) 
i j 1 J J 1 1 J _00 D .. 1 J 
(4.31) 
Upon applying the lorentzian approximation, the limiting procedure 
(2.54) and using single ion level notation we obtain 
(Y ab + y cd) ;rr 
a (Wo) "'Wo abcid M b d M d b (p - p ) ( + 6 6 ) 2 + ( + ) 2 
a , c c , a a c Wo ab- cd y ab y cd 
where 
and 
= f~b,ab( 6ab)' 6ab = Ea + Eb + 6:b,ab(6ab) 
lim e 2SA. fD (6ab + 21..) I ( L e -SEn) 2 "'! p pb 
A~ n a 
(4.32) 
Applying this to our two level system and pick~ng out the transitions 
from th~ ground to the two degenerate states we obtain 
O(Wo)"' WoMb M_ {(p -p b) 
a ba a a a ( w o + 6 
a a 
. (y + y b) /rr 
aa a 
- 6 ) 2 + (y + y ) 2 
ab aa ab 
- - (yaa +yba)/rr 
+ (paa -pba) (w 0 +6 -6b ) 2 + (y +yb ) 2 aa a aa a 
which consists of lorentzians peaked at w0 = 6 b- 6 and 6 - 6 a aa ba aa 
(4. 33) 
respectively. To observe any splitting then we require a non-vanishing 
difference between these two positions. 
(i.e . D = ( 6 b - 6 ) - ( 6b - 6 ) = 6 b - 6b f. 0) . _ We have 
a aa a aa a a 
D = (E +Eb+6 b b(E +'Eb))-(Eb+E +6b b (E +Eb)) 
a a ,a a a a, a a 
= 6 b b(E b) - 6b b (E b) a ,a a a, a a (4.34) 
where Eab = Ea + Eb. Thus a difference in the real part of the self 
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energy function diagonal matrix elements E22(iW) and E33 (iw) is n n 
required to obtain a shift. 
A study of these matrix elements however shows that they are 
identical. This is easily shown by the diagrams of figure 4.6 where 
the self-energy parts are each given in terms of their single ion 
propagators. It is clear that if ions 1 and 2 are interchanged then 
the diagrams are also interchanged (assuming identical ions) and hence 
the matrix elements are identical. 
Figure 6.4. 
a ion 1 
ab 
b. ion 2 
The assumption of diagonal self-energy then gives no splitting of 
the degenerate levels and hence no observable pair spectra. It should 
be noted however that this does not imply that there is no shift, 
only that both states shift by the same amount. 
4.5.2 Block-Diagonal Self-Energy 
The diagonal matrix elements considered in the previous section 
we label the direct (or Coulomb) interaction by analogy with the 
diagonal matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction (§4.1.2.) because 
they have the structure (cf 4.1) 
r22(iw >. = <1/J (l)l/Jb(2) I r(iw > 11/J (1)1/J (2)> 
n a n a b (4.35) 
The off-diagonal matrix elements (such as r23(iw )) are analogous 
n 
to the exchange matrix elements (§4.1.3) having the structure (cf 4.2) 
r23(iw > = <1/J (l)l/Jb(2) I r(iw > 11/Jb(l)l/J (2)> 
n a n a 
(4.36) 
In this section we shall relax our assumption that r(iw ) is 
11 
diagonal and only restrict it to block diagonal form, allowing non-zero 
matrix elements between degenerate states (e.g. between lab> and lba>). 
r(iW ) then takes the form 
n 
r11(iw > 
n 
(4.37) 
The matrix elements r23 and r32 in terms of single ion propagators 
take the form given in figure 4.7. 
Figure 4.7. 
a ion 1 b 
b ion 2 a 
Again we see that interchanging ions 1 and 2 interchanges these matrix 
elements also and so they are identical. 
4.5.3 Basis transformation 
If we can find a basis transformation 
t +'~=A • ~ (4.38) 
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that preserves the form of Dyson's equation (4.22) and also diagonalizes 
the self-energy matrix then we can apply the results of §4.5.1. 
Employing the transformation (4.38) we obtain the transformed 
results {see appendix 4B for derivations) 
"lJi t 
'JC. 1mp 
'JC, 1nt 
= ~tAt 
= "q/. "E . "P.. where "E·= 
= l: (" lJi t . .. vlk . "P.. + "lj!t 
k 
when .. ~k =A Vik At i = 
where "l: { iw ) 
n 
Al:{iw )At. 
n 
A EAt 
. "v2k 
1,2. 
{4.39) 
(4.40) 
• "P._) ¢k {4.41) 
{4. 42} 
(4. 43} 
These equations are identical to our unprirned equations enabling us to 
use all our previous analysis. 
Choosing the specific form for A 
1 
1 1 
12 12 
A (4.44) 
1 1 
12 -12 
1 
and hence "lJ!l = lJ!l, "1J!2 = {lj!2 + lj!3)//2 I "$3 = (lj!2 - W3>!12, "$4 = 1J!4 
we obtain the transformed matrices, 
"E = E, "F 0 (iw ) F 0 (iw ) and 
n n 
lk 0 v vab -v 0 v vab vab a a ab a a 
vba vaa+Vbb v -v vab vba v aa+Vbb vbb-vaa v aa bb 
"vlk = "v2k = 
-v ba vaa-vbb vaa+Vbb vab vba vbb-vaa vaa+Vbb -v 
ab · 
ab 
0 vba vba vbb 0 vba -v vbb ba 
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2k 
and 
"'L: (iw ) 
n 
(iw ) 
n 
where we have used the equalities Ezz = L: 33 and l:za = Esz· 
(4.45) 
We can now use the analysis of §4.5.1 and we obtain a sp~itting 
"'o = "'o - "'o 
ab ba 
which gives using the form of "'E(iw ) (4.45) 
n 
"'o = 2'A b b (£ b) • a , a a 
(4.46) 
(4.47) 
The resulting spectrum thus consists of two lorentzians with 
identical widths whose centres are 'o apart appearing as satellites to 
the .single ion line at Wo = A. 
4.5.4 Magnitude of splitting 
The first order contribution to A b b (£al:)) and hence.to "'o comes 
a , a . 
from the diagram of figure 4.8. 
Figure 4.8. 
' 
iw 
n 
!lilt 
ab 
site i site j 
iw 
n 
... 
ba 
i, j indicate the site labels for the int:eraction centres. 
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The form of v1k and v2k restricts the possible values of i,j and 
the intermediate state ~ to the cases 
(a) i = 1, j = 2 and ~ = bb 
or (4.48} 
(b) i = 2, j = 1 and ~ aa. 
The contribution of each of these diagrams to E23 (iw ) and hence 
n 
623(Eab) is evaluated in appendix 48 giving 
v v 
· abba 
= -
c 1T 2 R Jko dk k ·sin (kR) den (k) 2 2 o k - k 0 (4.49) 
where ko = 6/c. This can be evaluated using the relevant density of 
states for the crystal resulting in approximately a R- 3 dependence at 
large R·. 
In the following sections we shall generalize our formalism to 
4.6 Kramers System 
Although the following analysis can be readily applied to a non-
Kramers system we shall restrict our analysis to the specific case of 
a Kramers ion because it exhibits novel points of interest not correctly 
or fully analysed by previous workers {e.g. Baker (197la), (197lb}, 
Baker and Mau (1976)}. A Kramers ion is one that contains an odd number 
of electrons. A theorem first proved by Kramers (1930} states that in 
the absence of a term in the Hamiltonian that breaks time reversal 
symmetry, the energy levels must appear in double degenerate pairs. The 
two degenerate states of the pair are time reversal conjugate states 
which we express by 
(4.50) 
where T is the time reversal operator. 
We take our ionic level system to consist of conjugate pairs 
a; a;-b, b; ... with energies E:a =Bat Eh = Ej; as is indicated in 
figure 4.9. 
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4.9. 
Figure 4.10. 
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When the system consists of two such ions centred at !:....!_ and EL 
the product states jab> (cf (4.5)) result in an energy level scheme 
indicated in figure 4.10. 
It is clear that in this coupled system the ground state is 4-fold 
degenerate, the first excited state is 8-fold degenerate and higher 
states are also either 4 or 8-fold degenerate. 
If we apply relation (4.27) to this system and consider absorption 
lines corresponding to transitions between the four ground state levels 
in the zero-order approximation {i.e. a,b,c,d in 0.27)take on the values 
a, a only) then all six possible transitions occur at Wo = 0 which is 
identical to that from the single ion spectrum. In this chapter we wish 
to consider the contribution of higher order diagrams to investigate 
the possibility of obtaining a splitting between these four ground states 
which would split the single peak at w0 = 0 into a number of separate 
peaks. ~uch peaks would then be observed as satellites to the single 
ion peak at Wo = 0. 
'Consequenc'es of time-reversal symmetry. 
As a result of hermicity and the time reversal invariance of the 
interaction Hamiltonian {3.8) it is possible to obtain relationships 
h . ff' . ik between t e coupl1ng coe 1c1ents V • 
mn 
Without loss of generality we 
can consider the single ion Hamiltonian. 
E at a ~ (bk + b t ) 
mnk m n mn -k 
{4.51) 
(where again k represents wavevector k and polarization j with -k 
reversing the sign of ~) • 
Hermicity requirements give 
. + 
at{Vk )*(bt (H1nt). = E a + b_k) 
mnk m n mn k 
= E at a {V-k)*{b + bt } 
mnk m n nm k -k 
Hint E i" ~{bk t = = a a + b_k) 
mnk m n 
and hence on comparing coefficients we obtain 
and 
vc 
mn 
Considering an operator 0 and its time reversal operator 
ala> 
TO Ia> 
= E I b> < b I 0 I a> 
b 
- Tla> - 0 
= ol:i> 
= E IE> <blo Ia> * 
b 
= E IE> <Eiola> 
b 
(4.52) 
(4.53) 
(4.54 
where the third step of (4.54) results because the action of T is 
antilinear and hence takes numbers to their complex conjugates. This 
then gives us the basic result of time reversal symmetry 
<Eiola> = <biola>* 
<alotlb>. 
If we substitute the state~ Ia> = lb> = lmnk> and observe that 
I a> = In;;.- k> we have the relation 
or (Vk ) * 
mn 
-k 
= v--
mn 
Combining (4.52) and (4.56) then gives us the identity 
0 = ~-mn nm 
(4.55) 
(4.56) 
(4.57) 
Substituting the states m a and n = a into (4.57) and using the result 
T2 la> = Tla> = I~> 
= -Ia> 
for an odd electron ion gives 
and hence 
k 
= V=- = 
a a 
k 
v - = o. 
a a 
k 
- v -a a 
Similarly m a, n = a gives the result 
v~-k Vaa aa 
(4.58) 
( 4. 59) 
(4.60) 
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These r~lationships shall be exploited extensively in the remainder 
of this. chapter to find equalities and cancellations among various matrix 
elements. 
4.7 Self-Energy Diagonalization 
We order the product states in the column vector ~ in order of 
increasing energy as indicated by figure 4.10, namely 
Wt == waa' W2 == waa' Ws = Wa.a, W4 == 1Pa.a., Ws = wah, ••• etc. We then 
make the approximation that the matrix E(iw ) of (4.22) is block 
n 
diagonal as in §4.5'.2 for the two-level system with the blocks extending 
over the degenerate manifolds (figure 4.11). 
Figure 4.11. 
E(iw) = 
n 
~~ II block l 
I 
0 
8 X 8 
block 
0 
4 X 4 
block 
1--------1 - - - - .. 
Again this appr0ximation does not restrict us just to the ground state 
manifold, but still gives intermediate states from higher manifolds. 
Furthermore the effect of this approximation can also be reduced by 
extending the allowed structure of self-energy diagrams as was done for 
the single ion absorption spectrum (cf figure 3.12b). 
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Writing (4.22) in the form 
(4.61) 
and noting that F 0 (iw) and hence (F 0 (iw ))- 1 is diagonal, (4.17), it 
n n 
is clear that a consequence of our block diagonal assumption is that 
F- 1 (iw) and hence F(iw) is also block diagonal. This has uncoupled 
n n 
each manifold of degenerate product states and allows each manifold, 
and in the ground state manifold, to be regarded as an 
independent problem. 
Concentrating our attention on the ground state manifold we shall 
investigate the possibility of symmetries resulting from the relationships 
(4.52), (4.56), (4.57), (4.59) and (4.60), and then introduce a basis 
transfo~mation (cf (4.38)) in an attempt to diagonalize the self-energy 
and hence by using the methods of §4.5 obtain the resulting pair spectra 
splittings. 
4.8 
As a result of the relationships between the coupling coefficients 
that result from hermicity (4.52) and time-reversal symmetry (4.56) 
there exist relationships among the matrix elements. We 
wish to use these to find all possible cancellations and symmetries 
among matrix elements before exploiting any symmetries that result from 
the site symmetry group. 
As a demonstration of the type of that exist 
consider diagram 4.12a. This results in a contribution to the self-
energy matrix element E , ,(iw) of (see Appendix 4D) 
rom ,nn n 
l.: (iw ) +- l.: l.: 
mm' , nn ' n ( iw - E: ab kQ, n am' 
lk lQ, 2-k v2-Q, 
n. n V V V 
K. Q, ma an m'b bn' 
(4.62) 
If we apply relation (4.52) to each coupling coefficient we obtain an 
equality with the expression 
Figure 4.12. 
iw 
n 
... 
rom' 
iw 
n ,.. 
nn' 
iW 
n 
.. 
~, 
k 
am' nm' nb 
1 1 2 2 
(a) 
+ + 
nb nm' am' 
2 2 1 1 
(b) 
k 
 
+ + - -
nb 
1 1 2 2 
(c) 
iw 
n 
nn' 
iw 
n 
rom' 
iw 
n 
nn' 
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(4.62) (4.63) (iw -E: ,+w )(iw -E: , +w +wn)(iw -E: b+Wn) 
n am k n nm k N n n N 
This is exactly the contribution to the self-energy matrix element 
L , ,(iw) obtained from diagram 4.12b (appendix 40) with the 
nn ,mm n 
exception that each coupling coefficient is complex conjugated. Obtaining 
the contribution to the shift and width function matrix elements from 
these using (2.22), we then obtain the relationship for the contribution 
of these diagrams. 
11 , , (x) = 11* , , (x) 
mm ,nn nn ,mm 
and r 1 1 (X) = r* 1 1 (X) 
mm ,nn mm ,nn 
(4.64) 
It. is simple to show that these relationships are obeyed for every diagram 
that contributes to these shift and width matrix elements and hence (4.64) 
is true for the total shift and width matrix elements. 
Similarly applying ·equation (4.56) to each coupling coefficient of 
(4.62) we obtain an equality with 
(4. 62) 
1-k 1-~ 2k 29, 
nk nn(V-- V-- V-,- V-- )* 
N rna an m b bn' 
(iw - E:--, + w) (iw - E:--, +w +w) (iw - E:-- +w) 
n am k n nm ~ ~ n nb ~ 
where ~he equality E:ab Eab has also been used. 
(4 .65) 
Contribution (4.59) is exactly the contribution to the self-energy 
matrix element L--, --,(iw) obtained from diagram 4.12c with the 
mm,nn n . 
exception of the complex conjugation of the coupling coefficients. This 
relationship between the diagrams contributing to ~ , , (iw ) and 
mm ,nn n 
L--, --,(x) is also always able to be exhibited and results in the 
mm ,nn 
relationships. 
A >f D 1 1 (X) = f'..-- 1 --I (X) mm ,nn . mm ,nn 
and r 1 1 (X) =r.!-, --,(X) • 
mm ,nn mm ,nn 
Applying equations (4.64) and (4.66) to the four by four matrix 
corresponding to the ground state manifold then gives 
THE LIBRARY 
tJNIVI:il.SITY OF CANTE,J\.BUI\Y . 
tHRISTCHURCH, N.Z. 
(4.66) 
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a 
- M M* = M-- --aa,aa aa,aa aa,aa (4.67) 
b 
-
M 
- -
= M*-
-
= M_ 
aa,aa aa,aa aa,aa 
(4.68) 
c - M = M*_ = -M~- -M-aa,aa aa,aa aa,aa aa,aa (4.69) 
d 
-
M = M! = -M~- -M aa,aa aa,aa aa,aa aa,aa (4.70) 
e - M = M!-aa,aa aa,aa (4.71) 
f 
-
M 
- - = M~ aa,aa aa,aa (4. 72) 
where M 
ab,cd represents 11 b d (x) or r b d(x) · a ,c a ,c 
The shift and width matrix elements then have the symmetry 
a c d e 
c* b f -d 
(4.73) 
d* f* b -c 
e* -d* -c* a 
where a and b are real. 
Furthermore, if the Kramers ions are equivalent then we have 
L I 1 ( iw ) 
mm ,nn n 
L I 1 (iw ) 
m m,n n n 
(4.74) 
which results from exchanging the ion positions giving the equalities 
c = d and f = f*. The resulting matrix can now be block diagonalized 
by the matrix A of (4.38) to give a singlet and triplet structure. 
a lie 0 e 
h"c* b+f 0 -/2c 
a,b,f real. (4.75) 
0 0 b-f 0 
e* -h"c* 0 a 
For a particular system, to obtain the splittings of the pair 
spectra lines, we must evaluate the five independent shift matrix 
elements 6(E ) and then diagonalize (4.75). The sum of the eigenvalues 
a a 
of matrix (4.75) is equal to the trace of this matrix and hence the 
"centre of gravity" of the split levels occurs at (a+b)/2. Hence the 
levels are split if any of the parameters a-b, c, e or f are non-zero. 
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The rest of this chapter will be devoted to evaluating the major 
contributions to these four parameters. 
4.9 Matrix Element Contributions 
We wish to evaluate the diagram contribution to the terms a-b 1 c 1 e 
and f that are likely to be the most significant. In doing this it is 
possible to obtain full or partial cancellations from different diagrams 
that result from the relationships (4.52)-(4.57) and care must be taken 
to account for these. When considering two diagrams of similar order we 
expect that the diagram that contains the fewest references to the excited 
state manifolds to give large contributions to the self-energy as the 
corresponding denominators are smaller. 
4.9.1 Second Order Contributions 
We might expect that the leading contributions to a-b 1 C 1 e and 
f come from the four second order diagrams of figure 4.13. 
Figure 4.13. 
m n m n m n m n 
ml nl ml nl m' nl ml nl 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
(note that unlike ordinary Feynman diagrams these are ordered and hence 
are not deformable) which give a contribution 
z:: I I (iw ) 
mm 1nn n 
"' vlk 2-k 
=:.Li V, 1 
k mn m n + 
~+1 } 
iw - wk- £ 1 
n mn 
'I"' 1-k 2k {. ~ + ~ + 1 } 
+ [., v v 1 1 ~w + wk - £ 1 iwn - wk· - Enm, k mn m n n mn 
(4.76) 
However for the contributions to c and e we have m' =a and n' =a and 
2±k hence (4.76) contains a factor V- which vanishes by (4.59). Similarly 
a a 
the contribution to f has m' =a, n' a and hence contains the vanishing 
factor ~ • Hence there is no second order contribution to c, e or f. 
a a 
Although contribution (4.76) does give a non-vanishing contribution to 
a (m n=m' =n' a) and to b (m=n=a, ~· =n' =a) there is no 
contribution to a-bat this order because (4.76) gives identical 
contributions to a and b when we use the relation (4.60), namely: 
a = b = E (£ ) 
aa,aa aa 
= - E 
k 
cvlk v2-k + vl-k v2k) 
aa aa aa aa 
wk 
Jc Jc 
= -2 E 
k 
aa aa 
......_......_ __ cos (~: R) 
wk 
(4.77) 
4.9.2 TLlv.i.ctl Vt:rLices 
This result can be generalized to include all diagrams that include 
a trivial vertex, i.e. those that contain no intermediate states for 
ion 1 (figure 4.14a) or for ion 2 (figure 4.14b). 
Figure 4.14 
m n 
n 
m' n' 
where j_ 
' ' 
... . ... 
For contributions to c, e or f then (b)-type contributions 
(i.e. those that arise from diagrams of figure 4.14(b)) vanish as 
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?±'k 
before because they contain a vanishing v-_·- factor. For (a)-type 
a a 
contributions· (i.e. from diagram of figure 4.14 (a) ) , then by; (i) using 
(4.57) on each phonon vertex referring to ion two and (ii) reversing the 
direction of phonons by regarding them as referring to phonons with time 
reversed labels (k = ~~ j + k = -~, j) and then (iii) rearranging (by a 
horizontal displacement of ion one vertex) so the new denominators are 
appropriate for the new topology, one obtains a contribution that cancels 
the original diagram. These operations are represented in figure 4.15 
where A is to be obtained from A by (a) reflecting about the vertical, 
(b) each level propagator is to have its sense reversed and its label 
replaced by its time-reversed conjugate state and (c) each interval 
phonon propagator, sense reversed and its label replaced by its time 
reversed labels. 
Figure 4.15 
m n m n 
no·· 
operation 
(4.57) 
The cancellation relies explicitly on the eqali ties £ = E:- , w = w-
a a k k 
which enable the repositioning of the upper vertex. In figure 4.16 vm 
exhibit a specific example for a diagram that contributes to e. 
4.16 
a a a a 
= 
= 
.a a 
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Figure 4.17~ 
a a 
a a 
a a 
a 
a a 
a 
no 
_.,. 
operation 
(4.60) 
--f1:io 
(a) 
no 
_..,. 
operation 
(4.57) 
-+ 
(b) 
(c) 
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a a 
-a 
a a 
a 
a a 
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In a similar 1nanne1.- we can exhibit the equality of a and b (and hence the 
vanishing of a-b) for contributions that contain a trivial vertex. For 
(b)-type contributions the equality follows immediately from the equality 
(4.60) (see figure 4.17a) while for (a)-type contributions the trans-
formation indicated in figure 4.17b and applied to a specific contribution 
in figure 4.17c exhibits the required equality. (This again uses the 
equalities E == E- , wk = wk- to enable the trivial vertex to be 
a: a 
repositioned.) Hence we see that diagrams containing trivial vertices 
give no contribution to c,e,f or a-b (though they do contribute to a+b 
of course and hence shift the 'centre of gravity' of the manifold). 
These results can be generalized to apply to quadratic and anharmonic 
effects also (McKenzie and Stedman 1978). 
4.9.3 Fourth-Order Contributions 
In this section we shall evaluate the contribution from all fourth-
order diagrams taking account of all full or partial cancallations. 
Because we have shown that diagrams containing a trivial vertex give no 
contribution to a-b, c, e or f then the only contributions come from 
diagrams with the structure of those in figure 4.18. 
Figure 4.18 
m' 6.' n' m' 6.' m' 
(a) (b) 
We expect that diagrams containing fewer references to higher 
manifolds will give larger contributions to the matrix elements because 
they contain smaller denominators. This suggests that if m = n 
(e.g. contributions to a,b or c) then the choice 6 = m will give the 
1 t . h' [l] 'b . arges nonvan1s 1ng contr1 ut1on while if m' = n' (e.g. contributionE 
to a,b) then the choice ~ = m' would be optimum. However the trans-
formation of figure 4.19(a) shows the equality of a and band figure 
4.19(b) the cancellation that occurs among the diagrams contributing 
to c for the choice 6 = m(=a) while figure 4.19(c) shows the equality 
of a and b for diagrams with 6' = m'. To obtain non-vanishing 
contributions to a-b, c, e or f then we must not choose 6 and 6' from 
the ground state manifold but rather from excited state manifolds with 
the expectation that the first excited state will result in larger 
contributions because of their smaller denominators. 
The two diagrams of figure 4.18 represent the 12 diagrams of 
figure 4.20 each of which in turn represents four diagrams differing 
from each other by the choice of phonon direction. 
Because the directions of the phonon propagators differ then 
l±k 
strictly the corresponding vm6 , etc will differ from diagram to 
diagram. However because each phonon travels between each ion, then 
the resulting position dependence is one of the four possibilities 
±ik·R ±i9-·R 
e - - e - - (~ = E...!. - E.3_) • When we sum over k and 9, we regard the 
only singular dependence in k and 9, to come from these factors and they 
all give the same result namely 
• • n J+l E e.±1~.'~ e±1~·~ = 
k£ -1 
angular 
= 4 (2TI) 2 sin kR sin 9,R 
kR 9-R (4.78) 
and hence are common to each diagram. 
[1] The choice 6 = m vanishes because it contains a vanishing factor 
~- as occurs if m f n and we choose 6 from the ground manifold. 
mm 
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4.19. 
a a 
a 
a a 
a 
a 
(4.57) 
_..,. 
a a 
(a) : equality of a arid b 
a a a 
(4.57) 
-+ 
(b) : cancelation of c 
a a 
no 
--+ 
operation 
(4.60) 
---111> 
(c) : equality of a and b 
a 
a 
(4.60) 
___... 
no 
.._... 
a 
operation -
a 
(4.60) a 
___.. 
no 
---:-+ 
operat1on 
-a a 
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a a 
a 
a a 
a 
Fi9ure 4.20 
m' fj,' 
+ 
(a) 
+ 
(d) 
n' 
+ 
(b) 
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+ 
(c) 
+ + 
(e) (f) 
Furthermore the transformation of figure 4.21 gives partial 
cancellations between the upper and lower diagrams of each pair in 
figure 4.6a-f. 
Figure 4.21 
no 
operation 
(4.57) 
.. 
This also means the combination of V factors are the same for a 
diagram 4.20a-f when contributing to a-b (or core or f),. and allows 
US to treat the V1 R rtnd denominators separately. 
The numerators for contributions to a-b, c, e and f are given in 
table 4.1 and are to be combined with the contributions from the 
diagrams of figure 4.20 entiro.erated in table 4.2. 
The contribution of table 4.2 can be combined to give 
(4.79) 
If we have a system such that~~~'~ w0 then (4.79) reduces to 
II Ill~ (4.73) u.,u. Wo 1 (4.80) 
For such a system the contributons to a-b, c, e and f then are all 
fourth-order in V (~V4 ) and in ~-l and each contains an intergral over 
k and ~ of the form (using Debye-model for acoustic phonons) 
ko ko 
J dk k 2 den(k) sin(kR)fB(ck) J d~ ~ 2 den(~) 
-k -k D D 
1 sin(~R)fB (c~) · k+~ • 
(4.81) 
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TABLE 4.1 
Numerator 4(2nl E E ·sin kR sin R-R where = X £R kR- fjfj' kR 
(no angular 
dependence) 
Matrix element X 
a-b ~fj v£ 6a v:fj' .Q, vi:::,' a 
vk v£ k .Q, c 
a/:::, /:::,a vat::,' v6'a 
·k .Q, k .Q, e val:::, v~:::,a. val:::,' v/:::,'a 
f ~fj .Q, k .Q, v6a val:::,' VI:::,' a 
TABLE 4.2 
Diagram Contribution(s) 
4.20a ±~ ± ~.Q,- fj-1:::,' ] 
± ± 
4.20b ~nil, [ 1 (±wk- t::,') (±w£ -/:::,') (-/:::,-/:::,') 
+ + 
4.20c 
nk n£: 
(±w£ - /:::,) [ (±~- t::,'~ (-/:::,-/:::,') 
4.20d 
4.20e 
4.20£ 
fj = 
and each contribution represents the sum of four terms. 
Using the transforrnations x f)ck and y "" f3c~ this can be written in 
the form, 
1 
x+y 
sin 
(4.82) 
At low temperatures the integral has little temperature dependence and 
we find the splittings have a T9 temperature dependence. 
We conclude that for a Kramers system 
(a) the four ground state manifold levels separate into a triplet 
and single·t system, 
(b) the splittings are given by the eigenvalues of the matrix (4.69) 
and hence depend on (a-b), e, f and c with centre of gravity 
(a+b)/2, 
(c) the second order diagrams do not contribute to splittings but can 
shift the levels "centre of gravity", 
(d) any diagram containing a trivial vertex gives no contribution to 
splittings but can shift the levels "centre of gravity", 
(e) the fourth-order diagram contribution to a-b, c, e, and f are of 
order v4 and 6-4 and at low temperature using a Debye density of 
states for acoustic phonons have a T9 temperature dependence. 
Result (e) above would be expected to affect the results of 
previous workers who have analysed Kramers ion pair interactions and 
assumed the interaction had a 6- 1 dependence. (e.g. Baker (197lb) and 
Anderson et.aZ. (1971) in their analysis of ce -Ce pairs.) These 
workers may need to modify their analysis in the light of the present 
results. 
As was our original aim we have presented a diagram technique that 
can conveniently and uniquely analys·e the pair spectra of both Kramers 
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and non-Kramers ions, incorporating in a straightforward manner the multiple 
cancellations·encountered. 
CHAPTER 5 RAMAN SPECTRUM GENERAL 
5.1 Introduction 
A great increase in activity in Raman scattering and its related 
fields resulted from the introduction of extremely intense and narrow 
linewidth optical sources with the advent of the laser. The literature 
on this and related topics is vast and we shall content ourselves with 
mentioning the elementary reviews by Hayes (1975) and Moordian (1970), 
more technical reviews by Moordian (1972), Barker and Loudon (1972) and 
Franken and Ward (1963) and the books of Loudon (1973) , Louisell (1973) , 
Beitler (1954) and Cardona (1975). 
In general a spectral line or feature is broadened by two essentially 
distinct processes. Homogeneous broadening is that which results from 
similar scattering centres, and includes, for example, natural or 
radiative broadening and phonon broadening. However in a sample 
containing many scattering centres, random variations throughout the 
sample can result in shifts in the position of the line and hence the 
resulting superposition of peaks is broader than any single peak. (See 
figure 5. 1) . This is termed inhomogeneous broadening and includes such 
effects as Doppler broadening in gases and strain broadening in crystals. 
With the introduction of tunable laser sources and the development 
of new techniques it has been possible to suppress the inhomogeneous 
broadening, enabling a study of the homogeneous broadening mechanisms. 
(Szabo 1970, 1971 ; Riseberg 1972 ; Personov et al 1972 ; Delsart 
et al 1974 Kushida and Takushi 1975 ) . In the light of these 
advances an analysis of the homogeneous broadening and shift of Raman 
spectral lines resulting from the interaction of phonons with impurity 
113 
ions in crystals assumes greater significance. 
that this chapter is directed. 
It is towards this problem 
It has not been uncommon in previous phenomenological theories of 
Raman spectral lineshapes to be content with adding small imaginary widths 
Figure 5.1 
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to expressions to take into account homogeneous broadening (for example 
see review by Shorygin (1973)) and to make assumptions regarding additivity 
of linewidths, that we found were not justified for absorption in Chapter 3. 
In this chapter we present a quantum field theoretic description using 
thermal G.F. diagram techniques in which the broadening and shifts arise 
in a very natural way without the need of ad.hoc. introduction. 
5.2 Scattering Geometry 
A thermal G.F. theory of Raman scattering was presented by Kawabata 
(1970, 197la,b) for steady state scattering from metals. This was 
extended to the time-dependent scattering regime by Kusunoki (1976) which 
he applied to resonance scattering from gas molecules. Cuden (1976) 
applied. the theory to superconductivity. We shall present a theory that 
is a combination of both Kawabata's and Kusunoki's approach in an 
attempt to find the most natural description for our system of interest. 
The scattering geometry we shall choose is that chosen by Kawabata 
and is shown schematically in figure 5.2. 
e to the range 
s 
This limits the angles 8o and 
and hence includes most situations of experimental interest such as the 
. 0 
standard scattering geometry es - eo = 90 • Although it does not include 
less common geometries such as transmission scattering, extension of the 
formalism to such situations is possible. 
The incident radiation is generated in a region far from the crystal 
ext by some external current J • The radiation with frequency Wo then 
interacts with the impurities in the crystal which is taken to be in the 
lower half-plane. The scattered radiation is detected ·in the region v0 , 
again far away from the crystal, where a quantity proportional to the 
number of photons entering the region is evaluated. The regions VE 
and v0 are taken to have dimensions much larger than that of the relevant 
radiation wavelengths~ 
\ 
\ 
' 
' \ 
z 
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/ 
x,y 
5.3 Q~a~~ic Response Theory 
If ~(.!:_) is the vector potential of the radiation field at position 
r we define the Fourier transform 
I -ik·r ~ (]:_) :: D d.!:_ e - - ~ (!) (k >O) z 
where the integral is to be taken over the region v0 . 
(5 .1) 
The scattering 
process is to be regarded as the change in or response of ~(k) to the 
external current ~ext(!_). 
The Hamiltonian that describes the interaction between the external 
current and the radiation field is[l] (Abrikosov et.aZ. 1963) 
~~xt r ext ~ (t) = - ~d.!:_ A(£) • ~ (!_,t). (5.2) 
Kawabata (197la) has shown that the linear response of A(~) to 
Jext(r) vanishes because of the incoherent nature of the scattering and 
the random phase of A(~). A similar result was obtained by Schaich and 
Ashcroft (1971) in their work on photoemission. Following these results 
we use, rather than the standard linear response formalism, the higher-
order quadratic response formalism. This was -also developed by Kubo 
(1957[~~, 1966) and is discussed in the works by Callen (1961) and 
Hameking and Wehrum (1975) • 
We define a quantity 
(5. 3) 
related to the number of photons entering the collector with wavevector k 
and polarization ~· The quadratic response or change in this quantity 
ext 
resulting from J (r) through (5.2) at time t is given by the expression 
[l] We set the mass of the charge carriers and f1 to unity. 
[ 2] Equation (2.29) in this reference is in error and has been corrected 
implicitly by a number of works such as equation (2.5) ofKawabata (197la). 
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<L1N(k)> = -
- t 
iJCt -iJCt 
where O(t) = e 0 e 
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(5.4) 
The external current is taken to have a rapid frequency variation, Wo, 
and a slower variation to enable the description of scattering of laser 
pulses. 
!!.ext(_~_,t) =!!ext(~) f' ~ S(l;)e-i(l;+w0+io)t + c.c. 
-00 
(5.5) 
where o is an infinitesimal positive quantity. The slower time-dependence 
of the pulse is to be determined by the function S(l;) which from causality 
considerations must satisfy the property 
( 5. 6) 
We co~sider here two possible forms of S(l;). 
3.1 Laser 
A form of the laser pulse shape considered by Kusunoki (1976) 
is that given by 
2if 0 sin[ (T/2) (£;; - io) l 
s (£;;) = ·-------- (5. 7) 
<£;; + ifo) (£;; - io) 
Evaluating (5.5) by means of a contour integral along the real axis and 
enclosing either the upper or lower half plane, the resulting pulse shape 
has the form 
( ) -i(w0+2io}t !!_ (~_, t) = J r e 
0 T t<- 2 
T T 
--<t<-2 . 2 
T 
-<t 2 
(5. 8) 
-1 
which is a pulse with exponential rise and fall times f 0 and lasting for 
a time T and is indicated in figure 5.3. 
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Another important form that the function S(s)can take is 
(5.9) 
which gives from (5.5 ) the time dependence 
ext ext( ) -iw 0t !! (E_, t) = !! E. e + c.c (5.10) . 
This corresponds to the steady state case where the incident radiation is 
originating from a continuous wave (c.w.) laser rather than a pulsed 
(Q switched) laser. 
The generality of the S(s) function then allows us to not specify 
the shape of the laser pulse until we consider a specific situation. 
Using (5.1) and (5.5) in (5.4) we obtain the expression 
0 t 
<AN <!9\ ~ - L 
00 
dt { ~t2. L d!::_1 dr 2 L dE_s dE_ 4 exp( i!o: (E. 4 - E.s) } 
(5.11) 
where we have used property (5.6), swapped s 1 and s2 in various terms, 
made the transformations t1 
, , 
t1 - t and t2 = t2 - t and dropped two 
terms of order exp(±2iw 0t). 
4 Thermal 
d f . . h 1 [l] Let us e 1ne a two-t1me t erma G.F. 
[1] 
This equation corrects a sign error in Kawabata's definition. 
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where 
and 
A (E._, T) 3fT -JCT = e. A(E._) e ,x. = 
~ 
iw. = 2n n/S,n = o, ±1, ±2, 
~ q q 
,T. 
~ 
i = 1,2 • 
Similarly a three-time thermal G.F. is defined 
with iw. = 2n TI/S n = 0, ±1, ±2, 
~ q q i = 1,2,3. 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
In appendix SA it is proved that these two G.F. are related through the 
simple expression 
and that <~N(k)> can be 
- t 
<~N(k)> = I dr1 
- t -E 
(5.14) 
related to the G.F. GII 
(5.15) 
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. . . . f II(. . ) ~s the analyt~c cont~nuat~on o G ~w~,~Wz 
to the upper-half complex planes (iw 1 ,iwz > 0). 
[1] 
Here and at other places where there will be no confusion we may drop 
the ni:;aS and II III labels on G ang G . 
5.5 Diagram Expansion 
The physical quantity <~N(k)> is related to the thermal G.F. G11 by 
- t 
expression (5.15). A diagram expansion of this G.F. is possible but such 
an approach does not explicitly exhibit the role of the exciting photon. 
If rather we use relationship (5.14) and hence generate a diagram 
III 
expansion for the G.F. G we shall find that the role of the photons in 
any diagram becomes obvious by inspection. Before we proceed to generate 
this expansion however we are required to specify the Hamiltonian that 
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describes the phonon system, the impurity ions system and their interaction 
with the external radiation and phonons. The form of this is essentially 
identical to that used for the absorption problem of Chapter 3 where the 
isospin mapping was used to describe the impurity ion energy levels. The 
zero-order isospin and phonon Hamiltonians are given by (3.2) and (3.7) 
respectively, while the interaction between them by Hamiltonian (3.8). The 
interaction with the radiation field takes the form 
de, d ~mp-ra 
_ -.'£_L; EMa (r.)at.a .A (r.) 
m . mn -:J mJ nJ a '""] 
.J mn 
(5.17) 
where the dipole approximation has been used. (Louisell 1973 p270-72). 
Using standard techniques we can expand the angular brackets in (5.13) 
which is represented by figure 5.4 where the solid lines represent the level 
propagators (2.72) and the dotted propagators photon G.F. defined by 
E 1 ex, X1 > = - <T {A <x> A 1 <xl > }> 
aa T a a 
and its Fourier component 
E , (r ,r1 , iw ) = JB dT 
aa -- n 
0 
iW = 2nn/6 n=O, ±1, ±2, •••••• 
n 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
The crosses in figure 5.4 represent the N(r.) matrix elements of (5.17) 
J 
while each intersection of two photons and a single level propagator 
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X1 = a ~~ Tl Figure 5.4 
X2 = s ~2 T2 
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contains an ~n(£j) matrix element. 
The diagram expansion can be reexpressed as in figure 5.5. The form 
of this figure suggests a cancellation between the D factors on the 
numerator and denominator - the linked cluster theorem of Chapter 2. 
However just as for absorption, this property is destroyed by the necessity 
.to apply the projection operation (2.54) to both the numerator and 
denominator independently. Again the ·form of the interaction (5.17) is 
such that closed level propagator loops in these diagrams must each have 
the same site label, which we use to label the loop, and any diagram that 
contains two loops with the same site label vanishes under the action (2.54). 
(e.g. diagrams of figure 5.6 if i=j). We want to investigate the effect 
of this for a crystal containing many impurity ions. 
Figure ~.6 
' 
t 
\ , 
' 
I 
' 
\ ,, 
I I 
• I I 
0 I I I 0 0 I i I 0 
' I 0 I , 
I \ \ 
(a) ~} (c) 
5~6 Single Ion Spectrum 
We shall justify in this section the result, shown in §3.4 for the 
absorption spectrum, that the spectrum from N impurity ions can be 
approximated, for low concentrations, by N times that from a single ion. 
The first step is to realize that only the fourth diagram in the 
numerator of figure 5.5 can contribute to the Raman spectrum. The 
. other three diagrams correspond to one-photon processes such as absorption 
and emission. 

Figure 5.5 
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e 
X3 
II 
I' ,, 
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II 
II 
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iWz 
II Xz= = = = =-= =-=-= X4 X4 
X D 
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+ 8 + e + ••. 
f: 
----)\..--- + - -'f.- -'f-- -. + 
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---(J)-·- + --D 0--- + • • • 
D + EJ + 
+ . , . 
Keeping these diagrams only, and knowing that no two loops can have 
the same site label, we give in figure 5.7 the relevant diagrams to Raman 
scattering when the crystal contains one, two or three impurity ions. 
(The labels inside the squares and circles give the relevant site labels). 
Because the factor {1 +{£)}contains no level propagator loops it is 
unaffected by the limiting procedure and cancels from N and D for each 
case. In a similar manner to the absorption case, the diagrams 
' 
' 
" 
' 
/ 
" 
" 
12 
, 
" 
' 
' 
' 
' 
and 
' 
" 
' 
'· 
' 
, 
" 
" 
"r--·----1" 
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' ' 
' 
' 
' 
correspond to the Raman spectrum from pairs and triples respectively. 
Considering the remaining diagrams containing a square with only one 
label it will be noted that if the factors in the denominators of the 
forms @ or e. are ignored, then the contribution from the two and 
three ion cases is exactly the same as the sum of two and three single 
ion contributions respectively. As with the absorption case, this is 
a very ~easonable approximation for samples containing low concentrations 
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of impurity ions. ·Hence we can conclude.that we need consider (a) diagrams 
containing only one level loop and (b) connected diagrams because the 
disconnected diagrams in the denominators result in only multiplicative 
intensity factors. 
Within this normalization of the denominator we can express (5.13) 
for scattering from a single impurity ion at r as 
I o' 
GIII ( ·w ·w ·w ) =·(e/m) 4 L: Ma M~-' nsaB ~3,~4; r1,r2; 1 1,1 2,1 3 abed ab cd 
efgh 
I Sl 
Mn M E 1 (~3 ,r 
ef gh nn (5.20) 
Figure 5.7 
Spectrum (1 site) = 
8·8 
[:8: Q <8_ Q + .GJJ 8 
Spectrum (2 sites) 
'tJ~+ t~I6+ t~J6 
, .. , •' ,, •' .... 
--_G]' GJ + t;~f 1 GJ 
·' \ .,· ..... J 
.Spectrum ( 3 sites) = 
. . . contain no level prop. loops . 
8 = E9 + E9 + 0 + • • · con~ain £12.~ level prop. loop. 
' ' • contain two level 
prop. loops. 
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, 
where 
- M:b (~) etc., and we definE 
(5.21) 
t (')- t(' , where aa ab T1 ~ aa T1)ab(T1), etc., and the diagrams arising in the 
expansion of (5.21) were restricted to a single loop. 
5.7 Photon Propagators 
To obtain <~N(k)> , expression (5.20) for GIII is to be used in the 
. - t 
relatiop (5.14) to obtain GII which in turn is to be used in (5.15). In 
this section we shall study the sum over iw 3 involved in relation (5.14). 
A t d f th h . f III ( . . . ) 1 s u yo e Le mann representat~on o G ~W1 1 ~W2 1 1W 3 revea s 
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, 
that if iw 3 is analytically continued to the complex plane (iw 3 + w ), then 
III (. . I ) • 1 h h f 1. G ~w1,~w2,w ~s regu ar everyw ere except on t e our cut ~nes. 
0 n=l 
iw1 n=2 
1 irl (5.22) Im(w ) = 
-n 
-iw2 n=3 
iw1-iw2 n=4 
If we evaluate the sum over iw 3 by converting to a contour integral 
around the poles of the Bose-Einstein function, then we have the added 
complication that in four places the poles of fB(w') and GIII(iW1 1 iW2 1 W1 ) 
coincide. The resolution of this complication is indicated in the work 
of Eliashberg (1962) on the transport equation for Fermi particles, giving 
the expression 
(WI ) GIII (. . , ) . ~W1, ~W 2 ,W 
(5.23) 
where the contour C is indicated in figure 5.8 
Figure 5.8 
I )( = poles of fB (w . ) 
= cuts of G111 
----- = contour C 
I Re(w )=0 
Im(W1 )=iw 1 
The contour over the large circle can be shown to vanish as before and the 
contour integrations about the four small circles exactly cancel the four 
extra terms in (5.23) leaving principal value inteqrals 4ust above and 
below the four cut lines. 
II (. . ) G ~w1 ,~w2 I l; (-w ) H"t 
n 
1 
2'ITi 
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{ GIII ( . . . ,.., + WI + ~0+) ~w 1 ,~w2,~•~ _._ III (. . .,.., G ~W1 1 ~W2 1 l.oG + wl ( 5. 24) n n 
where iQ takes the four values of (5.22). 
n 
where 
and 
We simplify these expressions by making the definitions 
G~~"S (!o; D •E." iw, ,iw2) = L dE_3 dr 4 exp(i!o • (r; -r 3> l 
II Gnr;aB (E_3, E.'+; E.!• E_2; iw 1 , iw2 ) 
d (i$'2 ) 
n 
d (i$'2 ) = 
n 
. . .,..., + I • o*>} ~w1,~w2 ,~.6 w -~ n 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
E (k . . ) E ( k . . ) III ( . . . . ) 1 _, _ _,E._~ 1.W1 - 1.W 3 .,...,..1 -_,E._; 1.W2+1.W3 F f h b d r,1.Wl,l.W2,1.W3 nn 0., '-;> e 1 g ~ a 1 C -
(5.27) 
where 
E,.../ N (±kl E.i iwn) = l dr1 e+i~: rl E I cr! I r I • iw ) 
........... aa -- n 
D 
(5.28} 
Inoue and Moriya (1970) give the solution of (5.28) upon analytic 
continuation for our scattering geometry and taking into account the 
dielectric constant of the medium and surface refraction 
and 
81Tk 
z sin a(± s/c - k) 
<±sic - k) 
iR(±s/c -k> 
e 
81Tk 
z sin a(± s/c + k) iR{± s/c + k} E ' {-k 1 r t;,)=- -- e Cl. Cl. - ::.1 2 
ck (±t;,(c + k) 
> Im<s> < o 
(5.29) 
{5.30) 
where R is a vector to the centre of v0 (which is approximately parallel 
to k} and the detector is taken to be a cube with sides of length 2a 
oriented with one side parallel to k. Ea' a (~ll , ck) is given in 
dyadic form 
-
1 • 2 . 2 2 -1 . 2 2 - 1 
+ (iqz -y s} v v -1.qll (1.y sq - y qz} z z + iqzqll (iy sq - y qz) u z 
- ysqll (iy q2 - y2q ) -\ u] 
s z -- (5.31) 
where 
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qll = (qx'~'O) 
y(q)={- e:(cqsgnq)q2 +q2}Ya Re(y)>O 
s- z s 
y = y (q); y 2 = - e:(cq sgn q )q2 
s s- z 
and ~' ~ and ~ are unit vectors in the Cartesian coordinate system in 
which ~is taken parallel to ~I and z to the z axis. As we might expect 
then the photon G.F. is regular except on the line Im(W1 ) = 0. 
5.8 Identification of Terms 
We will now consider each of the four terms contributing to (5,25) 
and show that only one of these actually contributes to the Raman spectrum. 
5.8.1 Kawabata's Approach 
One approach to this is that given by Kawabata (1971). 
(5.26) for iO = iwl(n=2) then one obtains 
n 
d (iW!) c:1 o' , r' Mf.' Mn M"' Mab cd ef gh 
If we expand 
E ,. . . , ) {E ( , . +) III ( . . rr' (-k,r; J..W1 + 1W2 + W , k,E_; - W -10 F f h ab d r ,1Wl ,1W2, 
'::>'::> nn e ,g ; ,c 
(5.32) 
Kawabata then reasoned that when one took the limits iw. + ~.+io, i = 1,2 
1 l. 
(cf (5.15)) then the factor Ez;;z;;' (-k,E_; iw 1 + iw2 + uf) becomes by (5.30) 
(and using ~1 ~ -~2 ~ Wo). 
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sin a[(~1+~2+J )/c + k] 
(~1+f;2+W1 )/c + k 
sin[a(J /c + k)] 
I {W /c + k) 
-1 , 
which is strongly peaked in the region w ~ -ck because a >> k • However 
I in this region the factor f (-w ) becomes approximately f (ck) which is 
B . B 
extremely small at optical frequencies even at room temperature. Similar 
analysis for the G'(iWt) and G'(iWt - iw2) give small factors fB (ck) and 
fB(Wo + ck) also, while for G1 (0) a much larger fB(ck -Wo) factor results. 
I Kawabata's conclusion then, was that only the G (0) term would give a 
significant conrribution to the Raman spectrum. 
This approach relies on the assumption of a black-body radiation 
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distribution (since the photon propagators are evaluated using a statistical 
partition function e -sJC) and suggests only the contribution from G' (0) 
is physically observable. 
5.8.2 Present approach 
This approach does not rely on the form of the Bose-Einstein 
function, but rather studies the position of the resulting spectral peaks 
from each contribution. 
, 
In fact only the G (O) term is found to result 
in contributions that allow the standard Raman spectrum interpretation 
{i.e. w=ck=w 0+E -E). 
· m n 
The other three terms are found to allow 
alternative interpretations; the G1(iw 1-iw2) corresponding to a two-photon 
absorption type process (w+w 0 = E -E ) while both G'(iWt) and G'(-iW2) to a 
. m n 
fourth-order absorption or emission process. 
These two different approaches both agree however, that only the 
G' (0) term of (5. 25) is important for the Raman spectrum and it has 
the form 
sin a[ (iw1-w' )/c- k] 
( iw 1 -W1 ) I c - k 
sin a[ (iw2+w' )/c + k) 
where we have defined 
III ( . . I ) 
F.f h·ab d!_;1W111W2 1W e 1 g , ,c 
I * fB(-w )exp{(y (k)+y (k))z} 
s s 
1 .[ III ( . . I + iO +) 
21Ti F ef, gh; ab 1 cd .E_,J.W1'1w 2 1 w 
_III ' . . I • - +., 
-.tr f h· ab d \.E_1 J.W1 1 1w2 1W - J.U J J 
e 1g 1 ,c 
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(5.33) 
(5 • .34) 
Upon carrying out the analytic continuation required in (5.14); iw1 + ~1 + io 
and iw2 + ~2 + io we obtain 
(5.35) 
where we have used 
Ea'a' 
I ~~> R (.E_,E.. = E I aa 
I (E_IE.. I~) Im(~) >0 (5.36) 
A I I~) =E1 (E_IE.. a a Im (~)< 0 
A .R the E 1 E being the advanced and retarded photon G.F. and have defined 
where wt 
.sin(a/c) {l; 1-w1 -w+i<S)' 
( l; 1 -W1 -w+ i 6 ) 
Wo - ck = Wo - w. 
5.9 Scattering Efficiency 
siri (a/c) (l;2+W1 +w+io) 
(_.£_) (5.37) 
na 
We stated upon its definition that N(~) was related to the number of 
photons inside the detector. In this section we make this statement more 
precise and obtain an expression for the scattering efficiency in terms 
of <Lm (~) > t , 
Using (5.34) in the chain of equations (5.35), (5.25) and (5.15) one 
obtains a quantity of the form 
(5.38) 
From Kubo's linear response theory (Kubo 1957 ) we find that the 
electromagnetic field generated at E_, t by the external current 
[
. dl; 8 (l;-wo) e -i (l;+io) t
1 
21T 
-00 
interacting via Hamiltonian (5.2) is 
( 5. 39) 
<A I (E_, t) > 
a 
i Jt 1 J I [ ( ( I I ) ] > J ext (rl I 
-;- dt dE_< Aa1 E_,t) ,Aa E_,t a _ ,t 
-oo E 
l 00 dt; s (I:' ) -i <t;+io) t J d 1 ER < 1 = - - s -w o e r 1 r , r 2TI a a --
-oo E 
(5.40) 
Writing the incident radiation outside the sample as 
inc 
A (E_, t) 
I
oo dl; i[ko·r -(l;+ io)t] ~oAo -oo2TI S(l;-wo)e - ( 5. 41) 
where Wo=cko and ~o is a unit vector, then the vector potential at the ion 
position r is given by 
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inc( ) Joo ~ S(1:" ) -i(E;:+io)t inc( 1:") A , r , t = 
2 
s -w o e A , r, s 
a - TI · a -
-oo 
J
oo dt; . ik ·r +Yot -i(t;+io) (t 
=Ao -co2TI S(t;-tu0 ) (f(t;+J.o)~o)e -on - e 
Ro 
c 
(5.42) 
where (E;:) is a tensor determined by the boundary conditions (i.e. 
the scattering geometry) tabulated by Kawabata (1971), Ro is the distance 
from the ion to the centre of VE, and 
This gives us the relationship 
<i".N(~)>t = (e/m) 2 (BTI:z)\n Enn' (~I' ck) ez.; Ez.;z.;' (-~ 1 , -ck) k 
J
.oo ·~ 
21T 27T 
-oo 
(5.43) 
[ III ( 1:" • ~ 1:" • ~ ,./ +l.' O+) III ( 1:" • ~ 1:" • ~ 1 • +)] F f h·ab· d £tsl+l.u,s2+l.u, VJ -F f. h b d r,sl+J.u,s2+l.u,W -J.O e ,g , ,c e ,g ;a ,c -
5.10 Scattering Cross Section 
The number of incident photons per unit time interval is 
c!>o = S Wo cos 6 0 lAo 12 /21Tc 
where cos6 0 = -(ko) /ko and S is the crystal surface area. z 
{5.44) 
(5.45) 
The number 
of scattered photons belonging to a small region d~ in ~ space which 
enter the volume V per unit time interval at time·t is 
D 
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<P =k<Lm (k) > dk /2a (21T) It 
- t 
(5.46) 
Hence the scattering efficiency per unit frequency interval per unit solid 
angle is (using d~=(k2 /c)dwdQ) 
21TC 
Swo cos8 !Aol 2 0 
which gives upon using (5.44) 
(5. 47) 
c2a(21T)lt 
* * * * erErr' (-k11 ,w) exp{ (Yo+Yo +y +y )z}H·eo) <I·eo) T 'a' 'r' (t) 
., .,., --, s s = - , - - , a~-'n"' (l 13 
where 
with 
'a'' ,(t) cx~-'nr; 
(5.48) 
(5.49) 
-i(t"t+t"2+2i8) [t - (R+Ro)/c] L: Ma' MB' Mn' Mr;' 1 
e "' "' abed ab cd ef gh 21Ti 
efgh 
[ III ( l:" • 8 t" . 8 , . +) F f h b d r,s1+1 '"'2+1 ,w +10 e. ,g ; a , c (5.50) 
III ( l:" • 8 1:" • 8 ' . +) ] 
-F f h·ab d r,s1+1 ,~2+1 ,w -10 e ,g , , c 
After having derived this expression for the scattering cross-section we 
shall concentrate our attention on obtaining the dependence of the 
function T(t) for time dependent and steady state scattering (time-
independent) . 
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CHAPTER 6 RAMAN SPECTRUM STEADY STATE SCATTERING 
In (5.9) we gave the form of S(~) for the special case of a steady 
state source. Using this and the appropriate approximation 
u(w' - w) ~ o(w' - w ) 
t t 
(6.1) 
which shall be justified in the next chapter, then we obtain the special 
case 
Ts.s. (O) = 
a.Snz;; 
1 
27fi 
III . + III . + {F f h· b d(£,Wo,-Wo,wt+10) - F f h· b d(r,wo,-wo,wt-10 )} e,g,a,c e,g,a,c 
{6. 2) 
. III In this chapter we shall expand ~· 1n terms of a diagram expansion and 
evaluate these and the corresponding spectrum using various approximation 
schemes. 
6.1 Kramers - ~eisenberg Formula 
In this section we shall evaluate the lowest-order contribution to 
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the steady state scattering and show that they give the well known Kramers-
Heisenberg formula for the scattering cross-section. The lowest order 
diagram (those involving no phonon propagators) in the expansion of 
Upon evaluating the contribution 
of diagram 6.la (see figure 6.2) we obtain a contribution 
Figure 6.1 
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Figure 6. 2 
III (. . . ) F ~W1 1 ~W2 1 ~W3 
-1 0 f3 l: F (ie:) 
ie: m 
, 
' , 
s' 
' ' 
ie: h m 
/ 
~/ 
p 
s 
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I 
n 
iWt-iW3 ,,' 
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/ 
,~ 
' 
' 
/ 
.. ~ ~W2+~W3 ' 
' 
r.,' 
o,. . ) 0( •• ) o, .. ) F ~e: + ~WI F ~e:+~W 3 Ft ~E+~W2 s n 
(6. 3) 
which can be evaluated by transforming the sum over iw 3 to a contour 
integral about the poles of the Fermi-Dirac function 
similar analysis for absorption diagram) to give 
III (. . . ) E Ma . n Mr_, Mf3 F ~WI I ~W2 I ~W3 = M mnst ms sn nt tm 
1 
f (A ) 
1 f (A ) D n [w { D ~ + iw 3 W +~WI w - iw2 w + iw1 - iw3 mn ms mt ns 
{ 
f (A ) D s 
w -iw1 
sm 
1 
(see §3.3 for 
1 
wnt - iw2 - iw 3 
:6. 4) 
Upon taking the discontinuity across the real axis iw 3 + wt ± iO+ and 
taking the limits iw 1 + w0 + io, iw2 + -w 0 + io required in (6.2) we 
obtain a steady state contribution 
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} 
Ts.s. (O) = f (-w 0+w) E (p -p )o(wo-w+w ) o.Sn l;; B mn m n . mn 
MO. Mn 
l: ms sn 
s w + w0 ms 
(6.5) 
where the limiting procedure (2.54) has been performed and we have used 
relation (3.15), 
Diagram 6.2 gives a delta function contribution to the spectrum at 
w = w0 + w mn Again, like the zero-order contribution to the 
absorption spectrum, it consists of the difference of two contributions. 
From the form of the delta function which gives the conservation of 
energy for the process it is clear that the initial and final states for 
these two different contributions are those represented schematically 
by figure 6. 3 
Figure 6.3 
Weighting 
factor 
-p 
n 
Before 
-- - - - - - - - • n 
m 
-------n 
-------·m 
After 
) 
·- -- --- --m 
--------;. 
-------m 
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A similar calculation for the other five diagrams of figure 6.1 reveals 
that one obtains contributions from diagrams 6.la - d but that diagram 
6.le and 6.lf give no contribution. It is possible to combine the 
contributions from 6.la - d to give the relation 
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f (-W 0+W) ~ (p -p ) 0 (W 0-W+W ) B mn m n ron 
( 6. 6) 
where 
+ (6. 7) 
This expression is identical to the well known Kramers-Heisenberg formula 
first obtained by Kramers and Heisenberg (1925) by an application of the 
correspondence principle to a classical formula. Since then it has 
been rederived by other methods (Born and Huang (1954) , Kondilenko et.al. 
(1960), Low (1952), Gontier and Trahin (1971)) and has been used in 
various·forms by many authors (Loudon (1964), Woodward (1967), Maradudin 
(1966), Trifonov and Poiker (1966)). The difficulty with this result 
function spike) and hence gives none of the expected lineshapes, and 
secondly it predicts an infinite scattering intensity when the incident 
frequency w0 matches an ion transition frequency w ((6.6)- (6.7)). sm 
Since the work of Weisskopf and Wigner (1930 a,b) the former of these has 
usually'been approached by assigning an intrinsic width to each energy 
level and regarding 'the lineshape corresponding to a transition from one 
level to another as being a lorentzian whose width is the sum of the widths 
of the two levels involved. Attempts to remove the second singularity 
have been made by adding a finite imaginary part to the denominators of 
(6.7) corresponding to the width of the intermediate state. (Shorygin 
(1973), Krushinskii and Shorygin (1961), Morozov and Shorygin (1966)). 
The approach presented in this thesis deals with these questions quite 
naturally, resulting in finite linewidths (and approximately lorentzian 
lineshapes) and giving finite intensities on resonance. 
6.2 Generalization of Kramers-Heisenberg ·Formula. 
We now wish to study the generalization of the steady state spectrum 
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where we include the contribution of higher-order diagrams to the 
. f III (. . . ) expans 1.on o F 1.W 1 , l.W 2 , 1.W 3 • In figure 6.4 we give the diagram 
· f III ( · · · ) d. f' 6 2 h . expans1.on o F 1Wt,l.Wz,l.W3 correspon 1.ng to 1gure • , t ere be1.ng 
similar diagrams corresponding to figure 6.lb - d also. Upon evaluating 
diagram 6.4a we obtain a steady state contribution to the scattering cross-
section, 
Ts. s. (o) = 
al3ns 
L: 
t (W t-iW2) 
ml 
(6. 8) 
propagators (cf figure 6.2) 
and the limiting values iw 1 -+- w0 + io, iw2-+- -w0 +io and i.W3-+- wt ± iO+ it 
is instructive, although it has neither physical or mathematical meaning 
or significance, to join and label the photon propagators as indicated in 
figure 6.5 
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Then if any line is drawn from left to right across the resulting diagram 
(e.g. L), it results in a delta function containing the algebraic sum of 
all propagators that it crosses (only once) with signs taken positive or 
negative if the arrow on the propagator is moving up or down respectively 
Figure 6.4 
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(c) 
(b) 
(e) (f) 
(h) 
(i) 
(k) (1) 
(n) (o) 
relative to the line. For example, redrawing figure 6.4a as in figure 
6.6, we see that there are two possible lines that cut in this manner, 
L1 and L2, that contribute Raman-type delta functions, O(W +wo-W), 
mlnl 
O(W +Wo-W) respectively. 
m2n2 These correspond to the first and second 
terms of (6.8) respectively. 
Figure 6.6 
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~ere are two other possible ways of cutting the diagram, each of 
which will cut the phonon propagator. As such, the resulting delta 
function will contain a phonon energy and as we will show later, these 
correspond to phonon Raman processes. 
Closer study of the first term of (6.8) shows that it is very 
similar to expression (6.5) with the exception that the sum over s in (6.5) 
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has become a more complex sum over s,n2,m2 and kin (6.8). The observation 
suggests that this contribution would arise if an extra term was included 
in (6.7) and it was then used in (6.6). Following this lead we evaluate 
each diagram of figure 6.4 and pick out those contributions that have 
Raman-type delta functions (i.e. those corresponding to cut lines across 
diagrams of the forms L1 and L2 of figure 6.6 that cut~ phonon lines), 
then we find we can write these in the form of (6.6) except that we 
replace 0 Pan(iw 1 ) of (6.7) by a more general bpan(iw1) where mn mn 
Figure 6.7 
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b an<. ) p ~WI . = 
mn 
+ .••. (6.9) 
(6 .10) 
In view of the form of this expression it is clear that the form of 
diagrams that contribute to the Raman spectrum are as indicated in figure 
6.7. there is a unique correspondence to each diagram of 0Pmn' 2Pmn and 
each term contributing to (6.7) and (6.10) respectively. Diagrams 
6.7a- b (corresponding to 0P~~> are often given for the Raman scattering 
.i.U.LJo 
process. By considering their corresponding terms (e.g. (6.7)) and using 
the result from perturbation theory that the denominators of (6.7) take 
the form of the difference of the energy of the intermediate and the 
initial state, one obtains the two processes indicated in figure 6.8 
(cf figure 6.3). 
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In 6.8 a,b the intermediate state s(which is suw~ed over) is a 
'virtual' state and there is no requirement that say the transition m to s 
with absorption of a photon of energy w0 , conserves energy. In a similar 
manner each diagram of figure 6.7 has a similar interpretation that can 
easily be found from a study of the diagram. This gives an understanding 
of the types of processes that are contributing to P 
mn 
For example 
diagram 6.7d has the two interpretations of figure 6.9 with weightings 
nk+l and nk. 
Although any diagr~m that contributes a Raman-type delta function 
can be incorporated. in this generalized Kramers-Heisenberg formula, only 
a finite number of diagrams can be evaluated. However, just as for the 
absorption spectrum, an infinite number of diagrams need to be summed 
over to· give any finite width to the Raman spectral line. In the 
following section we shall use the Dyson equation to sum an infinite 
nw"T.ber of d±agrams ar.d 1-.ene;e obLain a filii Le li:ut::widLh. 
6.3 General Lineshape 
In §6.1 we evaluated the contribution of figure 6.2 to the Raman 
spectrum. Following the approach we took to the absorption problem, 
we shall now replace each level propagator by 'dressed' propagators 
(figure 6.10) and re-evaluate its contribution giving 
Figure 6.10 
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Ts .s. (O) = 
aSnt:; 
[oo dx [ f 0 (x) - f 0 (x+wt) ] Lm (x) L n (x-t<>'t) F 8 (x+w 0+i0) F t (x+w 0 -iO) 
(6.11) 
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We obtain a similar expression (3.37) for the absorption spectrum with 
the exception of the Fs(x+w 0+io) Ft(x+w 0+io) factors. In the previous 
situation we used the sharply peaked nature of the lorentzian L (x) at 
. m 
X=~ to remoVe the X d.ependenceS Of the f 1 r. and~. functions. 
m D ~ ~ If we 
follow the same procedure and make the further approximation of replacing 
the x dependences of the Fs and Ft functions we obtain the result 
TP .s. (O} = 
asnz; 
ms sn L: 
s wo+o -8 -iy 
m s s 
L: 
mn 
(p -p } 
m n 
(6.12} 
The similarities and differences between this and (6.5), the bare 
propagator case, are easy to see; the result has the same structure but 
the delta function has been broadened into a lorentzian. Imaginary 
parts corresponding to the widths of the intermediate states have appeared 
in the denominators and all energies appearing have been shifted (i.e. 
w + 0 = w + ~ (~ ) ) • 
m m m m m 
If we consider the four diagrams of figure 6.la - d that resulted 
in the Kramers-Heisenberg expression and re-evaluate these with each 
'bare' level propagator being replaced by its corresponding 'dressed' 
propagator (figure 6.11) we obtain 
Ts.s. (O) = f (-w 0+w) aSnz; B 
L: L (x) L (x+wt) 0Pan (x,w 0+io) [ 0PSz; (x,w 0+io) ] * mn m n mn mn (6.13} 
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Figure 6.11 
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where 
Making the same approximations again we obtain 
Ts.s. (O) = f (-w 0+w) 2: (p -p > a8n~ B mn m n 
(y +y ) /7f 
m n 
0Pan (I , wo+io) 
mn m 
[ 0PS~ <1 ,w +io>J* 
mn m 0 
which is a generalization of the Kramers-Heisenberg 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
expression (6.7) 
but now with the expected lorentzian peak with. a width the sum of level 
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m,n widths and with imaginary contribution to the denominators corresponding 
to the width of the intermediate state. Another alteration of course is 
:t..~ct e:ch ene!:'gj.., lev·cl ha:: been chiftcd from i t.s original position aloe 
(W -+ o ) . 
m m 
If we allow each diagram of figure 6.4 to also be replaced 
by one with full rather than bare level propagators then it is possible 
to obtain a generalized form of (6.14), the only difference being a 
generalization of 0P (x,iw1) to fp (x,iw 1 ) which takes the form mn mn 
f an< . > P X,J..WI = 
mn 
opan (x 1. ,,, > + 2 an ( . ) mn , wl Pmn X,J..W1 (6.16) 
where for example 
(~~+J vk Ma ~ vk vk Mn {c vk zpcxn (x iw ) E 2: rna ab c en + rna ab en = mn ' 1 abc k -1 -1 Fb (X+iw 1 ±Wk) Fb (X-iw 1+wt±wk) 
+ 
(6.17) 
This allows us to interpret these contributions to the cross-section 
as arising from diagrams 6.12 and 6.13. Note that there is no diagram 
contributing to 2P of the structure of diagram 6.7c as this is 
mn 
already included in diagram 6.13a and to include it again would result in 
multiple counting. If the approximation of replacing the x dependence 
of fp {x,iw 1 } is replaced by x=X then we obtain a result identical to mn m 
{6.15} but with 0p. (x,iw!} being replaced 
mn 
by fp (x, iwd. 
mn 
Our analysis of the Raman N.P.L. has taken on a progression of 
complication and we smnmarize the major steps here. Firstly in §6.1 
we evaluated the contribution of the six diagrams of figure 6.1 which 
contained bare level propagators. Two of these were found not to 
contribute to the Raman spectrum while the other four gave the standard 
Kramers~Heisenberg formula {equation (6.6}-{6.7)). In §6.2 we included 
all diagrams containing bare propagators {figure 6.4) which resulted in 
a· generalizeu Kn:~.m~L::;-Ht:.i.senberg io:t.ruula (equations (6.9) -
giving a delta function lineshape. In §6.3 we repeated these two cases 
but replaced the bare level propagators by dressed level propagators. 
The result for the four diagrams (figure 6.11) was to broaden the delta 
function into a lorentzian lineshape and to give a modulus squared 
function j 0P 1 2 that stayed finite on resonance. 
mn 
{Equations (6.13} -
( 6 .14} ) • Including all diagrams (figure 6.12} gave a generalized fp 
mn 
function (equations (6.16) - (6.17})and allowed the interpretation of 
figure 6.13. 
6.4 One-Phonon Raman Scattering. 
When we discussed the possible ways of cutting figure 6.6 we stated 
that there were cuts that resulted in delta functions containing phonon 
frequencies. In this section we shall discuss these types of 
contributions. 
Upon evaluating contributions from diagrams where a line cuts one 
phonon propagator then it is possible to combine these into the expression 
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Ts .s. (O) = 
aSnr; 
o(wo-w±wk+w ) 
mn 
-p 
b an < . ~ Q k Wo+~u, 
mn 
n 
(6 .18) 
with 
bQan < • ,,, ± ) = 
mnk ~wl, wk 1Qan <. + ) B an <. mnk ~Wlt-Wk • + Q ~W1 +W )+•••• mnk ,_ k (6.19) 
where 
1Qan (. + ) 
mnk ~Wli-Wk + 
These can be regarded as arising as contributions from the diagrams of the 
form given in figure 6.14. This result can be generalized also by 
replacing each 'bare' level by a 'dressed' level propagator giving 
Ts.s. (O) 
aSns 
where 
(6. 21) 
+ 
r 
+ albl 
vk Ma Mn 
rna ab bn 
-1 + 
(6.22) 
Fb (x+iw 1±wk) 
and having the corresponding diagram interpretation of figure 6.15. 
making the approximation that L (x) is strongly peaked allows the 
m 
Again 
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evaluation of (6.21) 
(6.23) 
It is clear from the form of the delta function in (6.18) and the position 
of the lorentzian in (6.23) that these diagrams correspond to first-order 
Raman processes wherein the electronic system undergoes a transition and 
there is a phonon either emitted or absorbed in the process. The phonon 
Raman process that is usually described (e.g. Pinczuk and Burstein (1975)) 
is one in which a phonon is either created or destroyed and the electronic 
system stays in the same state. However Kane-Maguire and Konigstein (1973) 
have found evidence for the above type of process in thulium gallium 
garnets (TrnGaG) and call it the 'vibro-electronic' effect. 
For a system with translational invariance the usual phonon Raman 
process (i.e. m = n in (6.18), (6.21) and (6.23)) can be shown (Pinczuk 
and Burstein (1975)) to require that the phonon momentum k be approximately 
zero. However for the system we are considering the intermediate states 
are impurity ion levels that have no translational invariance like the 
host crystal ions; they are far apart and randomly distributed within the 
host lattice. Hence we are unable to assign any momentum labels to the 
level propagators and the above k ~ 0 restriction is relaxed. 
The resulting phonon sideband spectrum is a broad peak on either side 
of the N.P.L. that reflects the phonon density of states. For example if 
the density of states contains a sharp peak this may be seen as a s~milar 
sharp peak in the Raman sideband spectrum. 
The theory we have presented is also applicable to the analysis of 
host-ion scattering. In appendix 6B we show how momentum considerations 
can be included in our analysis and that we regain the usual result that the 
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sum over both photon and phonon wave-vectors vanish. For the one-phonon 
scattering situation this means that only k ~ 0 phonons are observed in 
the spectrum. The only restriction on the application of the theory to 
this situation results from our treating each site as being independent. 
This restricts us to situations where the coupling between the ions is 
small and can be neglected. For example consider Raman scattering in 
yttrium aluminium garnet (YAG) where each (cubic) unit cell contains 96 
ions. The lowest excited states of the Ai and 0 are much higher in 
energy than those of the (paramagnetic) Y ions. Hence we expect the phonon 
Raman spectrum to be dominated by theY-photon-phonon interactions. The 
Y ions are separated by considerably more than nearest-neighbour coordination 
distances and hence we expect the coupling between ions to be small and the 
present theory to be applicable. 
6.5 Multi-Phonon Raman Scattering 
. It is possible to extend the analysis of the last section to m-phonon 
processes by an obvious extension of the diagram of figure 6.15. The 
relevant diagrams are those given in figure 6.16. Of course as m increases 
the contribution to the spectrum expected decreases because they are higher 
order i~. v;n which we require to be small if our perturbation approach 
is to be valid. 
The bare phonon propagators of figure 6.16 can be replaced by dressed 
phonon propagators by including anharmonic phonon decay processes. The 
phonon Dyson equation is presented in figure 6.17 and results in a 
propagator 
1 (6. 23) 
where Ilk(iwn') is the phonon self-energy or polarization part which satisfies 
(6.24) 
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0 0 + 0 + . . . 
Evaluating the contribution from figure 6.16 with all bare phonon 
propagators replaced by dressed propagators we can study the effect of the 
phonon lifetime on the m-phonon Raman lineshape. In appendix 6A we 
evaluate the contribution from diagram 6.18 under the assumption of the 
sharply peaked approximation and neglecting x dependences of the vertex 
function Q . 
mn 
This results in a lorentzian lineshape whose width is 
' . '~wl 
~ 
m 
' 
' 
k n 
' 
' 
' ~ 
',. iW2+iW3 
This result can be generalized to the m-phonon spectrum and under the same 
simple approximations results in a lorentzian lineshape with a width 
y +y +y +Y + .... + yk • 
m n ln k2 
m 
This corrects the assumption of Klein and 
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Colwell (1971) that the width of an m-phonon line only reflects the 
lifetimes of the phonons; rather we find ionic level lifetimes are also 
included in the total linewidth. 
The approach used by Stedman (197la) for estimating the contribution 
of the non-additive absorption diagrams (cf §3.5.4) can be employed to 
estimate the contribution of non-additive diagrams to the Raman spectrum. 
(By Raman non-additive diagrams we mean those diagrams not contained in 
figure 6.11). This method predicts identical contributions to the Raman 
N.P.L. from these diagrams as was found for the absorption N.P.L. 
(McKenzie and Stedman 1977 ). Within the present approach these 
contributions are to be regarded, just as for the absorption spectrum, 
as resulting from the extension of the m-phonon lineshapes into the 
region of the N.P.L. 
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·cHAPTER 7. RAMAN SPECTRUM TIME DEPENDENT SCATTERING 
7.1 Introduction 
When radiation is used to excite some substances (e.g. CaF2) it is 
found that radiation can be emitted at distinctly different frequencies 
and the emitted radiation can persist for some time after the exciting 
radiation has terminated. (Jenkins and White 1957). This phenomena 
is called fluorescenc~ (F.); the incident light excites the atomic or 
molecular system to real excited levels which then decay (after a time 
interval determined only by the laws of statistics) to lower levels. 
This contrasts with Raman scattering (R.S.) where the incident 
radiation excites the system to a virtual intermediate level (not 
necessarily a higher level) before the transition to the final level. 
A real transition to an intermediate state is an energy conserving process 
and can be identified experimentally by a measurement of, (at leastj, the 
energy of the system in the intermediate state. A virtual transition 
to an intermediate state need not conserve energy (by an amount ~E), and 
the intermediate state may be thought of as lasting a finite time T given 
by the uncertainty relation T~E ~ h(§ 7.3). 
The concepts of F.and R.S. have clarified over a considerable period 
of time and we refer the reader to the review of Behringer (1974) for an 
extensive discussion of its history. These ideas are clearly defined in 
the far from resonance regime, but near or on resonance (i.e. where the 
incident frequency matches or closely matches the frequency difference 
between the initial and intermediate states), the distinction between 
res.onance fluorescence (R.F.) and resonance Raman scattering (R. R .S.) , as 
they are then called, is far from clear. 
In the last few years a large number of theoretical and experimental 
papers dealing with these phenomena have appeared. Some of these deal 
with the question of whether it is possible and/or meaningful to 
distinguish between these two processes and if so, how this is to be 
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achie\red experimentally. In the ,t"ollowing section v:e shall give t1 brief 
review of what we regard as the most important of these, as a background 
for the rest of this chapter. 
7.2 Literature Review 
7.2.1 Steady State Scattering 
This avalanche of papers began with the experimental work of Fouche 
and Chang (1972) who studied the intensity of the fundamental Stokes 
band of I2 as a function of the incident laser frequency. They reasoned 
that because R.F. involved real intermediate states then if the pressure 
of foreign gas (N2) mixed with the I2 was increased, the increased number 
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of collisions would remove more of the energy from the excited states before 
re-emission and hence 'quench' or reduce the R.F. intensity. R.R.S. involves 
'virtual' levels and they suggested that it should not be quenched. They 
found that at certain values of the incident laser frequency the output 
could be quenched, while for other values it was not. They suggested the 
identification of R.F. and R.R.S. respectively for these regions. 
Yu et.aZ. (1973) and Yu and Shen (1974,1975) studied the Raman spectrum 
of solid Cu20 near resonance and observed shifts in a number of phonon 
peaks as a function of the incident photon energy. 
as resulting from phonon dispersion. 
They interpreted this 
St.Peters et.aZ. (1973) repeated the experiment of Fouche and Chang 
but were unable to reproduce their results. They found that the region 
previously identified as R.R.S. is quenched at higher foreign gas pressures 
and hence they disagree with the R.R.S. identification. 
The theoretical paper of Klein (1973) considered the results of Yu et.aZ. 
and argued that "resonance scattering is often equivalent to absorption into 
a resonant state followed by luminescence from that state". This 
interpretation however was challenged by Shen (1974) who used a density-
matrix formalism to argue that "resonance Raman scattering and hot 
luminescence [i.e. resonance fluorescence] are two distinct physical 
processes, although they are ab;ays simultaneously present and can 
interfere with each other". He argued that they would have distinct 
lineshapes which may be useful to distinguish them in steady state 
experiments. He suggested that a transient time-resolving experiment 
would be more appropriate for distinguishing these processes. 
A very clear statement of the distinctions between the points of view 
presented by Klein and Shen was given in the work of Solin and Merkelo 
(1975). Their intuitive approach used Einstein A and B coefficients 
and supported the view of Klein that RRS and RF were equivalent. 
suggested that Shen's interpretation resulted only from algebraic 
manipulations. They stated that "the claims that RRS ······is 
They 
essentiallyinstantaneous and that this is the fundamental distinction 
between· RRS and RS • • • · · • •. is incorrect 11 • 
Aminov (1975} attempted to resolve these disagreements in part by 
-·clctim.i..nl.J that i:.he contribution given by Shen, interpreted as RRS, could be 
neglected relative to the RF contribution. He concluded "that as the 
exciting frequency ••••• approaches resonance the total efficiency of 
Raman scattering····· transforms to the efficiency of the [RF] in 
accordance with the point of view of Klein". However in appendix 7A we 
show that his proof that the contribution interpreted by Shen as RRS 
is much less than the RF contribution is false and that they could be 
expected to be similar in magnitude near resonance. This obviously 
invalidates his conclusions. However this paper was not greatly quoted 
by subsequent authors and hence seems to have had little influence on the 
course of the controversy. 
Although subsequent authors have not commented on their ideas a novel 
approach was presented by Jacon and Van Labeke (1975) on the transition of 
the spectrum from RRS to RF. Their thesis was that if the intermediate 
state was discrete then the scattering was to be labelled RF, while for 
an intermediate state that was part of a continuum it was to .be labelled 
RRS. Dealing with a simple model and starting with discrete intermediate 
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states (and hence RF), increasing the foreign gas pressure increases the 
linewidth of the intermediate states until they broaden to form a continuum 
thus. completing the transition to RRS. 
7.2.2 Time-Dependent Scattering 
In 1974 a distinctly different experimental technique was introduced 
partly in an attempt to clarify these concepts. This was the idea, 
suggested by Shen, of a transient time-resolving experiment. The first of 
these was performed by Williams et.al. (1974) who studied the time 
dependence of the output from I 2 vapour upon excitation by rectangular 
(100 ns) laser pulses. -1 Using a spectrometer of resolution less than 2 em 
they studied the emission triplet from the P (13) and R(lS) transitions 
(Halldorsson and Menke (1970)) by means of photocounting techniques. 
On exact resonance the output contained only one component with 
a long (~ 300 .ns) decay time. Howev.er further from resonance ( ~ 1 GHz) 
they found ·the output consisted of two components : the previous long decay 
part and a contribution (whose relative magnitude increased with increasing 
distance from resonance) with a decay time of the order of the rise time 
of the pulse (~ 3ns) • They interpreted the on-resonance decay rate as 
reflecting the linewidth of the intermediate state. They expected the 
off-resonance lifetime (fit) to be limited by the frequency difference 
(fiw) between the excited state and the incident laser frequency via the 
uncertainty principle (i.e. fit ~ fi~). Although the on-resonance case is. 
consistent with their interpretation, the off-resonance curve consisted of 
both long and short components rather than just a short component as 
expected from their interpretation. They suggested however that this 
resulted because the absorption lineshape would be wide enough to allow both 
on and off resonance components to appear simultaneously. 
Schwartz (1975) emphasised the importance of the uncertainty principle 
in discussing experiments of this type and in particular pointed out that 
any experiment designed to test the assumption of Williams et.al., namely 
that the off-resonance time decay was determined by the amount of 
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1 
off-resonance (i.e, ~t ~ ~w), was impossible. 
0 Berg et.aZ. (1974) presented a theory for the system studied 
by Williams et.aZ. where "all the ramifications of the uncertainty 
principle are built in automatically". They concluded that "there was 
no exponentially decaying component which depended on the frequency 
difference between the exciting pulse and the resonance". 
Similar conclus1lons were presented in a paper by Friedman and 
Hochstrasser (1974) where the nature of the exciting pulse was also 
emphasised. They classified the decay at long times in the extreme limits 
as: 
(a) RF iff >>f. (where f -rise time of laser pulse, f. -width p 1 p 1 
-r t 
of intermediate .state) with time dependence e i 
and -r t ('b) RRS if f. » f with time dependence e P • 
1 p 
Further papers which essentially agree with these two are the works 
The work of Williams et.aZ. was extended by Rousseau et.aZ. (1975) where 
they repeated the experiment also allowing the 1 2 gas pressure to vary. 
In the off-resonance regime they found that if they increased the gas 
pressure then the relative magnitude of the long lived component also 
increased. The interpretations given by Williams et.al. for their 
experiment were not consistent with this result and they presented a new 
interpretation. The short component that follows the laser pulse was 
interpreted as the Raman term while the long component they called the 
'redistribution' term. They regarded the redistribution component as 
resulting from quasi-elastic collisions between Iz gas molecules where 
the molecule remains in the same quantum state but suffers a phase change. 
These collisions broaden the intermediate state by an amount which increases 
with the number of collisions and hence with the gas pressure. 
These conclusions were consider.ed by Hackett (1976) who included other 
possible collision processes and concluded that "the existence of elastic 
collisional transfer processes [i.e, quasi-elastic collisions] cannot be 
positively proved [from their data]." 
Mukamel et.al. (1975, 1976) presented a powerful Louville space 
formalism in which they explicity account for the collision process. 
They claim that the experimental results of Rdusseau et. aZ. "cannot be 
elucidated by a naive extension of the theory advanced for the 'isolated' 
molecule, simply modifying the molecular radiative-decay width by the 
addition of a pressure-dependent term". 
consistent with these results. 
They claim their theory is 
Other time-dependent theories have been presented by Courtens and 
Szoke (1977), Huber(l970) and Kimble and Mandel (1975). 
Much of the controversy has been academic; it is not so important 
to be able to label an experimental process RRS or RF but rather to be 
able to. understand and/or predict the frequency/time dependence of the 
emitted radiation. An analysis of the Raman spectra time/frequency 
dependence that is valid upon excitation by a nearly or exactly resonant 
laser pulse would seem opportune. In the remainder of this chapter we 
shall calculate such dependences for scattering from impurity ions in a 
crystal using the formalism developed in chapter 5. 
7.3 Time-Frequency Uncertainty Requirements 
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One of the basic principles of quantum mechanics is the uncertainty 
principle developed by Heisenberg (1927). (For comments on this principle 
see the papers by Aharonov and Bohn (1961,1964) , Bohn and Bub (1966 a,b), 
Aharonov and Safko (1975) and Mayants et.aZ. (1976)). 
( 7 .1) 
where ~t is the uncertainty in time and ~E the uncertainty in the energy 
of the ~ystem during this period. This has important consequences for 
our time-dependent analysis. If we assume the time-resolved measurements 
are performed with a minimum time interval uncertainty 
~t a/c ( 7. 2) 
then the:re is a co:rresponding m:tnlrnrt.m frequency resolution given from { 7 .1) 
by 
Aw ( 7. 3) 
As stated by Kusunoki (1976) the parameter ~ in the expression for the 
Raman cross-section (5.49) corresponds physically to the energy actually 
transferred to the sample by the scatt~ring process. From (7.3) we then 
obtain 
(7.4) 
In figure 7.1 we plot Is(~) 12 for the laser pulse shape we considered 
in§ 5.3.1 (equation 5.7, figure 5.3) for particular values of the pulse 
length (T), and the rise time (I' 0 ). This function is seen to be sharply 
peaked about ~ = 0 with a width at half maximum of the order of the 
· · f r - 1 m1n1mum o o and T • This effectively limits the values of I ~1 - Wo I 
and 1~2 +Wo I in (5.49) to within these limits, namely 
As an extreme example of this consider 
chapter -1 6 where min(I'o,T ) = 0 and we 
In this analysis we shall assume 
Wo 
-
W >> c/a >> I'o, 
-1 (I'o,T ). (7.5) 
the steady state analysis of 
took I~ 1 - Wo I ' !~2 +wo I = 0. 
the conditions 
(7.6) 
which are realised in actual experiments of this type. For example 
in the series of experiments conducted by Williams et.al. {1974) and 
Rousseau.et.al. (1975,1976) (hereafter referred to as WR) they used a 
single mode 5145A incident laser frequency, with rectangular pulses from 
a minimu'JI of 20ns with a 3ns rise time. Assuming a detector with 
dimensions of the order of lcm then the parameters in (7.6) take the 
which easily satisfy (7.6). Combining the inequalities (7-4) - (7-~) 
gives 
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7.1 
l.Q 
-10 
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 
Plot of js(~) I with ro = 100, T = 1 
2 
2r 0 sin (Tt,:/ 2) 
rt,:2.+ro2] ¥2 t,: 
4 6 8 10 
which enables us to approximate U(w' - wt) defined in (5.37) by 
" lsin(~c) <W "wt>l' 
w - wt 
c 
1Ta 
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(7.7) 
(7. 8) 
For steady state scattering the time resolution (7.2) can be allowed to 
become as. large as one likes (enabling the frequency resolution to improve) 
which is equivalent to allowing (a/c) to become large. In this limit 
U(w1 - wt) can be approximated by a delta function as in (6.1). 
It will be found that evaluating the Raman cross section (5.50) 
results in approximately lorentzian functions of w with width r , of the 
s 
order of the initial and final states of the transition. This gives two 
possible regimes. The first is the 
(a) quasi-steady state scattering where the time resolution is taken 
-1 
to be long compared with r enabling the delta function approximation 
s 
(6.1) to be made, giving 
(7. 9) 
The poor time resolution corresponds (cf 7.3) to a sharp frequency 
resolution 6w << f enabling the structure of the Raman spectral line to 
s 
be resolved, however only the long term time dependences are obtainable. 
The other regime is 
(b) transient scattering where the time resolution ~t is short compared 
-1 . 
with r and the delta function approximation (6.1) is no longer valid. 
s 
In this case we are required to evaluate the integral over w' in (5.49). 
The good time resolution enables us to observe rapid changes in the 
temporal output but the corresponding poor frequency resolution ~w ~ · r 
s 
means that the output is the integrated intensity over a frequency region 
large compared with the spectral line. 
The experiments of W.R. were performed in the· transient scattering 
_l 
regime. They chose their frequency resolution 6.'J ::; 2cm ·which results 
-10 
in an uncertainty in time 6.t ~ 10 s. This gave a time resolution 
enabling the observation of the rise and fall of the laser pulse 
(- 3ns rise time) but the frequency resolution was not sufficient to 
resolve the spectral line (although it is small enough to be sure the 
output is arising only from the spectral line.) 
7~4 Bare Time Dependence 
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In this section we shall calculate the time dependence of the transient 
Raman scattering spectrum for the diagrams in figure 6.1 which are zero-
order in the phonon propagators. Evaluating their contribution. to (5.49) 
gives the result 
E 
mn 
o(w' +w ) 0IIan (w t) [.orrSz; (w' ,t)]* 
mn mn ' mn 
(7.10) 
where 
= [ d; sc;-wo)e-i;(t-R/c) Opan(s+io) 
2Tr mn 
-00 
(7.11) 
- .. 
with R = Ro + R and 0Pan (iw 1 ) is defined by (6.7). mn Using the delta 
function to remove the sum over w' we obtain 
= E 
mn 
(p P ) U(W -w )fB (-W ) 011an (w ,t) [orrSz; (w ,t) ]* 
m- n nm t nm mn nm mn nm 
(7.12) 
Rather than a delta-function spectrum that we obtained in chapter 6 
(cf 6.6) for the steady-state spectrum we find this has been broadened into 
the function U(W -wt. ). 
nm 
From (7.8) we see that the width of this function 
is approximately c/a which, as we might expect, is the minimum frequency 
resolution (cf 7.3). The time dependence of (7.12) is contained wholly 
in the functions 0JI(t,wnm) which are calculated in appendix 7B. In 
figure 7.3 we give the time dependence of this for scattering from a 
model system with energy levels at 0,1 and 8 (cf figure 7.2) (arbitrary 
units) where 
Figure 7.2 
Energy 
8 
I 
1 
0 
Initial Intermediate Final 
: the s:r·stem ~s level 0 ---" Cl!.lU goes -v~a stat.:.t:. 
level 8 to the final level 1. 
Figure 7.3 consists of a base page. which indicates the form of 'the 
laser pulse (r 0 =6T) while successive overlays give the time response as 
the incident laser frequency w0 approaches the resonant frequency 
between.the initial and intermediate levels (w 0 + 8.0). 
As Wo approaches resonance the magnitude of the output increases as 
might be expected, however it now tends to a finite value in contrast with 
expression (6.7) for steady state scattering, which we found increased 
without limit. Although this infinity has disappeared, another 
pathological effect has now appeared because after the duration of the 
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laser pulse, the output does not decay with time, but remains at a constant 
non-zero value. This is obviously not physical and we shall find in 
the next section that to obtain an output that decays to zero long after 
the pulse we must replace the 'bare' level propagators by 'dressed' level 
propagators as in figure 6.11. 
The process of 'dressing' the level propagators can be interpreted 
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Wo ... 7.5 
w0 ... 7.0 
5 
3 
physically as including processes by which the initial, final and 
intermediate states can decay and hence limit their lifetime. These are 
reflected in both the decay of the spectrum with time and the non-zero 
width of the Raman lineshape. 
7.5 Dressed Time Dependence 
Evaluating the contributions of the diagrams of figure 6.11 to 
T(t,W1 ) we obtain 
(x+w' ) ] L: L (x) 
mn m 
L 1 onan , [ o sz; 1 ] * (x+w ) (t,x,w ) IT (t,x,w ) 
n mn mn 
(7 .13) 
where the time dependent function is defined by 
·(7.14) 
with 0pan(x,iw1 ) defined by (6.14) but with w replaced by w'. mn t 
We again can use the lorentzian approximation to enable the integral 
over x to be performed resulting in the expression 
7.5.1 
f ( -w1 ) (p -p ) 
B m n 
(y +y ) /1T 
m n 
<hl +o -o >2 +<y +y >2 
m n . m n 
0 ITan (t,~ ,w' > [ 0rr 13 Z:: <t,I ,w' > ]* 
mn m mn m 
Quasi-steady state scattering 
(7.15) 
To obtain the quasi-steady state scattering time dependence (7.9) 
we need only substitute w' =wt (=wo-W) in (7 .15). In this particular 
case we would be able to resolve the lorentzian lineshape because of the 
small frequency resolution. The time dependence is given by the function 
0 -IT (t,A ,w ) which is evaluated in appendix 7B. 
mn m t 
The time dependence is seen to be a sum of two parts which result from 
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Comparison of time dependance when only first term in sum overs 
s is chosen (figure 7.46) relative to that when both are chosen 
(figure 7.4c). 
the two contributions to 0P (A ,iw1) (cf (6.14)). 
mn m 
Each of these contains 
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a sum over (virtual) intermediate states (labelled a). Resonant scattering 
occurs when the incident laser frequency Wo closely matches the energy 
difference o -o for some particular a, say a , in the sum over intermediate 
a m r 
states. (If the intermediate levels are closely spaced then it is possible 
that a number of.levels are close to resonance. We shall not consider 
this possibility but the following discussion could be generalized to 
include them simply by expressing the output as a sum of the contribution 
from each of these terms~. Close to resonance the contribution to the 
sum over a will be dominated by this term and it is an excellent approximation 
to restrict our attention to this term. Furthermore the first part of this 
term will give a much larger contribution than the second part and it is a 
good approximation to only consider the contribution of this first term. 
For this reason Kusunoki (1976) only considers the contribution of 
diagram 6.lla in his anctly~.i~ u.C .Lesonant scattering £rom gas molecules. 
In. figure 7.4 we have plotted the time-dependence for the model of § 7.2 
(cf figure 7.2) near resonance (w 0=8) comparing the contribution from the 
first part only (figure 7.4b) and that with both parts (figure 7.4c). For 
this system this approximation is clearly justified as the two plots are 
almost identical. Within the approximation the form of 0 rr~:(t,Am 1 W1 ) is 
where A 
a 
wo+o -o 
m a 
0 
(A +iya)[l-e-r 0 (t-t_>] 
a 
. [ -(y -iA) (t-t >] 
-1fo 1-e a a -
(A +iy >[l-e-foT]e-fo(t-t+) 
a a 
-if o [1-e- <Ya-iAa) T ]e- (y a -iAa) (t-t+) 
and t± = R/c ± T/2. 
t<t_ 
tr>t 
+ 
Equation (7.16) which gives the quasi-steady state scattering (W1 + wt) 
consists of two parts. One has the characteristic time rise and decay of 
the laser pulse (f 0 ), while the other has that of the width of the 
intermediate state (Ya). For any realistic system we have 
Y << fo 
a 
so that the second term has a much slower rise and decay rate. 
(7.17) 
The 
relative magnitudes of these two terms are given by the factors (~ +iy ) 
a a 
and ifo respectively. On resonance (~ =0) we see from (7.17) that the 
a 
term with time constant ya will dominate,while far from resonance(~a ~ fo) 
the term that follows the laser pulse will dominate. This feature is 
clearly seen in the time dependent data of Williams et.aZ. (1974) which 
we have reproduced in figure 7.5. 
Their experiment was performed in the transient regime and because 
0 - I I IT (t,A ,w ) (cf (7.16)) is independent of w . the time and frequency 
mn m 
dependences of (7.13) separate with (7.16) giving the time dependence of 
the whole spectrum. 
7.5.2 Transient Scattering 
To obtain the frequency dependence for the transient regime we 
combine (7.15) and (5.49) giving the convolution 
(y + y )/TI 
m n (7.18) 
(w' +o -o ) 2 + (y +y ) 2 
m n m n 
The function U(W1 -wt) has a width ~w, the minimum frequency resolution. 
If ~w >> y ·+y then we can approximate the lorentzian in (7.18) by a delta 
m n 
function and the lineshape is given by the function U(o -o -wt). However 
n m 
for values of ~w- y +y then (7.18) is approx{mately the integrated 
m n 
intensity over the spectral line which is the situation for Williams et.aZ. 
experiment. 
The time dependence (7.16) exhibits an oscillatory type factor 
exp(i~ t) which we shall refer to as 'ringing'. 
. a 
The period of these 
oscillations is ~ 
a 
exact resonance. 
-1 
and hence depends on the amount of detuning from 
For the experimental situation of WR (~ ~ 2.2 GHz) 
a 
such oscillations would be expected to have a period 0.5 ns. As such 
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Figure 7.5 Experimental data of Williams et.aZ. (1974). 
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they are too rapid to be resolved by their apparatus and hence are not 
apparent in their time dependent plots (figure 7.5). 
Closer to resonance the 'ringing' period increases and we might expect 
it to be more apparent. In figure 7.6 we have plotted the output (7.10) 
-1 from the model system of figure 7.2 for values of 6 ~ r . 
a a 
The ringing 
behaviour is clearly apparent in these plots and we might expect them to 
be observable experimentally. Restrictions on our ability to resolve 
such oscillations result from a number of effects that would tend to 'wash' 
them out. If the dimensions of the scattering region, 6s, is such that 
it contains more than a single scattering centre, the output from each 
will not be in phase. -1 This restricts us to regions such that 6s << c 6 
a 
if 'ringing' is to be observed. Another restriction is that any variations 
in the .energy level differences and hence 6a between the various ions, 
be much smaller than 6 • 
a 
Such variations could for example arise from 
changes in the crystal field environment due to strains in the crystal 
for solids or from DJppler shifts due to velocity variations in gases. 
The 'ringing' effects are to be found in other time dependent theories 
of Raman scattering, (Huber 1970 o Berg et.al. 1974 , Friedman and 
Hochstrasser 1974 , Mukamel et.al. 1975, 1976 and Kimble and Mandel 
1975 especially figures 1- 4), however only two of these make any 
comments on the possible observation of these. 0 Berg et.al. claim 
that although the absorption resonance was Doppler broadened and thus would 
tend to "cause an incoherent superposition of the oscillatory decays and 
average them out", such oscillations can be seen in the experimental 
results of W.R. A study of figure 7.5 shows that such oscillations are 
not clearly resolved, (especially considering our earlier comments regarding 
their equipment resolution) , but it could explain some of the scatter in 
the long decaying components. Mukamel and Jortner (1975) make the 
comment that for their system "the oscillatory interference contribution is 
" smeared out due to averaging over 6 • 
a 
Optimum conditions for the abservation of 'ringing' is a system where 
the scattering is from a single scattering centre (or at least a number 
6T 
o. 
Wo. • J';i. ·fJI· .. 
. : .. _ .. 
'i, ... IT) • 
of similar, localised ions), and is detected using a system with adequate 
. . -1 
time resolution to measure the oscillations with period ~ • 
a 
Because 
previous experiments did not realize these conditions they do not exhibit 
any clear evidence for this effect, but we expect a suitably designed 
experiment to observe 'ringing'. 
7.6 Time Dependence of General Raman Spectrum 
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It is a simple matter to generalize the results of the previous section 
to include the contribution from all diagrams represented in figures 6.12 -
6.13. This is achieved by allowing 0Pan(x,~+wo+io) of (7.14) to be 
mn 
replaced by fpan(x,~+w0+io) defined in (6.16) - (6.17) giving the more mn 
general version Qf (7 .15) . 
T 0 r (t,uf )=fB (-w' ) (p -p ) af.Jn"' m n 
(y +Y ) /'If 
m n 
'(7.19) 
with 
= [ d
2
uf S(~)e-i(~+wo) (t-R/c) fpan(x,~+wo+io) 
'If mn 
--oo (7.20) 
The integral over ~ in (7.20) is evaluated by converting to a contour 
that is closed either in the upper or lower half plane. Each term of 
fpan(x,~+wo+io) contributes poles to the lower half plane only. 
mn 
equivalent to the causal property (cf Appendix 7B) • 
for t < t = T/2 - R/c. 
This is 
(7.21) 
Each pole is a distance y, from the real axis, where y, is the width of 
~ ~ 
an intermediate level, and this results in yet another rising (t 
and decaying (t > t+) exponential component in the time dependence of 
f - I ll(t,A,W). 
m 
However only the lower order (in Vkb) terms of Pan are 
a mn 
expected to result in large contributions and near resonance an even 
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smaller nu . 'nber of these \·lill .be dominant. 
Kusunoki (1976) evaluated the contribution from the diagram of figure 
7.7 
Figure 7.7 
ro n 
ro n 
;W=====~~====~, 
; b ' 
;'If( 
; 
; . 
; l.W 1 
The contribution of this diagram is contained in the present formalism by 
the first term of 2Pan is (6.17) (cf diagram 6.13c) and is evaluated 
ron 
in appendix 7B. 
7.7 Time-Dependence of One-Phonon Scattering Spectrum 
Other diagrams evaluating by Kusunoki (1976) are those presented in 
figure 7.8 
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In §5.6 we argued that for the single ion spectrum only diagrams containing 
one closed level loop could give a non-vanishing contribution and hence 
there can be no contribution from diagram 7.8b. In the analysis of 
Kusunoki he limited himself to one scattering molecule and the Hamiltonian 
he chooses for the description of the molecular level system is completely 
equivalent to our (3.2). In his analysis he did not realize the 
consequences of this mapping and so erroneously included the diagram 7.8b. 
Another consequence of his not applying the limiting procedure (2.54) is 
that his level populations remain expressed in terms of Fermi-Dirac 
functions f (E.) rather than Maxwell-Boltzman (p.) factors as in D 1 . 1 
( 3 .16) • 
In chapter 6 we associated diagram 7.8a, along with all diagrams of 
figure 6_.15, with one-phonon Raman sea ttering. In this section we evaluate 
the time dependence of this spectrum. 
Evaluating the contribution of these diagrams to (5.50) gives 
( -w~ ) l: l: {p (de ) - pn ()ck+ 1)} 
mn k m k+l 
(y +y ) /IT [ J 
m n fean (t,X ,w ,±wk) feSt: (t,X ,w1 ,±w ) * 
(w1 +o _0 ±w ) 2 + (y +y ) 2 mn m mn m k 
m n k m n 
where (7.22) 
S{ ~)e-i{E;,+wo) (t-R/c) fQan( ~+ +'~ +'·' ) s X,s Wo 1u,_wk 
mn 
(7.23) 
where fQan is defined by (6.22). 
mn 
The time dependence of the term that 
contains the diagram 7.8a evaluated by Kusunoki (cf diagram 6.15e) is 
evaluated in appendix 7C. 
I Equation {7.22) (with w replaced by wt) gives the quasi-steady state 
time dependence. To obtain the transient time dependence, (7.22) must be 
I 
convolved with U(W - Wt) in (5.49) which will have the effect of 
broadening the lorentzian by an amount dependent on the minimum frequency 
resolution /Jw. 
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Wit.h sufficient resolution it would be possible to measure the 
time dependence of the NPL and the one-phonon sideband separately. The 
expressions for these time dependences, (appendix 7B.4 and 7B.ll), indicate 
that these would have different dependences. Although it is not possible 
to give a simple statement about the qualitative differences in general, 
on exact resonance the one-phonon sideband has a larger long-lived 
component, (relative to the short component) , than the NPL. Indeed the 
relative magnitudes of the long and short components in the one-phonon 
sideband vary throughout the sideband. We hope that these predictions 
will encourage experiments to be conducted to study the relative time 
dependence of different parts of the Raman spectrum .. 
7:8 Diagram Interpretation 
The formalism of Kusunoki (1976) and ours are very similar even 
though we consider scattering from impurity ions in solids and he deals with 
scattering from gas molecules. The close parallel arises because he deals 
with a single molecule whose levels he expresses in terms of fermion 
t 
operators analogous to our a. , a. operators, and also couples the 
1m 1m 
fermion operators to a boson bath to represent the effect of molecular 
collisions, which is analogous to our ion-phonon interaction. This 
similarity allows us to make some comments on Kusunoki 's work. 
At low pressures Kusunoki (1976) identified the various diagrams 
contributing to the spectrum as Raman scattering (RS ) , collision induced 
redistribution scattering (CIRS), final state redistribution scattering (FRS) 
and final state transfer scattering (FTS) as indicated in figure 7.8. (The 
diagrams and intermediate states are restricted to those that contain the 
relevant resonance (cf 7.5.1)). Kusnnoki interprets these in terms of the 
conventional terms discussed in § 7.1 claiming that RRS is equivalent 
toRS (figure 7.9a), RF is equivalent to CIRS (figure 7.9b) and that the 
resonant spectrum contains these contributions plus the interference 
between them represented by FRS (figure 7.9c) and FTS (figure 7.9d). 
186 
Figure 7.9 
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Although we are not concerned to offer yet another distinction between 
RRS and RF we are forced into concluding, as a result of our work, that 
Kusunoki 1 s prescriptions are inadequate. 
In§ 7.7 we pointed out that as a consequence of the limiting 
procedure (3.54), diagram 7.9d, identified as FTS vanishes identically. 
This results because the diagram contains two fermion loops both referring 
to the same molecule. To obtain a non-vanishing contribution from such 
a diagram the loops must refer to two distinct molecules. In our 
formalism such contributions will be negligible for separated ions (cf 
chapter 4) . Kusunoki includes only final state broadening in his diagrams 
(i.e. assumes r = 0); initial state broadening will also influence the 
m 
spectrum and has been included in our analysis. 
We. suggest different diagram identifications for FRS and FTS. 
Defining FRS as the effect on the spectrum of quasi-elastic collisions off 
.the final state, ,t;hen d:iagp;~ms sm-:h il.SJig11r87.10aw:iJ1 c-:ontribute= Initi~.l 
state collisions (figure 7.10b) and interference effects with initial 
(figure 7 .lOc) and intermediate (figure 7JDd,e) states will also give contributions 
to the resonance spectrum. All these contributions have been included 
in (7.20) derived in § 7.6. Also included in-this expression are diagrams 
like figure 7 .!Of which we regard as contributing to FTS, defined as the 
effect of collisions which take the molecule from the final state n into 
a different level j. The Raman scattering spectrum includes all these 
terms and hence we do not support Kusunoki 1 s prescription for 
distinguishing RRS and RF in terms of certain classes of these diagrams. 
The diagrams identified by Kusunoki as CIRS, we have identified as 
one-, two- and multi-phonon Raman scattering (cf (7. 22)). The fluorescence 
spectrum is peaked at w = 8. - 8 where i is the resonant intermediate 
l. n 
state, while the above contributions are peaked at w=wo+8m-8n±wk±w£ ··•·• 
(cf (7.22)) and hence on resonance (Wo=8i-8m) at w=8i-8n±wk±w£······. 
These contributions are shifted by the phonon frequencies ( ±wk±w£ ····) 
from the fluorescence spectrum and thus we do not agree with Kusunoki 1s 
interpretation that these diagrams are related to fluorescence. 
Figure 7.10 
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We conclude that the formalism we present involving the use of the 
p and rr (7.14) factors for a description of the time-dependence is an 
improvement on the approach employed by Kusunoki which involves evaluating 
the time-dependence of each diagram separately. His neglect of the initial 
st~te width (ym=O), and in places such as the calculation of the CIRS time-
dependence the final state width (y =0) also, will not be valid in some 
n 
experimental situations. It would predict narrower line widths than the 
present work where these are included. By including only resonant diagrams 
his results are restricted in application to near resonance with a well 
separated level while the present work is also applicable to the far 
from resonance regime. Private correspondence (1977) has indicated that 
Kusunoki did not have a clear understanding of the physical significance 
of his piagrams. This resulted in his including the vanishing diagram 
7.7b and presenting rather unphysical definitions of the FRS and FTS 
processes which this work has corrected. 
CHAPTER 8 NUMERICAL RESULTS 
8.1 Introduction 
As a result of the generality of the formalism we have presented, 
to obtain lineshapes the resulting expressions have usually contained 
complex convolutions (e.g. (3.43), (3.45), (5.14), (5.18). To 
evaluate these we have used various approximations such as the "sharply 
peaked" or "lorentzian" approximation discussed in §3.5.1. This 
approximation enabled us to obtain an analytic result for the convolution, 
usually resulting in lorentzian type lineshapes. Because of the 
complexity of the functions involved a justification of the approximation 
is difficult by analytical means. Hence in this chapter we wish to study 
a model· three level system and obtain the various absorption and Raman 
lineshapes by performing the convolution numerically and compare the 
· <resulL::; oLLd..i.ut:u wii:.h tho::>e obta.ineu'''u::>in<::J ouL- va.rious a.ppL·oxima.tion 
schemes. 
8.2 The Model 
The model system consists of three energy levels labelled one to 
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three with (dimensionless) energies E: 1= 0.0, E:2= 1.0 and E: 3= 8.0 (cf figure 
8 .1) 
Figure 8.1 
s 0.3 
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The temperature is chosen such that the para..'!leter t3 takes on the value 0. 3. 
All level propagators are taken to be dressed but with only the second-
order diagram of figure 8.2 contributing to the self-energy. 
Figure 8.2 
giving 
l: (iw ) 
m n 
3 
(8 .1) 
which upon analytic continuation and application of definition(3.32)results 
in shift and width functions 
3 {~k ' nk ~X p A '·· \ = i' l: ~ \AJ a;;l \"k+l} v v m k rna. am 
x-e: ±w 
, a k 
3 {~ ) vk k r (x) = 1T l: r \ nk+l v o (x - A ±w ) m a=l k rna am a k (8. 3) 
where P denotes the principal value. 
The sum over k in these and other expressions is evaluated by 
converting to an integral over phonon frequencies giving 
E (~ ) k 2 k nk+l (V ) (w' ) g <w' ) (8 .4) 
where (Vk) 2 represents two v~b coefficients and we have used their ~~2 
dependence (cf 3.8). The function D(w1 ) gives the phonon density of 
states; because the pathological nature of the Debye density of states at 
the cutoff frequency w0 causes numerical problems, a more realistic (cf 
Kittel 197-1) density of states that approached zero more smoothly at w0 
was chosen: . 
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12 I , I < WD w lw 2 
w2 - of2 WD D{w' ) D lw' < = -< w 3 2 D 
0 [wr I > w D {8.5) 
The cutoff parameter w0 was chosen to have the value 10.0. For simplicity 
the coefficients Mab and Vk were chosen independent of a and b with values 
ab 
= (0.001)% Va,b = 1,2,3 
= 1 1,2,3. 
8.3 Program Details 
The numerical calculations were evaluated by a program written in 
Burroughs extended algol and run on the University of Canterbury Burroughs 
6700 computer. All integrations were performed using an adaptive Simpsons 
.. 
rule routine (McKeeman 1962, Lyness 1969) using a relative accuracy of 10-~ 
When the sum over k in (8.2) is converted to a principal value 
integral (8.4) then special methods are required because of the singularity 
at W = e: - x. 
a 
Three methods were investigated to evaluate these integrals. 
(a) Heitlers Method: 
This method is suggested by Heitler (1954) and is based on the 
relationship 
P lim X (8.5) - = 
x. e:-+0 
This replaces the singular integrand by a non-singular (but sharply peaked) 
integrand and then the integral can be performed by means of normal methods 
and the limit e:-+0 taken. This method however was found to be most 
unsatisfactory, requiring large process times for each integral and not 
giving very good accuracy. 
(b) Symmetric Pairing Method: 
This method takes advantage of the sign change at the singularity and 
the resulting partial cancellations from regions on either side of it to 
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give a rather complex finite difference formula. (Bareiss and Neuman 1965). 
Although this method was faster and more accurate than Heitler•s method the 
following method was more suited to the program. 
(c) Substracting out the Singularity: 
The aim of this approach (Davis and Rabinowitz 1967) is to subtract 
out the singular part of the integrand giving two integrals; one which 
contains the singularity as can be performed analytically and the remaining 
integral is smoothly varying in the region of the old singularity enabling 
numerical integration to be performed easily. This method was used 
because it was found to be the fastest and give the most accurate results. 
The lineshape expressions contain two or more nested integrationsi to 
keep the required computation time to reasonable levels it was often 
necessary to evaluate the inner integrals at a number of points and then 
interpolate between these in evaluating the outer integrals. In such 
cases the program used a cUbic spline routine which is demonstrated in 
figure 8.3 for the shift and width functions. 
8.4 Absorption Lineshapes 
8.4.1 No-Phonon Line 
The largest contribution to the absorption spectrum comes from 
diagram 3.13 and is given by convolution (3.36). 
Using our model we evaluated numerically the contribution from the 
term n=O, m=l and obtained the points of figure 8.4. The dotted line is 
a least square fit to these numerical points with a lorentzian with three 
variable parametersi 
R-(x) = A B (8.6) 
The best fit lorentzian has parameter values A=0.69, B=0.083, C=0.92. 
It can be seen that the lineshape is not exactly lorentzian but rises 
faster and falls slower than the best fit lorentzian. This non-lorentzian 
dependence appears to be mostly due to the appearance of the Fermi-Dirac 
Figure 8.3 
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function in the integrand. 
We wish. to compare these numerical points with the analytical 
lineshape predicted by the sharply peaked approximation (3.38). Assuming 
the lorentzian Lo(x) is peaked at the solution of x=6o(x) defining 0 and 
similarly 1 being given by the solution of x = 1 + 61 (x) we obtain the 
following values by means of a graphical solution (figure 8.5) 
0 = -0.2678 
(8. 7) 
1 = 0.6451 
giving the parameters Co = -0.2678, 8 1 = 0.6451 and Yo = 0.03979, 
y 1 = 0.04946. This then results in a lorentzian peaked at C = 81-8 0 = 0.91 
with width B = Yo+Y1 = .0.089. Although this position C agrees well with 
the numerical points least square fit, the width B does not. 
In an attempt to obtain better agreement between the numerical and 
analytic lineshapes an alternative method of obtaining the parameters 
Oo,o1,Yo and Y1 was investigated. The full functions Lo(x) and L1 (x) 
were calculated and these parameters were obtained from a least square 
fit of a lqrentzian to each of these curves (figure 8.6). These gave 
the values 80 = -0.2678, 81 =0.6449 which are essentially the same as 
the other approximation scheme but give Yo = 0.3681, Y1 = 0.0445 which 
give a better estimate of the lineshape width B = Yo+Y1=0.08l. Using 
these parameters the analytical lorentzian is plotted on the same graph 
as the numerical points (figure 8.4 - solid curve). This is seen to be 
a reasonable approximation to the lineshape and justifies the use of the 
sharply peaked approximation to obtain the approximate position and width 
of the lineshape. However the full numerical calculation would be 
required for accurate lineshape determination. 
We then investigated the effect of generalizing Pmn (x,y) from '?,•ISJ,, 
M to the first two terms of (3.44) (cf first two diagrams of figure)~). 
mn 
Defining 
3 ~=1 ~ (~~+1) V~a Mab V~1 Aa(x+wo±wk)~(x±Wk) 
(8. 8) 
Figure 8.5 
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We studied the cross tenus of !rv1 0 1+2P 0 1! 2 with the structure 
0 l(X ,Wo) M 1 0 J 
(8. 9) 
This lineshape (8.9) is compared with the previous one by normalizing them 
and plotting on the same graph (figure 8.7 points e and 0 respectively). 
It is clear that the contribution to the lineshape of these two is 
essentially identical and has only altered the magnitude and not the 
shape of the line. The normalization of these is that the original 
lineshape is multiplied by 8.04 while that arising from (8.9) is 
multiplied by 3.06 and hence results in a significant contribution to 
the lineshape. 
8.4.2 One-phonon Line 
When the convolution giving the basic contribution to the no-phonon 
line (N.P.L.) ((3.36):diagram 3.13) was evaluated analytically giving the 
pure lorentzian (3.38), not only was the asymmetrical nature of the 
lineshape lost but also the one-phonon sidebands. That these should 
appear is easily seen in figure 8.8 where the self-energy part is used 
explicitly and compared with the one-phonon sideband diagram (3.21). 
Figure 8.8 
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The resulting one-phonon sideband is clearly seen in the numerical 
points as a broad peak to the right of the N.P.L. which reflects the 
density of states. (Figure 8.9). 
This was then generalized by evaluating the leading contribution 
to 3.45 including the two second-order contributions to Q(x,±wk,w0 ) 
This contribution is plotted in figure (8.10) where again the broad peak 
to the right of the N.P.L. is apparent. 
8.5 Raman Lineshape 
Using the same model of §8.2 we evaluated the convolution (6.13) 
giving the basic·contribution to the Raman lineshape. The integrand 
in this convolution is not identical to that for the absorption 
contripution and furthermore depends on the input laser frequency w0 • 
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This suggests that the absorption and Raman lineshapes could be different, 
and the purpose of this calculation was to investigate the magnitude 
of any difference for our model system. 
As we chose input laser frequencies Wo that were close to resonance 
with the energy difference E 3 -E 1 we made the approximation discussed 
in §7.5.1 of considering only the resonant term of (6.14). We evaluated 
(6.13) for the input laser frequencies, w0 8.9 (exact resonance) and 
Wo =8.0 (near resonance) and the normalized lineshapes are plotted in 
figure 8.7 (plotted as Oand v respectively). It is clear that the 
exact resonance lineshape is identical to the absorption spectrum and 
the off-resonance lineshape differs only slightly from those. This 
suggests that the Raman and absorption spectrum are essentially the same 
for our model system and possibly for systems in general. 
The sharply-peaked approximation applied to the convolution (6.13) 
suggests that the intensity variation with inputlaserfrequency is 
contained in the function IPol(Ao,Wo+io) 12 In figure 8.11 we have 
plotted the numerical intensity dependence taken from the lineshape peak 
position w Wo + 0.9 against the input laser frequency (dotted points). 
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On the same graph is the analytic function IPol(IorWo+io) 12 (crosses) 
which is clearly an excellent approximation to the intensity dependence. 
Friedman et.aZ. (1976) have compared the intensity of the Raman 
spec~rum as a function of incident laser frequency, which they label the 
"excitation profile", with the absorption spectrum in a matrix-isolated 
Br2 system. They note that these are often quite different. 
The present·formalism agrees with this observation because in general 
the analytic function IP <I ,w0 +iO+) 12 which describes the excitation mn m 
profile is not the same as the lorentzian absorption lineshape (3.38). 
Agreement however is possible if it is a good approximation to neglect 
all but a single contribution to IP (~ ,wo+iO+) 12 • 
mn m 
As discussed in 
§ 7.5.1 this is possible when the resonant intermediate level is well 
separated from adjacent levels and we are considering the excitation 
profile near resonance. For example retaining the resonant term of 
C6.14l we obtain 
i (8.10) 
while the absorption lineshape for the transition from level m to level s 
(using 3. 38) is 
a(wo) a (8 .11) 
<wo+o -o >2 +(y +y >2 
m s m s 
These are both peaked at the same position and have approximately the same 
width if y 1 (which in Raman experiments is usually the width of the 
m 
ground state and hence relatively small) 1 can be neglected with respect 
to the width of the intermediate state y • 
s 
general we do not expect such an agreement. 
However we repeat that in 
The calculations presented in this chapter give us confidence that the 
approximations made in the preceeding chapters to obtain analytic results 
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are reasonable but suggest that for accurate results the numerical 
convolutions should be performed. 
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CHAPTER 9 CONCLUSIONS 
9.1 Results of this Work. 
In chapter 2 we investigated three possible mappings from spin 
operators to fermion annihilation/creation operators that allow the 
retention of the usual fermion Wick's theorem. These were the drones, 
quasi-spin and iso-spin mappings and their associated projection 
operations that arise from the difference between the spin and fermion 
commutation relations. By applying each of these mappings to an 
interacting spin-phonon system and evaluating the resulting coupled-
mode dispersion relation we were able to assess their relative merits. 
The iso-spin mapping was found to be the most convenient for the types 
of problem we considered; it had simpler diagram rules and projection 
operation, required fewer contour integrations in the evaluation of 
.diaqrams and allowed both physical and qroup theoretical interpretations 
to be attributed to the diagrams. Because of these advantages over the 
other two mappings, the iso-spin mapping was employed in our formalisms 
for the evaluation of both the absorption and Raman spectra. 
In chapter 3 these techniques were applied to the evaluation of the 
absorption spectrum of a crystal containing impurity ions. We showed 
that for low impurity ion concentrations.the spectrum can be approximated 
by the single-ion spectrum. This justified the approach of previous 
workers who have used, but did not analyse, this approximation. We 
extended the results of these workers by deriving general expressions 
for the lineshape of the N.P.L. and one-phonon sideband and indicating 
the method needed to obtain that of the m-phonon sideband. Within 
the various approximation schemes we discuss, the N.P.L. has a lorentzian 
linoshape whose width is the sum of the widths of the initial and final 
levels participating in the transitions. (This result is in agreement 
I 
with the standard Wigner - weisskopf result). We have also discussed 
further contributions to the N.P.L. width that result from the encroachment 
of the one-phonon and m-phonon sidebands into the N.P.L. lineshape. 
When the crystal contains higher concentrations of impurity ions the 
single-ion formalism of chapter 2 is no longer sufficient. We have 
presented in chapter 4 a new formalism that calculates the contribution to 
the absorption spectrum that results from pairs of impurity ions. The 
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method was illustrated by a simple application to a of two-level ions. 
It was then applied to a more general case involving a pair of Kramers ions 
which presented some novel results not correctly/fully analysed by previous 
workers. In the formalism we have developed,the shifts of the four 
degenerate ground state levels, (and hence the splittings in the absorption 
spectrum), that result from virtual phonon exchange processes, are related 
to the eigenvalues of a four dimensional shift matrix. By exploiting 
time-reversal invariance and hermicity, various symmetries among the 
matrix elements were found, reducing the number of independent parameters 
relevant to the splittings to four. Enumerating all the diagrams that 
contributed to these parameters it was found that no second-order diagrams 
or diagrams containing trivial vertices could cause splittings (although 
they would shift the centre of gravity of the four levels). The lowest 
order non-vanishing contributions to the splittingswere found to arise 
from fourth-order diagrams containing two excited state propagators. 
result in a T9 temperature dependence in the splittings in the low 
temperature, Debye acoustic phonon model limit. 
In Chapters 5 - 7 we derived a formalism that yields the Raman 
spectrum for a crystal containing low concentrations of impurity ions. 
This formalism is valid for, and was applied to, both the steady-state 
and time-dependent scattering regimes. It is also valid both near and 
far from resonance. We derived expressions containing both the 
frequency and time dependences of the output Raman intensity for the 
N.P.L. and the phonon sidebands upon excitation by a short laser pulse. 
The consequences of uncertainty principle are automatically built 
These 
into the theory. Within various approximations we develop, the no-phonon 
lineshape is identical to the absorption N.P.L. Numerical investigations 
of a simple model have shown this to be an excellent approximation. The 
spectrum time dependence was found to contain both rapid and slow 
decay/rise t~me components with rise times related to the laser pulse and 
the width of the intermediate state(s) respectively. This is in 
agreement with the experimental results of Williams et.al. (1974) . The 
formalism predicts a 'ringing' which would optimally be observed upon 
scattering from a single ion, or a number of similar localized ions, 
close to resonance with high temporal resolution. 
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It should be emphasised that each of the topics investigated requires 
the formalism developed in chapter 2 such as the Feynman diagram rules, 
the projection procedure (P) and the diagram interpretation ideas. The 
methods developed then do not require one to begin from scratch for each 
new problem but allows the results and techniques used previously to be 
extended to consider new problems of this type. 
In § 2.2.5 we showed that the iso-spin projection operation was not 
applicable to the two-particle pseudo-fermion propagators because it did 
not eliminate unphysical intermediate states. In our applications this 
was no restriction because P needed only to be applied to either two-
particle (absorption) or four-particle (Raman) G.F. However a mapping 
and/or a projection operation that was not restricted in this manner 
would be advantageous if it also had all or mos~ of the advantages of 
the iso-spin mapping. Although preliminary investigationsinto this 
possibility were instigated, a successful mapping was not found, leaving 
this a possibility for further study. 
In the evaluation of both the absorption and Raman spectrum we 
neglected a denominator of the form 1 + P(~). This was because it did 
not depend on (incident or emitted) photon energies and hence could 
contribute only an overall intensity shift to the total spectrum. 
factor would be temperature dependent and should result in overall 
intensity variations with temperature. Calculations of these and 
This 
comparison with experimental results on such dependences would be a useful 
test of the present method. 
Finally. a detailed test of the predicted time dependences of Chapter 
7 could be performed by comparing the theoretical calculations with the 
results from a simple experimental system. Special attention should 
be paid to the 'ringing' phenomena predicted and the variations in time 
dependence across the one-phonon sideband. 
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APPENDIX 3A 
Relating Green's function to spectral representation 
where 
Expanding (3.1) in Lehmann representation we obtain 
F 
mn 
·I00 { -iw 0t iwot}. i(Em- En)t = dt e -e · e 
-00 
Evaluating the time integrals we obtain 
The defining equation for the G.F. can be rewritten as 
G(iWn) = I~ dT iw T { } e n <T M(T)M > 
'[ . 
and expanding this in the Lehmann representation we obtain 
G (iw ) = E JI..-SEm <mIMI n><n jM jm> H (iw ) 
n mn mn n 
where 
Hmn (iwn) =I~ dT eiwnT e<Em-En)T 
Evaluating the integral over T we obtain 
H (iw ) 
mn n 
Defining the function 
S(E -En) e m 
(iW + E - E ) 
n m n 
we obtain using (3.15) 
which gives upon interchanging m and n, 
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( 3A.l) 
(3A. 2) 
( 3A. 3) 
(3A. 4) 
( 3A. 5) 
( 3A. 6) 
( 3A. 7) 
F (Wo) = L e 
mn 
<mjMjn><niMim> (o(w 0-E +E ) m n 
-o (Wo+E -E ) ) • 
m n 
Comparing (3A.8) \'lith (3A.l - 2) we obtain the required result 
Wo + + 
a(wo) ..., -
2 
. { G(Wo+iO ) - G(w 0-i0 )} 1T1 
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t3A. 8) 
(3A. 9) 
. APPENDIX . 3B 
Convolutions of L. (x) and A, (x) functions 
1 1 
Many of the convolutions considered can be expressed in the form 
where 
cr(Wo) ~ ~00dx f(x)g(Wo-X) dx- f*g(Wo) 
f (x) = f 1 (x) f2 (x) f 3 (x) f (x) 
n 
g (x) = g1 (-x) g2 (x) g3 (x) · • · • · g (x) 
m 
( 3B .1) · 
( 3B. 2) 
This convolution can be evaluated by the Faltung theorems (Jennison 1961) 
giving 
a (Wo) = h (Wo) ( 3B. 3) 
where h(Wo) is the universe Fourier transform of H(k) defined by 
H(k) = F(k)·G(h) (3B.4) 
where F(h), G(h) are the Fourier transforms of f(x), g(x) respectively. 
To obtain these from (3B.2) we use 
F(k) *F ) (k) 
n 
G(k) = (Gl *G2* • • • *G ) (k) 
m 
(3B. 5) 
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where F. (k) G. (k) are the Fourier transforms of f. (x), g, (x) respectively. 
1 1 1 1 
We take the F. (x) and G. (x) to have the form 
1 1 
{ ik(Ai+iYi) k>Q a. e 
F. (k) , G. (k) 1
* ik(A.·-iY·) 1 1 k<O a. e 1 1 
1 
(3B.6) 
which are satisfied by the relevant functions 
Y ./rr 
* L. (x) 1 1 = a. = a. = 
1 (x-A..) 2 y. 2 1 1 + 
1 1 ( 3B. 7) 
(x-A.. ) * 1 a. = - a. = irr A. (x) 1 1 
1 (x-A..) 2 + y, 2 
1 1 
Let us consider the form of F(k) in (3B.5) for n = 2. We have 
+ 
(3B.8) 
+ 
where 
* 
w . . +iY:-iy. l.J J. J. 
a.a. ] J. J 
Note that this is the sum of two functions each of which has the form of 
(3B. 6) . This enables us to easily perform a further convolution for 
n = 3 giving 
(FI*Fz*F,) (k) ={ 
* where 
[ 
a .. ak l.J a .. ak J l.J 
w.k+iy.+iy 
J. J. 
in an obvious generalization of (3B.8). 
This procedure can be continued giving 
{ n· F(k) = E i=l 
{ m G (k) .r J=l 
This gives as the result 
n m 
H (k) 
= i~l j~l 
bi ik{A.i+iyi) e . k>O 
* ik(Ai-iYi} b. e k<O 
J. 
c. 
eik(Aj+iYj) k>o 
J 
* ik(Ai-iYj) c. e · k<o 
J 
{ 
b.c. eik(Aij+iYij) 
J. J 
* ik(A· ·-iY· ·) (b.C.) e l.J l.J 
J. J 
where A. . = A . + A . , y. . = y. + y . , etc . 
J.) J. J l.J J. J 
I 
k<O 
(3B.9 
(3B.l0) 
(3B.ll) 
(3B.l2) 
Finally taking the inverse Fourier transform of H(k) gives as the 
result 
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a (Wo) { 
. y . ./1f 
,L:. Real (b. c.) ----.:~:::.:J!...----.--
~J ~ J A 2 (Wo+ .. ) +Y .. 
l.J ~J 
b.c. 
- Imag .2:_2 
1f 
(wo+A .. ) l 
__ _;_.~=.__) -- J 
(Wo+A .. )2 +y .• 2 
~J . l.J 
(3B.l3) 
which consists of a sum of L .. (Wo) and A .. (Wo) functions multiplied by 
l.J ~J 
various coefficients. 
For example evaluating the convolution of two lorentzians in ( 3. 37) 
we have 
f (x) 
giving 
a (wo) 
f 1 (x) 
y /1f 
n 
·(x-o )2 +y 2 
n n 
y /1f 
m 
(x+O )2 +y 2 
m m 
o -o and Y11 = Y +y 
n m n m 
1 . 
= 
Yn /1f 
(y +y )/1f 
n m 
a1=b1=l 
A1= -o 
m 
n=Y m 
and 
(wo Au) 
1f ' 2 . 2 (W +An) +Yu 
0 
(3B.l4) 
. ( 3B .15) 
{3B .16) 
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APPENDIX 4A 
Basic transformations of Hamiltonians 
'JC, = l: E: (a t a + 
1mp m m 1m 1m 
t 
= l: E: (a a 
m m 1m 1m 
a t a ) 
2ffi 2ffi 
l: E: [(a t a t) (a a ) + (a t a t) (a a ) ] 
mn m 1m 2n 1m 2n 2m 1n 2m 1n 
= l: (E: + E: ) l/J t l/J 
mnm nmnmn 
Jf-nt l: {vlk a t a + v2k a t a } ¢ 
mnk mn 1m 1n mn 2m 2n k 
= l: {vlk a t a 
mnk mn 1m 1n 
t (l: a a 
R, 2R, 2R, 
+ v2k a t a 
mn 2m 2n 
(l: a t a ) }cjlk 
R, lR, lR, 
+ V 2k t t }.+. (a n a )(a n a ) '~'k 
mn p... 2m p... 2n 
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(4A .1) 
(4A. 2) 
M = 
::: 
= 
= 
= 
-
t 
a a 1m In 
t 
a a 2m 2n 
1 
t t 2 t a t) (a 5/, ~n M (a an) (a a 0 ) +-M (an a ) 
mnN mn 1m 2N In 2N mn lN 2m 1 2n 
~)/, MI. + + M2 t 1/Jm)/, 1/Jnt 1/Jtm 1/JQ.n mn mn 
~ (MI 0 t + M2 0
mt 
t 
mnto m5/, no 1/Jmn 1/J)/,o no 1/Jmn 1/Jto 
~ (MI 0 + M2 om)/, ) 1/J mnt 1/J 5/,o mnto mt no no 
~ t M 1/Jmn 1/Jto mnto mnto 
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(4A. 3) 
'APPENDIX 4B 
Basic transformations 
{a) Proof of (4.39): 
'ljJ t :: (''!') t = (AijJ) t = 1jJ tAt 
(b) Proof of (4.40): 
·~ JC. = 1Jj • E • 1jJ J.mp -
t t 
= 1jJ • (A A) • E • t because A A=l 
-
- "ljJ t • "E • "ljJ .. t where E=AEA 
(c) Proof of (4.41): 
Jfint= ~(~t • v1k • 1jJ + ljJt • v2k • 1jJ)¢k 
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(4B .1) 
(4B. 2) 
. ... ik ik t . 
where v = AV A 1 = 1,2 (4B. 3) 
(d) Proof of (4.42): 
This result is a consequence of the theorem 
Thm 4B.l is an n-vector, y = (y , y • • • ) an n-tuple 
1 2 . 
and A,B are n x n square matrices then 
(A:5_) 0 (!: B) A • (~ ® y) • B • 
Proof: 
. [ (A.?5_) ® (y B ) ] .. k>t = (Ax) . k (yB) . >!, 
- ' l.], -]. 
- J 
= A. xsk Yjr 8r>t l.S 
but xsk = X 0ki andy. = Yr 0 .. and hence s Jr Jl. 
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= A. • (X 0 y) B n 1s - ~ sr rN 
= [A • (x ® y) • B) . 
. - 1,R,. 
Hence we obtain the result 
= <T {(A~{T)) ® (~t{O)At)> 
T ~ 
=A • <TT{~{T) 0 ~t(O)}> •At 
= A F(T)At (4B. 4) 
Proof of (4. 43) · 
L , . t 
F(iW ) = A F(iW )A 
n n 
(from 4B.4) 
(using 4.22) 
{4B. 5) 
where 'E(iw ) =A E{iw )At 
n n 
1\PPENDIX 4C 
Two·level sec6nd-order·splitting: 
Evaluating the contribution of the diagram of figure 4.8 for choice 
(4.48a) of intermediate states we split up the diagram into the two 
possible phonon propagator directions explicitly giving {figure 4C.l) 
Figure 4C.l 
iw 
n 
ab 
iw ;-iw 
n n 
+ iw 1 
n 
bb 
1 2 
iw 
n 
ba 
J 
dz 
= - c 21Ti Fbb (z) 
ef3z+l t
vlk v2-k 
L ab ba 
k z-iw -w 
. n k 
~ [ Fbb (iWn +•v Vlk V2-k Fbb {iwn -~) 
= 
-Su..l k ef3wk _ 1 ab ba e k- 1 
ik·R 
-ik·R 
L ~ vk {e--n e - ~(nk+l) l = iwn+wk-~bb + k ab ba iwn-wk-E:bb f 
+ 
iw 
n 
ab 
vl-kv2k J 
ab ba · 
1 
iw -iw 1 
n n 
iw 1 + 
n 
bb 
2 
+ ab ba vl-kv2k J 
iw -iw 1 -w 
n n k 
(4C .1) 
where contour C encircles the poles of the Fermi-Dirac function and we 
have used ef3(iwn) = - 1. 
Similarly for choice (4.48b) we obtain (figure 4C.2) 
iw 
n 
ba 
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Figure 4C.2 
iw riw iw -iw 1 
n n n n 
bE2s (iw ) ... ~ ~ + ~  ..,__ n 
= 
E 
k 
iw 
ab 
F (iw +Wk) 
aa n 
n 
-ik·R 
e 
+ iw 1 
n 
a a 
2 
v2k 1-k 
ba vab 
iw 
n 
ba 
1 
iw 
ab 
2k vl-k 
vba ab 
n 
2 
~ iw 1 -iw -w 
n n k 
F (iw -wk) 
aa n 
~ik·R t~ , _ 
~ \Uk+l' '} 
J.W -W -E 
n k aa 
-ik•R 
e -- (n. } k+l 
+ 
nk + ____ .:..:. 
+ 
{ 
ik•R 
e - -
+ 
iw 1 + itu 
n n 
a a ba 
1 
iw -iw 1 -w 
n n k 
(4C. 2} 
(4C. 3) 
Where /:,. = wba' By converting the sum over k to an integral over (k.,6,¢) 
using density of states (den(k)) gives 
E f (k) 
k -
and we obtain 
V JkD J+l = - dk: den (k} djl 
8rr 3 0 -1 J
2Tf 
0 d¢ f(k,Jl,¢) (4C.4) 
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= 
k k 
dk den(k) vab vba sin (kR) kR (4C.5) 
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To evaluate this further we require the form of the density of states den(k). 
As this will vary markedly we shall assume a Debye model (den(k) = k 2) 
distribution. Using (3.8) we obtain 
/::,23 (E:ab) = 
where we defined ko = 
To evaluate this 
(a) ko << kD 
/::,23(£ab) ~ 
= 
(b) ko >> k D 
/::,23(£ab) ~ 
vab vba {D dk k 3sin(kR) (4C.6) 
c7T 2R 
!J.ic· 
integral 
vab vba 
c7T 2R 
\1 \1 
"ab "ba 
c7T2 
vab vab 
ck 2 0 7T2R 
2 k -ko 
let us consider 
rD dk ksin(kR) 
0 
,.t=::i n k E r-~3 --D 
(~' sinkR 
2 
two limiting approximations 
kD (cos kD R- 1) 'Jl (4C.7) 
R2 
(4C.8) 
In analysing similar type integrals, McMahon and Silsbee (1964) found 
that the oscillatory sink R and cask R distance dependance arose because D D 
of the pathological nature of the Debye density of states at k0 • They 
found the distance dependance was better behaved when more realistic 
-3 density of states were employed, and found an R dependance at large R. 
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·APPENDIX 40 
Contribution of diagram 4;12a to self-energy: 
r I I 
mm,nn 
-1 (iw )+8 .!: 8 
n 1W I 
n 
F (iw 11) 
nb n k'i 
-1 
.l: F I (iw 1 ) F I (iw , +iw , -1W II am n nm n n 
n 
vlk vH 2-k 2-R, 
iwn' 0+ vm1 b B I rna an bn 
e 
(iw , -iw -wk) (iw ,-iw -w,Q,) 
n n n n 
, + 
z 0 
iw n) 
iWn' 1 0+ 
e 
dz1 
8z 1 e + I dz11 21Ti -e F , (z1 ) F , ( z' + z"- iw ) am nm n 8z" e +1 c 
lk 1>1, 2-k v2-R, 
v v v, , 
F nb ( z") ~ ma an m b bn 
k (z1-iw -w ) (z11 -iw -w ) 
n k n R, 
(4D .1) (iw -e:: , +wk) (iw -e:: , +wk+Wn) (iw -e::nb+Wn) 
n am n nm ~ n ~ 
Contribution of diagram 4.12b to self energy: 
l: , , 
nn ,mm 
-1r ·-lr (iw ) + 8 . 8 . Fnb (iw , ) F , (iw , + iw ,-iw ) F , (iw , ) 
n ~ w , 1W , n nm n n n am n 
n n 
2>1, 2k 1-R, 1-k 
Vt V tV V 
n b bm na am !: k,Q, (iw , -iw -wn) (iw ,-iw -wk) 
n n ~ n n 
2,(1, 2k 1--R, 1-k 
nk Dn V 1 b Vb 1 V V 
. , + 1W 0 e n 
= 1: ~ n m na am 
k,Q, (iw +wn-e::nb) (iw +wk+wn -c , ) (iw +wk-e:: , ) 
n~ n ~nm n am 
(40. 2) 
Contribution of diagram 4.12c to self-energy: 
r 
--i --1 
rom ,nn 
-1 (iw ) + S 
n 
.E S- 1 .E F 
~w 1 ~w " --~ 
(iW 1 )F 
n --~ 
(iw 1 +iw 11-iw) F-- (iw 11 ) n n n nb n 
n n am nm 
iw " o+ 
e n 
(iw 1 -iw -w ) (iw ,-iw -w-) 
n nJC n nQ, 
(iw +wk-s 1) (iw +wk+wn-s ') (iw +W 0-£ b) n am n x, nm n x, n 
-
(4D. 3) 
where we have used k = -k, s = £ , and a a 
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APPENDIX SA 
(a) Relationship between GII and GIII. 
We shall prove (S.l4) which relates the two GF's defined by (S.l2) 
and (S.l3) namely 
(SA.l) 
Proof: 
R.H.S. = a- 1 (SA. 2) 
where 
Q (T3) 
(SA. 3) 
which is related to the L.H.S. by (cf S.l2) 
(SA. 4) 
It will be noted that (SA. 2) contains an expression 
-1 
-iW3T3 1 00 -i2nrr T3 -1 00 in8 
a L: e - a- l: e s a L: e iWa n=-oo n=-ro 
-l 
=a [1 + 2(cos8 + cos28 + cos38 + ••••)] =f(8) (SA. S) 
with 8 = 2'ITTa/a. 
This can be written in the form of the Fourier series 
1 00 
f(6) =- ao + l: [a cos(n8) + b sin(n8)] 2 n=l n n (SA.6) 
with Fourier coefficients 
-1 
a = 2a V 
n n 
and b = 0 V 
n n 
-1 It is easy to shm<1 that the Dirac delta function 2rra o(8) has identical 
Fourier coefficients enabling the identification 
1 ' T -1 2'IT (SA.S) = a- ,l: e -:l.Wa 3 = a 2'IT 0 (0 T3) ~W3 ..., 
where we have used the property o(ax) -1 ;=:;? o(x). 
(Schiff 1968) . 
Using this result in (SA.2) then gives us the required result 
RHS J: dTs [S-l.E l..Wg e -iWsT 3] e iW1T3 Q (T s) 
= J~ dT9 • 0 (T 3) e iW1T3 Q (T g) 
= Q (O) 
= L.a.s. 
This result can also be verified in detail by comparing the Lehmann 
representation of the two G.F.'s. 
(b) Relating <~N(k)> to GII 
- t 
We shall outline the proof of expression (S.lS) which relates 
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. II 
<AN(k)>t (5.10) to the two-time G.F. G (5.12). A study of (5.11) reveals 
that it contains an expression 
0 f_~dtt J:~dtz <[[B,A,(tt)l, Az(tz)]>exp{-i(,,+i0)t,-i(, 2+i0)tzl (SA. 7) 
where we define B =A (rs)A,.. (r~), A1 (t) =A (r1 ,t), A2 (t) = A0 (r2 ,t). n- .,- ex.- ~-'-
Expanding the commutations involved in this expression and transforming 
to the Lehmann representation we can evaluate the integrals over t1 and t2 
to give 
(SA, 7) = -
(SA. 8) 
ext *ext This term corresponds to that of (5.11) multiplied by J (r 1) J 0 (~2). ex. - jJ 
Th h . 1 . . d by J*ext ( r 1) ext ( ) . . 1 1 e ot er term that J..s mu t1pl1e a _ Jf3 ~2 can sl..ml.. ar y 
be shown to give expression (S.9) also but with ~1 and ~2 interchanged. 
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Similarly if (5.12} is reexpressed in the Lehmann representation and 
the integral~ over T1 and T2 performed we obtain 
(SA. 9) 
ext Comparing (5.9) multiplied by its relevant J factors plus the corresponding 
terms with ~1 and ~2 interchanged and noting the identity 
because a. a·nd 13 are summed over and ~ 1 ,~ 2 are integrated over the same 
range then we obtain the desired expression (5.11). 
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APPENDIX 6A 
·contribution of figure 6~18: 
This diagram gives a contribution 
k k 1 • I 0+ L "' "' - , o- . "' J.W 
'-' ab'-'cd M V M_ M Vcd Mdm ..., '-' e n F (iw 1)F (iw 1+iwl)F (iw1-iw2 ) k rnn rna ab bn nc J.W 1 m n a n c n 
n 
-1 iw 11 0 + f3 ,L: e n Fb(iw 11)F (iw ,-iw 1+iw 3 )Fd(iw ,-iwi-iWz) l.w " n n n n n 
1 (6A.l) 
Evaluating the sums over iw , and iw , by converting to a contour integral 
n n 
about the poles of the Fermi-Dirac function we obtain 
(6A.l)= kL: mn~ -t....L: d M V-kbM_ M VkdMdm·[dx1 [f (x1)-fD(x1+Wt) ]L (x~F (x+iw1)F (x~iwz 
dUC rna a bn nc c D rn a c . 
-~ 
, 1. L 111 (x + x -1W2) (x +x +W ) 
n t 
(6A. 2) 
II I Making the sharply peaked approximations and replacing the x , x 
dependances of the fB,fD, shift and width functions and also in the vertex 
functions (Fa,Fb,Fc and Fd) we obtain 
(6A.l) = l. L: L: M V-kM M Vk M (p- -p- )F (1 +J..1''I)F (X -iWz) K rnn ancd rna ab bn nc cd dm rn n a Am ~ c rn 
(6A. 3) 
where 
and 
Evaluating the two nested convolutions of (6A.3) we obtain a contribution 
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E E nk(p -p ) [ E M Vab-kM. F (5: +iw2)F (5: -iw2)] k mn m n cib ma bn a m c m . 
( 6A. 4) 
- 2 2 <wo-w+wk+o -o ) + (y +y +y ) 
m n m n k 
. APPENDIX 6B 
Mom~rttum conservation in Raman scattering 
;-
The creation operator a, creates a level m on ion i. 
l.m 
Let 
where~= (n1,n2,n3) where n. are integers and 
l. 
be the base vectors of 
the (Bravais) lattice. The matrix elements of the dipole moment operator 
a ik· M (r.) will include a factor e-
mn -J. 
where k is the wavevector of the 
photon, 
e.g. 
:k 
I 
, ' L ' 
im in 
ik· 
::=: M (r.) a e -
mn -l. 
The P and Q functions of electronic and phonon Raman scattering 
mn mn 
respectively, ((6.9) and (6.19)), would then result in factors of the 
form: 
Electronic => E ei~i. (~s-~o) 
i 
Phonon 
= 
'"' i(ks-ko)· ·N 
£> e - -
N 
= .6(k -ko) 
-s -
=> 
= 
E eiEi • <~s-~o+i) 
i 
E ei(~s-~o+i) ·B·~ 
N 
6(k -k 0+i) 
-s -
(6B .1) 
(6B. 2) 
where ~ is the wavevector of the phonon, and 6 is defined as a Dirac 
delta function (up to a reciprocal lattice vector. cf Kittel pl60 (1971)). 
For a general n-phonon Raman scattering process a similar analysis 
gives a factor 
n 
6(~s-!! 0+ifl ~i) (6B. 3) 
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where i. are the wavevectors of the phonons while for an n-phonon absorption 
-]. 
process we obtain a factor 
n 
6<!!+ ifl ~i) . (6B. 4) 
APPENDIX 7A 
Disproof of Aminov's claims: 
Aminov (1975) starts with the contribution to the differential 
cross-section derived by Shen (1974) and interpreted as R.R.S., 
and RF 
rm [ (w -w -w -ir_) (w -w +ir ) (w -w -ir )]- 1 ~ s fg Ig s nt nf ~ ng ng 
(7A.l) 
rm [ (w 0 -w +ir ) (w -w f+Hnf) (W 0 -w -ir >r 1 :~.; ng ng s n - . :~.; ng ng 
(7A.2) 
In these equations w~,ws are the incident and emitted frequencies 
with W0 close to the resonance frequency w of a three level system :~.; ng 
.ground, and excited states 
The integrated intensity of (7A.l) over the range of emitted 
frequencies within ~ of the spectral line at w =w f gives a quantity 
s n 
rm[ (w 0 -W -ir >-tw 0 -W +ir f-irf )-
1
] 
:~.; ng ng N ng n g 
r 
-l( fg ) 
tan Wn+~ -w 
:~.; ng 
r 
-i t -1( . fg ) 
an Wn-~-w 
:~.; ng 
(7A. 3) 
Assuming the conditions~>> rnf'rfg and the condition w~-wng << ~ 
(i.e. close to resonance) Aminov claimed the part of (7A.3).in curly 
brackets was of the order r;~ and (W 0 -W )/~ and hence that the RRS 
N ng 
contribution was negligible. 
However it is found that the contribution to RF contains a similarly 
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small quantity and a careful calculation gives, under the above conditions, 
the approximations 
ef:: 3 2r -r fRRS(w.R-,ws)dws w.R, (Wnf) 2 { nf ng } C:! b. 
'IT Cit (w -w ) 2 
nf .R, ng 
(7A. 4) 
cf:: fRF(w.R-,w )dw w.R- (wnf) 3 2 { r~f } (7A. 5) C:! s s 
'IT Cit (w -w )2 
nf .R, ng 
The ratio of these contributions is then (2f -r )/f which is not 
nf ng nf 
negligible compared to unity. 
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Appendix 7B 
Raman-time dependent contributions: 
an In this appendix we calculate the time dependences of n (t,x,w') 
mn 
using various approximations for the diagrams that contribute to 
P (x,iWI). We are required to evaluate 
ron 
an ( , 
'If t,x,w ) 
mn L: 
which can be expressed using (5.6) as the contour integral 
(7B .1) 
an , 
'If (t,x,w ) 
mn 
e-iwo (t- R/c) (ifo/'lf) ~ e + -e -- f [ -i~(t-t. ) -i~(t-t )] 
cd (~+ifo)(~-io) 
where t± = t 
figure 
Figure 7B.l. 
P (x,~+Wo+io) 
mn 
(7B. 2) 
R/c ± T/2 and Cis one of the contours C1, C2 given in 
Contours C1, C2 are chosen to ensure that the integral a~ound the 
half-circles (upper, lower respectively) vanish. This is achieved by the 
choices for the two parts of (7B.2) given in table 7B.L 
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TABLE 7B.l 
part t < t t < t < t+ t < t + 
-it::(t-t ) 
e + C1 C1 c2 
+it:: (t-t ) 
e - C1 Cz c2 
A study of Pan(x,t::+wo+io) reveals that, regarded as a function of 
mn . 
t:: it contains no poles in the upper half-plane and as a result for t < t 
we obtain 
an , -iwo(t-R/c) 2 .[ o(t-t+) o(t-t )] ~ (t < t_,x,w ) = e ~ e -e -mn 
P (x,wo+2io) (7B. 3) 
mn 
which vanishes upon taking the limit o ~ 0. This result is equivalent 
to the casual property (7.21). 
Expression (7B.2) for the other time regions t < t < t+ and t+ < t 
must be evaluated for each particular form of P (x,t::+w 0+io). mn 
(a) Dressed Time Dependence: 
where 
Using 0pan(x,iW1) defi~ed by (6.14) results in a time dependence 
mn 
o an( , -iwo (t- R/c) ~ t,x,w ) ~ 2i e 
mn 
Ma Mn [ (6. +if )Go(t) - ifo G (t)] 
ms sn s s s 
(6. +if) (6. +if -if0 ) s s s s 
+ z.: 
Mn Ma [ (6.' -if')Go(t) + ifo G'{t)] } 
ms sn s s s (7B.4) 
s (6.' -if') {6.' -if' +ifo) 
s s s s 
6. = X + Wo - A - 6. {x) s s s 
6.' =X + w' 
- Wo - A -6.(x+w') s· s s 
f = f (x) 
s s 
f' f (x +tu') • 
s s 
(7B. 5) 
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and 
0 t < t 
Go (t) -ro <t-t > 1- e - t < t < t + 
[ -foT] -f 0 (t-t) 1-e e + t+ < t 
0 t < t 
G (t) - cr" -itJ. > <t-t > t < t < t+ = 1-e s s -s 
[ - ( 1-e -i/J. )T] -(i' -i/J.) (t-t) s e s s + t+ < t (7B.6) 
0 t < t 
G' (t) 1 -(f'+i!J.') (t-t ) t < t < t = -e s s -s + 
[ l · -(f'+i!J.')T] -(f'+i!J.') (t-t ) 
-e s s e s. s + t+ < t 
using the lorentzian approximation, x = X , and quasi-steady state 
m 
approximation w' = W, (=Wo-W) then parameters (7B. 5) become 
c 
!J.s Wo + 0 0 m s 
!J.' w + 0 - 0 (7B. 7) s m s 
The resonance condition occurs when /J., for somes in the sum of (7B.4), 
s 
vanishes. Under such conditions the first term in curly brackets, for 
this s, dominates every other contribution to the sum giving the time 
dependence (7.16). 
(b) Zero-order time dependence 
The evaluation of (7B.2) for the zero-order diagrams, where 
Pan (iw1 > defined by (6. 7) is substituted for Pan(x,iw 1 ), can be mn mn 
obtained. from the expression ( 7B. 4) by setting r and r' to zero for 
s s 
every term in the sum of making the substitutions X= /.. and w' = w m mn 
giving 
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o'll"an (t,w ·) = 2i e -iw0 (t- R/c) 
mn nm 
where 
and 
= 
+ I.: 
s 
!J. = w0 + w 
s ms 
!J.' = w - Wo 
s ns 
0 
1 i!J. (t-t ) ·- e s -
[ 1 i!J. T] i!J. (t-t ) -e s e s + 
0 
-i!J.' (t-t ) 1-e s -
[ -i!J.'T] -i!J.'(t-t) 1-e s e s + 
t < t 
t < t < t 
+ 
t+ < t 
t < t 
t < t < t 
+ 
t+ < t 
(c) A Fourth-Order Raman time-dependent contribution 
(7B. 8) 
(7B. 9) 
We shall evaluate the contribution to the time-dependence of (7.20) 
from the first term of (6.17) namely 
2 an( . ) P X 1 1W1 = mn I.: I.: (~ \ ./- Maab M.nc vckn A (x ± wk) abc k nk+V mn b a 
A (x + w' ± w ) • 
c k 
1 
x+iw1 ±w -A. -I.: (x+iW1 ±wk) • k b b 
This results in a time-dependence 
(7B.l0) 
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where 
A O. ± wk) A (A + w' ± wk) . 2i e -iwo (t- R/c) 
a m . c m 
l: 
b 
[ (8b + ifb)G 0 (t) - if 0 Gb (t)] 
(8b + ifb) (8b + ifb - if 0 ) 
8 = Wo ± wk + ~ Ab - 8 <X b m b m 
- Wo ± wk + 0 - 0 m b 
rb = r <X ± Wk) b m 
± Wk) 
(7B .11) 
Expression (7B.ll) involves both a sum over phonon frequencies (Wk) 
and over energy levels (ob) and we expect a resonant condition for b 
and k such that both 8b vanishes and k corresponds to a peak in the 
phonon ~ensity of states. On exact resonance the time dependence 
will be similar to that of (7.16), (cf figure 7.6), but will reflect 
the width rb. Because of the sum over phonon frequencies we expect 
this to result in resonances that are less sharp tending to give less 
distinct time-dependences than the second-order expression (7B.4). 
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APPENDIX 7C 
One~Phonon. time dependent·contribution 
In this approximation we calculate the contribution to 
fe~~ (t1Xm1W1 1±Wk) by the contribution 
an- · · Q 0.. 1 iw1r ±wk) mn m E ab 
which is the contribution calculated by Kushinoki. 
Using (5.7) we can re-express (7.23) as 
r [ -if; (t-t+) -if; (t-t-)] df,; ~e __________ -e ______ ~· ~ }c (f,;+if 0 ) (f,;-io) 
(7C .1) 
(7C. 2) 
where contour C is chosen in the same manner as discussed in appendix 
7B. (cf Table 7B.l and figure 7B.l). 
The functionfQ.(X~,F,;+w 0+io,±wk) 1 regarded as a function ofF,; only 
has poles in the lower half-plane and this gives the casual relationship 
f 0an , , - (t 1A 1W 1±wk) = o mn m if t < t- . (7C.3) 
Substituting (7C.l) in (7C.2) gives 
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fean (t ~ ,w' ,±wk) 2i -iw0 (t-R/c) alb Ma 
k ~n = e . vab mn ' m ab 
[ Go (t) ifo { + 
(6 +if -ifo> (6b+ifb-if > 6 -6 +if -if 
a a o a b a b 
G (t) Gb(t) 1 J a (7C. 4) (6 +if ) (6 +if -if 0 ) (6b+ifb) (6b+ifb-if 0 ) J a a a a 
for i = a,b we have 
0 t<t-
G. (t) = 1 -(f. +i6.) (t-t-) t -<t<4 (7C. 5) e 1 1 1 
[1 - e-:(fi+i6i)T] - (f .+i6i) (t-t+) e 1 t+<t 
Resonance conditions occur when either 
(i) 6 0 
a 
and/or 
(ii) 6b = 0 and there is a peak in the phonon density of states. 
The contributions containing the factors Go(t), Ga(t) and Gb(t) have 
rise and decay time constants fo,fa and fb respectively. Condition 
(i) for resonance is identical with that for the ordinary Raman expression 
(7B.4) and will result in the same time-dependence. Condition (ii) 
is identical to the resonance condition for the fourth-order Raman 
contribution (7B.ll) and results in the same time-dependence as this term 
with its corresponding less distinct resonance. If both resonance 
conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied simultaneously then we can 
simplify (7C.4) giving 
fean (t,X ,w', ±wk> == 2i e -iwo (t -R/C) 
mn m 
Ma vk M.n ifo 
_.;.;.m:.;..a_..::cab:........._.......;..bn __ [Go (t) + ____ _ 
(6 +if -(if0 ) 2 (6 +if ) 2 a a a a 
(7C.6) 
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Abstrnct. The Raman spectrum of a solid is formulated using quantum field theory. The 
photons are assumed to couple via localised electronic st~tes, e.g. paramagnetic imrurities. 
The laser is assumed to be 0flow power and to ha»ea frequency well away from any electronic 
resonance. It is shown that the phonon-induced shift and width of each of the lines corres-
ponding to an electronic transition, a first-order phonon line, and a vibronic transition is 
funnaljy the same whether th~ transition is ~tudled by absorption or by Raman spectro-~ 
scopy. Width and shift contributions are given to second order in broadening interactions 
for the second-order phonon Rarr.an spectrum. These results exhibit complications in some 
atfempts to compare broadening parameters in different experiments. Some consequential 
adjustments to formulations of the spectrum of resonance fluorescence are suggested. 
1. Introduction 
Since the renaissance in Raman spectroscopy, following the advent of the laser, the 
study of elementary excitations of crystals by light scattering has received increasing 
attention. Now that inhomogeneous broadening can be reduced and even eliminated, a 
study of the homogeneous width in some detail assumes a new interest. Most of the 
phenomenological theories of line broadening, used for example in discussions of 
resonance fluorescence in gases and solids, make assumptions the additivity 
of single level widths and the equality of broadening parameters in different experiments 
which are known to be untenable in the simpler case 0f absorption spectroscopy 
(Stedman 1977, hereafter referred to as I, and references therein). The more fundamental 
approach of quantum optics has been implemented only under severe restrictions on 
the complexity of the system. Often only coupling to one or two reservoir modes is 
considered. It has been shown both theoretically and experimentally in the problem of 
the Jahn-Teller effect that consideration of multimode effects can in!roduce qualitative 
changes (Abou-Ohantous et a/ 1974). Indeed, some recent papers have discussed the 
modification of the Raman spectrum occasioned by Jahn-Teller activity. A more 
thorough formulation and analysis of the Raman spectrum seems opportune. 
Our approach builds on the quadratic response theoretic formalism of Raman 
spectra developed by Kawabata (1971) for metals and applied by Kusunoki (1976) to gas 
molecules and Cuden (1976) to superconductivity. Our application is to electronic 
Raman spectra, or electron-mediated phonon Raman spectra, where the laser power is 
low and in systems in thermal equilibrium for which the electronic states are essentially 
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localised. e.g. paramagnetic ions in a diamagnetic host. This necessitates adaptation of 
the formalism in such a manner as to count the effects of singly occupied states only: the 
formal consequences can be described as taking an Abrikosov projection of the usual 
fermion many body theory (e.g. McKenzie and Stedman 1976). An analogous formalism 
of the absorption spectrum has been given in I. In that case, the spectrum could be 
related, via the Golden Rule, to the Lehmann spectral representation of a two-particle 
electronic Green function whose diagram expansion proceeds by standard many-body 
techniques. 
In the c~~>e of the light scattering spectrum it is not so straightforward to determine 
which four-particle electronic Green function has a Lehmann spectral representation 
reducing to the appropriate Golden Rule expression (Kramers-Heisenberg relation). We 
shall follow Kawabata's approach, in which attention is focused on the two-particle 
photon Green function. To avoid undue repetition of his work, we have kept§ 2 brief 
and formal. The identification of particular contributions in § 3 then follows from the 
relatively simple technique used in I. Some comments on the theory of resonance 
fluorescence are offered in § 4 in the light of the conclusions of§ 3. 
2. Green function formulation from quadratic response theory 
Consider a source confined to a region v;; sending light onto a sample which scatters it 
into a detector, confined to a region VD. The two regions are in the upper half plane(: > 0, 
of figure l of Kawabata 1971) and the sample in the lower half plane. The dimensions of 
VE' VD are much greater than optical wavelengths. If A(r) is the vector potential at r with 
Fourier transform A(k) where 
A(k) = f dr A(r) exp( -ik. r) Jvo 
we wish to find the potential A(k) in the region VD produced by an external current 
J(1·, t) in VE. The radiation field-current interaction is written (e.g. Abrikosov et a/1963; 
we set the mass of the charge carriers and h equal to unity) 
df'ext(t) = I drA(r).J(r,t). (l) 
We d'eline a quantity 
N(k) (e. A(k))(e. A+ (k)) (2) 
which is related to the number density of photons of energy ck with polarisation e. From 
quadratic response theory (Kubo 1966, Callen 1961) N(k) can be represented by (cf. 
Kusunoki 1976 equation (2.1 I)) 
(llN(k)), = j'_
00
dt1 f'"' dt 2 I£ dr 1 dr 2 J.(rl't 1)1P(r2,t2) 
(3) 
where a time-dependent operator has the Heisenberg form and angular brackets repre-
sent a thermal expectation value with respect to a Hamiltonian .71" for the total system. 
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We write the time dependence of the generating current in the form 
J(r, 1) = J(r) r"' d:~ S(~ - w0 ) exp[- i(~ + iJ) 1] + c.c. (4) 
where (j is an infinitc~imal positive quantity. d' = d/2rr, ru0 is the instantaneous laser 
frequency and the form of S depends on the laser pulse. We assumeS*(~) S(-.;). 
After som;.: manipulation and approximation (Kawabata 1971, equa:tion (2.9)) we obtain 
(AN(fs)), = - Jo dt1 f'' dt2 f dr 1dr2 f dr 3 dr 4 exp(ik. (r4 r3 )] 
-a::; -o::. Jv.r:; Jvv 
e"e.<([ A"(r 3) A,(r 4 ), A,(r 1' I 1)], Ap(r 2, I 2)]) f J:"" 11~ 1 'li.;z 
S(.; 1 ~ aJ0 )S((2 + a>0 )exp[ -i(.; 1 + .; 2 + 2ib)r] {J.(r1)J;(r2) exp 
i(( 1 + ib)t 1 i((2 + ib)t2] + J:(r 1)1p(r2 ) 
x exp([ -i((1 + ib)t2 - i(.;2 + ib)rJ)}. 
Now let us define the thermal two~photon Green function 
o;?l~1,,p!r3 , r 4 ; r 1' r 2 ; El' £ 2) f J: dt 1dt 2 exp[- £ 1 r 1 E2 t 2] 
x (J;,{A,(_z1 )Ap(z2)A"(r3 )Alr4 )}) 
(5) 
(6) 
where Xi = (r1, ri), 7;, is the chronological operator and El' E2 range over all even 
multiples ofirrjp. This Green function has a Lehmann spectral representation which can 
be related to that of the expectation value appearing in equation (5) (Kawabata 1971) so 
that 
(AN(k}), r dr 1dr2 r dr3d!·4 exp(ik.~4 -r3)]e"ef ff"' d.; 1 d( 2 S(.; 1 -w0) J-vE Jvo --:(; 
x S(.;, + w0 )exp[ ~ir(( 1 + .;2 + 2ib)]o;?~~;.p(r3 ,r4 ;r;,r 2,.; 1 + ib, 
( 2 + ib} J ,(1' 1 )J;(r 2) (7) 
where El' E 2 have been analytically continued to the upper half plane. 
At this point it would seem possible to expand the traces in o;?i 11 by the usual perturba-
tion expansion of the interactions contained in .Yt, and thus to obtain a diagram expan-
sion of the Raman spectrum. However, the two energies El' E2 are both connected with 
the source and do not suffice to define the frequencies of both incoming and emitted 
light. It is necessary to work with a Green function containi~g three energy variables 
defined by (£3 also range over even multiples of ircjp): 
o;?l~t.p(r3 ,r4 :rl'r 2,El'E2,E3 ) =III: dr 1dt2dr3 exp(-E1r1 - E1r 2 
(E3 - E1)t3)(J;,{A.(x1)Att(X2)A,1(X3)A,(r4 ,0)}). 
This is related to <;1ll by 
<;il~;.p(r3 , r.,.: r 1• r ~· El' £ 2) = p-l I o;?l~E.p(r3 • r ~: rl' r 2• £ 1• E~, 
£, 
(8) 
(9) 
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The function 'i!lm can then be expanded, the Raman terms identified, and the result 
substituted into equations (9) and (7) for precise definition of the spectrum. 
The zero-order Hamiltonian for the scattering centre is taken to have the form 
(10) 
where a,: creates electronic state m of energy E,., and b: an excitation in lattice mode k 
of frequency w •. We use fermion statistics for a~, and correct for the unphysical states 
this introduces by adding a constant ). to each energy to give an energy).,., ). + E,,, 
then projecting out the one-particle contributions after a calculation by the Abrikosov 
method, allowing ). to become infinite (McKenzie and Stedman 1976). Within the 
scatterer, as in 1, we shall consider interactions between electrons and phonons of all 
orders of non-linearity 
.tt<v = Lpqk± a; aqb:(~qk± + Lr± bl± ~qt.:ttt · · .) 
as \yell as anharmonic interactions amongst lattice phonons 
.tt'PP = L¢/+\¢1(Hjkl+ Lr¢rH'iku' + ... ) jkl 
(1 I) 
(12) 
( cf;, == bk + b: ). A Hjk1 vertex with signs on the suffices denotes a coefficient of the corres-
ponding bt rather than ¢k. The interaction with the radiation will be written 
.1t =-!.. 
rad rn (13) 
where in the dipole approximation (Louise]] 1973) to the matrix elements of eA. p/m, we 
set M~.(ri) = <mlv"ln> and we have ignored terms which are quadratic in the vector 
potcmtial. Corresponding to the photon, ionic and phonon excitations we define un-
perturbed single-particle propagators in the standard form 
r', E) I: dr exp (Er) (T,{A.(r, r) A •. (r', 0)}>0 
"P 
'ill;,?.(E') - 1 dr exp (E'r)(T,{a .. (r) a:(o)}>0 
P~,.(E) I: d~ exp (Er) ('f,{bk(r) b;.(o)} >o (14) 
represented by broken. solid and wavy !ines respectively. E ranges over even multiples, 
and E' over odd multiples, ofin/{J. We take the electronic operators in 'ill;.?. to be diagonal 
in the electronic site laud i, i.e. we negiect the coupling of ions by phonon interaction. 
This will be adequate for discussing Raman spectra involving the electronic levels of 
impurity ions in low concentration (cf. I). Since the photon coupling M~. (equation 13) 
is also diagonal in the site label, any connected set of electronic propagators must involve 
the electronic states at one site only. The electronic and phonon propagators are diagonal 
in the state or mode indices ·and have the form 1/(E X) where X is the excitation 
energy, i.e.;.,., and wk respectively. 
Inserting these interactions into equation (8), we obtain a diagram expansion (cf. 
figure I( a)) of the form 
(15) 
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Figure I. Diagram formulation of the light scattering spectrum. (,:,[Definition ofthe terms 
in equation (15) of the text. (')li?:!i 't'" f tl . • : 1< , E Jo •s ·.(c), (l) 
Two representations of the Raman scattering kernel: the energy variables are more readily 
interpreted in (d), which however is less specific. 
where the various terms are defined in figure l(b). P signifies the Abrikosov projection; 
if we restrict our applications to essentially singlP.-ion effects we may drop the site label 
and this projection has the effect of removing diagrams with more than one electronic 
loop. 
The terms in <;9'~ 1 and C1 obviously do not contribute to Raman scattering, and we 
coqcentrate on Apart from the terminal photon propagators these may be written 
as (cf. figure 1 (c)) 
Fn>•P(EI'E2,E3 ) = fff: dr 1dr 2dr3 exp[ -£1r 1 -
x ('f,{a;ab(r,)a; a:a1(r 3 )a;ah}>M:bM~4M~i·1~h- (16) 
Once this quantity is computed to any desired accuracy, the result is summed over 
the range of £ 3 (equation (9)) or equivalently (Fetter and Walecka 1971) multiplied by 
the Bose-Einstein factor frl:) = (exp {3;; 1)- 1 and integrated around a contour 
enclosing the imaginary axis of Er lf the contour is deformed, so that residues are 
calculated at the poles or cuts of 'illlll rather than those of fa, a study of the Lehmann 
representation of0'111 shows that there are four cuts along the lines Im(£3) = 0, E 1, - E2, 
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E 1 - E2• Kawabata (197!) has argued that only the first of these poles is important. His justification consists of comparing values of Bose-Einstein distribution functions, 
apparently derived on the assumption of black-body radiation distribution (since the 
photon propagators (equation (14)) are evaluated using a statistical partition function 
exp(- {J.Yi:')}. \V,: ha\ e examined the sp:;-ctral distribution peaks from each cut (at the 
level of equation (20)) and find the first corresponds to Raman scattering, the second and 
third to single photon absorption or emission and the last to two-photon absorption or 
emission processes. Confining ourselves to the first pole, we find thtn (omitting photon 
labels) 
=Pf"' 
-a; 
da/fB(w') Lim [~n:(El' 
E-O~ 
iE}] w' + iE) 
(17) 
where P denotes the principal value integral. On substituting this expression into 
equation (7) and integrating over the volume of the detector with appropriate approxi-
mations (Kawabata 1971, Kusunoki 1976) one obtains a general expression for the light 
scattering spectrum for a general exciting pulse (e.g. equation 4.S of Kawabata 1971, 
equation 4.7 of Kusunolci 1976}which we do not reproduce for brevity. Tl'ie important 
conclusions are: (1) the pairs (r1 , r ,), (r3 , r 4 ) are related to incident and emerging photons 
respectively: (ii) when the photon propagators in '9~~.p(r 3 , r 4 ; r 1 , r 2 ; E2, E3 ) are 
integrated over the detector and source volumes in the appropriate manner, the 
frequency of th~ scattered radiation becomes equal to w 0 - · (iii) the remaining 
variables are deducible from the source spectral distribution._For a steady source, the 
input spectrum may be written S(e} = 2ni5(~}. Hence from equation (7) e1 = ,; 2 = a10 
and E t = w 0 + i5, £ 2 = -010 + ib, b = 0 +. The imaginary parts of these variables 
serve to specify the sign of the imaginary parts of the transition amplitude associated 
with denominator resonances. 
The calculation of the Raman spectrum thus proceeds by use of a simple prescription, 
which is the goal of this section; diagrams contributing to q;m are enumerated, the 
values w0 + ib, £ 2 = - w 0 + ib are inserted and the discontinuity (equation (7)) 
of the expression across the real axis of £ 3 at the position £ 3 w0 w evaluated. This 
last step parallels that in the absorption problem for the one-photon variable 01 appro-
priate to those diagrams, i.e. £ 3 plays the same role as win I. The parallel is closer if one 
ignores the imaginary parts of £ 1 and and equates photon mode labels at the source 
and also at the detector: the various substitutions can then be condensed into two 
photon energy flows throughout the diagram as in figure I (d.). The frequency shift 
corresponds to the net energy Dow through the diagram vertically upwards. (To conform 
with Kawabata's (1971) figures, the orientation differs from that of the absorption 
di:1;:rams in I by a rr./2 rotation). 
3. Contributions to the Raman spectrum 
3.1./ntroduclion 
From §2 the light scattering spectru'!l Rwr (Ep E2, £ 3 ) can be written as in figure l(c) 
where £ 1 w0 + ib, E2 = -a10 + ib, the discontinuity of the diagram at £ 3 w 0 m 
is taken. and where rx, 11 and 010 , w are mode labels and frequencies for incoming and 
outgoing photons respectively. According to I, a resonance in this expression corrcs-
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ponding to Raman scat1ering can be identified by a, line cutting the appropriate propa-
gators. In this case the cut line shouk1 be horizontal so as to intercept the vertical 'flow' 
of Raman energy shift w w0• Thi~ is clearer in the slightly cruder representation of 
figure l(d), which ignores the imaginary pans of £ 1 and ·the cut line should sever 
both photon propagators. 
The kernel of the diagram may contain only one loop of electronic propagators, 
dressed in all possible ways with phonon propagators. We ignore radi<ltive drescing in 
the weak field limit: natural and power broadening are much less than phonon-induced 
widths in the systems of interest to us. A contribution to the electronic spectrum must 
have the form of figure 2(a). in which the eut line severs two electronic propagators and 
no phonon propagators; this diagram has a resonance when the Raman frequency shift 
w - o)0 equals the difference in electronic energies. Similarly the vibronic band as seen 
in Raman spectroscopy, called the vibroclcctronic Raman effe~t by Kane-Maguire and 
Koningstein (1973), corresponds to figure 2(b). A special case of this diagram (when the 
·-~~''' m \o. " ... l!l /{. n Jri _·. r: ,, I< • ·. 
"'£, ~£-f£3 ;t '\ i' ... 
Ia! (b) lei 
"~£-E -.......... ' ' ' ' ' I 4 
..rf\ 1 3 < ;---\ + + ..• 
m m n m n I d) 
... ,,, \. 
' ' ' ~ R ~+~ + + lei 
:0 
• • If) ' 
~ 
tJ 
lg)f •. 
m fit 
lj) • !k)l ' 
(m) 
~m· · 'm·.; ~ .  
\ . 
•lh) 4 ' (/)·4 •. 
tl 
tiJ' ~ 
Figure z. Contributions to the Raman spectrum. (a) The electronic Raman effect. (h) The 
vibrocleetronie Raman effect (vibronic band). (c) The second order phonon Raman spec· 
trum (d) Expansion of the polarisability tensor (electron-photon interaction). ly) The same 
expansion with dressed propagators. !Ji, (g) Contributions to the shift and wid1h of the 
electronic Raman line. (IJ)-{t) Contributions to the width of the vibronic 1ransition as seen 
in the Raman spectrum. (m) Expansion of the two·clcctron-two-phonon vertex. ln many 
of these diagrams. similar cases with reflection symmetry have not been exhibited. 
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electronic states arc the same, i.e. m n) corresponds to the first-order phonon Raman 
spectrum, since this is believed to be mediated by electronic interaction (cf. Loudon 
1964). The second-order phonon spectrum as medi~ted by electronic interaction i~. 
represented by figure 2(c)\ (cf. Born and Huang l )54) I!Jrthe spectru . 
Calculation of the electronic Raman effect (figure 2(a)) gives the usual Kramers-
Heisenberg expression 
R.~ <X I (Pm - Pn)O(OJ0 - w + E,- En) ~~~(w0 + io, -w0 + io)j2 (18) 
mn 
where 
+ ... (19) 
is the two-electron-two-photon vertex of figure 2(d), the polarisability tensor. 
The delta-function resonance of equation (18) must now be modified by taking 
account of the effect of multiple resonance (cf. I); the above form is derived by assuming 
that only one denominator' at a time contributes to the discontinuity of the Green 
function across the real axis of £3' For the single particle Green function this is most 
easily done by summing a geometric progression of diagrams with multiple resonances, 
to give a Dyson equation for a diagonal electronic propagator of the dressed form 
'Zi~,(E) = 1/(E - i., - i:m(E)). The real and imaginary parts of the self-energy i:m(E), S, 
and Wm respectiyeJy, give in Lorentzian approximation the shift and width of each 
electronic state under phonon interaction. 
One method of broadening and shifting the resonance of equation (18) is to dress all 
the electronic propagators in the original diagram. This generalisation of equation (18) 
may be written in the form 
(20) 
The function 2' m is ~iven by 
~"(,;) 
s .. r~J)2 + W!(~) (21) 
and has the form of a Lorcntzian for fixed Sm, Wm; &;;~is the electron-phonon interaction 
wit:1 fully dressed propagators (figure 2(e)); ~ is the energy variable appropriate to the 
electronic integration, and fD is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function. On assuming 
that the Lorentzians in equation (20) arc sharply peaked, we find a spectrum with 
:.ii'~~.(E,., oJ0 + io, -w0 + ic5) as the amplitude of the intensity and with a Lorentzian 
shape whose shift and width are additive combinations of the single particle counter-
parts for the electronic states m, n. This approach provides the standard formulation of 
the resonant Raman effect, in that the effect of the finite life of intermediate states is 
automatically included. However the non-additive components of the line width arc not 
incorporated, since these have to do with repeated resonances in a two-particle, rather 
than a one-particle, Green function. With the same advantages and limitation one may 
discuss additive contributions to the shift and width of the vibronic band by dressing all 
the important propagators, and generalising equation (20) accordingly. 
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3.::. Width and sh[fi ~['Raman line spectra 
In this section we determine width and shift contributions as in I, that is by testing each 
diagram for a double resonance that could signify a width or shift contribution ana 
determining the latter by binomial inversion. 
3.2.1. Eleclronic Raman spectrum. The uupe1turbt!d spectrum has the form of equatioCts 
(18) and (19), where in the latter equation (for the electron-photon vertex) we retain 
only the first two terms. If we ignore resonances within this· vertex its structure does not 
influence the determination of shift and width contributions: there is essentially only 
one way of cutting a diagram (horizontal!.)) so as to exhibit the Raman resonances. This 
means the shift and width contributions are equal to those obtained in the absoq"ion 
case, and the Raman line broadening is identical to the no-phonon line bro·adening, in 
absorption. The k; ·.mg contributions comprise :1:e additive parts (figure 2(/)) and the 
non-additive width contribution due to elastic phonon scattering (figure 2(g)); the 
detailed formulae are given in Stedman (1972). 
3.2.2. Vibroelectronic Ramm1 eft'ect. Similarly the problem of the shift and width of 
Raman lines associated with vibronic transitions reduces to the problem of determining 
the shift and width of the vibronic line in the absorptic-n spectrum. The detailed formulae 
are given in I. The main contributions arise from the broadening and shift of the parent 
electronic transition (figure 2(h)), incl~;~:;:1g non-additive effects (figure 2(i)), anharmonic 
decay of the phonon (figure 2(1)), and approximately a doubling of earlier electronic 
contributions when the phonon mode involved in its relaxation was identical to that 
associated with the vibronic transition (figures 2(k, l)). These conclusions are consistent 
with the experimental data of Kane-Maguire and Koningstein (1973). 
3.2.3. First order phonan Ranum spectrum. The contributions to the width and shift of a 
phonon line $een by I\aman spectroscoL have the same form as for a phonon line seen 
by infrared absorption, assuming the latter to be coupled by electronic interaction with 
photons: In this case the linewidth should reOect not only the width of the phonon due 
to anharmonic and electronic decay, but the width of the electronic ground state as well 
(cf. I). 
3.'1.4. Second or,/er phonon RtunmJ spectrum. It is possible t0 see quite sharp features in 
the second-order (two-phonon) Raman spectrum, because of the stringent restrictions 
imposed by frequency and wave\ cc:lor conservation (e.g. Potts et a/1973). The theory of 
thr; lifetime broadening of these features will again be analogous to the theory for the 
absorption spectrum: we shall present details here. 
To second order in the broadening interactions, the unperturbed spectrum of 
figure 2(c) will be shifted and broadened by the contributions of figqre 3. Figure 3(a) 
denotes additive shift and width effects from anharmonic decay of each phonon involved 
in the transition, (equations (15), (16) ofi) and figure 3(b) the effect of the finite lifetime of 
the electronic state. The major effect will come from the electronic ground state, as for 
the first-order Raman spectrum iequations (I 0). (II) ol I). The interference effects of 
figure 3(c) also have counterparts in the first-order spectrum and are by equation 
( 19) ~(.I where the phonon label runs over k, k'. The remaining diagrams in figure 3 give 
contributions to width and shift which are characteristic of the second-order spectrum. 
If we concentrate on second order in perturbation, only figure 3(d) is of interest, repre-
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Figure 3. Contributions to the wi?th of the second order phonon Raman spectrum. (a)-{d) 
Second order contributions (e)--{g) Fourth order contributions. (h) Expansion of the two-
electron-three-phonon vertex. In many of these diagrams, similar diagrams with retlection 
symmetry are not exhibited. 
senting non-additive effects in anharmonic decay of the two phonons. The first term is 
zero on evaluation and the other terms depicted in figure 3(d) give, for a two-phonon 
creation sideband line, · 
AJd ~:t [w;,+k'-t'f!1 (nk. nk + 1)/(wk.- OJk ±mt) 
+ L I ~-k' -H 12 (nk + 11k· + J)j(wk + wk. - wt) 
I 
<llld a similar result for widths (nk = (b; bk) ). 
(22) 
This solves the line shape problem for the second-order phonon Raman spectrum to 
second order in a Lorentzian approximation. Calculation of the remaining figures in 
figllre 3 would provide a result of fourth-order accuracy. 
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Even at this order, however. one has quite clear departure from the simple rule (e.g. 
Klein and Colwell 1971) of addition of widths of the phonons participating in a Raman 
transition. In there is an electronic component to the width of the spectrum and 
interference contributions from electron-phonon and phonon-phonon interactions as 
well . 
3.2.5. Ge•1eral. The correspondence drawn in the above cases between the 
of and Raman lines is initially only formal: the same transition may not be 
seen unless the selection rules are favourable. In the same manner, the group-theoretical 
restrictions on the form of the absorption spectrum as developed in Stedman (1976) and 
in I are form:. identical to those for the Raman spectrum. 
These conclusions will need modification in the case of the resonant Raman effect. 
It is then not an ade .. juate approximation to ignore resonances in the electron-photon 
vertex; within the framework of equation (10), one may not ignore the 
of .9~:, (~, E,). Including this functional dependence has been found to give a useful 
first step in discussion ofline which are currently being investigated. 
3.3. Applicatirms 
In summary, we find the width and shift of lines in the Raman spectrum to be due, not 
only to the additive contributions arising from single-particle decay using dressed states 
for the excitations involved in the Raman transition, but also to contr.ibutions from the 
electronic states mediating the transition together with non-additive broadening effects 
of various types, corresponding to interference between .all the excitations involved in 
the Raman transition or its mediation 
In the experiment of Alfano and Shapiro (1971) it was found that the of popula-
tion in the phonon mode excited by Raman had a time constant much greater 
than that derived from the linewidth of the scattered radiation. The authors mention the 
relevance of distinguishing longitudinal and transverse rel<n:nion times, T1 and in 
such comparisons. Our formalism has shown that the linewidlh of the Raman scattered 
radiation differs from a population decay time T
1 
not only by virtue of elastic scattering 
effects which normally distinguish T1 and but also by the role of electronic line-
widths as welL 
If the electronic ground state is isolated its may be small in comparison 
with that of the phonon (in the case of the first-order spectrum). Indeed the temperature 
dependence of the width and shift of many phonon spectra agree well with the predictions 
of single-particle anharmonic decay (e.g. Pine and Tannenwald 1969) though exceptions 
have been noted (Fukumoto eta/ 1973). . 
As noted in the conclusions of Klein and Colwell (1971) regarding the additivity 
of widths for n-phonon Raman spectra are modified in an obvious manner. 
Two-photon scattering has also been observed in solids (Fritzler and Schaak 1976). 
A straightforward modification of the analysis (in particular, use of the appropriate term 
as me;tioned in § 2) would cope with this situation, and we· may anticipate similar 
resul\s for the width and shift of the two-photon spectral lines. 
The phenomenological expressions normally used for fitting the observed linewidth 
remain valid provided the electronic broadening terms (direct and Raman) are included. 
This, follows since non-additive terms of all types mimic the temperature dependence of 
the corresponding conventional contributions (cf. I: for example, equation (21) of this 
paper ai1d equation (16) ofl have a very similar structure). 
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-t Effects of dissipative interactions on the resonance spectrum 
The temporal and spectral properties of light received from an electronic system (a 
molecule or a solid) when the incident light frequency approximates that of an electronic 
transition have received much attention. Ma:1y discussions and controversies have 
arisen in various areas of this extensive field. The situation has been clarified as a result 
of recent data exhibiting the spectrum in the off-resonance case together with the time 
decay of each peak (Liran et al 1977~ We offer some comments on the adequacy of 
existing theory to describe this spectrum, and in particular to predict the widths of the 
poks. 
First we note that it is incorrect to assume that the parameters characterising the 
homogeneous broadening of two levels may be added to give the width of the transition 
be-.ween these levels. This assumption has been made in the context of resonance 
fluorescence by, for example, Beterov et a/ (1973), Shen (1974) and Solin arid Merkelo 
(1975). In fact, the terms which in collision broadening correspond to ·quasi-elastic 
phase interruption broadening have analogues in homogeneous broadening; all elastic 
interactions broaden transitions in a non-additive way (Stedman 1974). While such 
eff,~cts may be small enough to ignore at a first approximation-they will only contribute 
to the width in the Raman broadening regime-from a formal viewpoint it is just these 
terms which rise to the fundamental distinction between longitudinal and transverse 
relaxation times. Since this distinction was raised by Shen (1976) as a key issue in one of 
the controversies in the resonance fluorescence literature, the non-additive effects of 
these terms should be included in such discussion.s. We note that Eberly (1976) shows 
th2.t in the strong field case the laser linewidth contributes non-additively for a not 
dissimilar reason; in his theory the amplitude bandwidth (S(~) of§ 2) appears only in 
the longitudinal relaxation rate. In general, the effects of reservoir interaction are too 
complex by far to be accommodated merely by introducing a one-particle width onto 
initial, intermediate and final electronic states. However, this approximation has been 
commonly used in distinguishing resonance fluorescence and resonant Raman scattering 
(Rousseau and Williams 1 976). 
The diagram formulation of Kusunoki (!976) exhibits multi particle effects explicitly; 
and Kusunoki, like other authors, classifies various contributions under various con-
ventional titles (Raman scattering, collision-induced redistribution scattering). We 
agree that a diagram formalism is the best formalism for such purposes, since it is 
ger.eral and explicit. but we believe the particular catalogue suggested by Kusunoki to 
be .inadequate in several respects. 
Our formalism and that of Kusunoki (1976) are parallel even as regard to the appli-
cation, thougl) hitherto we have been considering solids and Kusunoki molecules. 
Kusunoki deals with one molecule and writes its levels in terms of a fermion operator; 
as a consequence his diagrams should be projected to a physical value by the Abrikosov 
technique. He also includes the effect of collisions by coupling the fermions to a boson 
bath, exactly paralleling our phonon interaction. This is a satisfactory approximation 
for our purpose-we know, as mentioned above, that many results of collision bro:tden-
and phonon broadening are analogous. In our notation, Kusunoki catalogues the 
contributions as in figure 4. Because he is specialising to the resonant situation, he has 
restricted the diagrams and the intermediate states to those containing the relevant 
rc;;onancc. 
A problem with these identifications is that on applying the Abrikosov projection to 
figure 4(d), those terms vanish identically. Two elect}onic loops, each associated with 
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Figure 4. Identification of contributions to the resonance spectrum.· The contributions 
(a)-{d) are respectively labelled by Kusunoki (1976) Raman scattering, collison-induced 
redistribution scattering, final-state redistribution scattering and final·statc transfer 
scallcring. (e) The Born approximation used by Kusunoki. (j), (~)Contributions to final-
state redistribution scattering. (h). (i) lnterferen~e contributions. (i) A contribution to final-
state transfer scattering. 
the states of one molecule, are involved; the Abrikosov prescription allows only one 
electronic propagator "loop per molecule. A minor problem is the omission of non-
additive br<',~d~ning in the Raman spectrum. We note that Kusunoki works within the 
Born approx<mation for collisions (figure 4(eJ) and includes only final-state broadening 
in many cases; initial-state broadening would also inf1uence the spectrum. 
We suggest different diagram identifications for final-state redistribution and transfer 
scattering. If we define final-state redistribution scattering as the effect on the spectrum 
of quasiclastic collisions off the final state, the contributions of figure 4({. fJ) are relevant 
lnilial-siatc collisions may also be important, and interference effects with initial and 
intermediate state collisions (figure 4(11, l)) will affect widths and intensities. It is not 
\ 
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clear whether figure 4(b), classified by Kusurioki (but not by us) ,;s collision-induced 
redistribution" .·altering, would give a width contribution to the n uorescence or Raman 
spectrum. According to the prescription for widths used in this paper, it would not so 
contribute to the Raman spectrum; however this prescription m:1y be expected to be 
iEadequate in the case of the resonant spectrum. 
If we define final-state transfer scattering as the effect on the spectrum of collisions 
which take the molecule from the iinal state n lO another level j, a relcvam diagram 
(affecting width and shift of the resonance peaks) is figure 4U). Since Raman scattering 
includes all such terms we do not support K t; :unoki's prescription for distinguishing 
resonance Raman scattering and absorption followed by emission. 
Finally we mention that the work of Friedman et a/ (1976) on the evidence for and 
against identical absorption and Raman spectral shifts is very relevant to the conclusions 
or this and the 1-'receding S(;Ction. Wh ilc we predicted strong spectral features to occur 
at the same transition energy these authors give evidence that resonances a'sociated 
w.ith close-lying electronic or vibrational levels may give spectra which depart from this 
rule. This arises essentially because of the strong frequency dependence of the photon-
el::ctron coupling vertex, when the laser is in near resonance with the transition to the 
intermediate state. 
5. Conclusions 
(i) The homogeneous width of a non-resonant Raman spectral line is formally 
identical to the corresponding width in the absorption spectrum. The various electronic 
componcnts,from direct (T, expt- 6/T)) or Raman (T 5, T 7 , T9 ) relaxation together with 
non-additive effects i1fthe latter components, as well as the effects of anharmonicity, are 
detailed in I and in §3.2. 
(ii) The electronic component of the linewidth should be included when making 
phenomenological fits to experiment even for phonon Raman lines. 
(iii) Distincl, :llJS between resonant Raman scattering and resonance fluorescence are 
inadequate if made within the context of a theory which ignores multiparticle effects 
(e.g. non-additive linewidth contributions). 
(iv) We identify, within a diagram formation incorporating multiparticle effects, 
contributions to the Raman spectrur.1 from final-state redistribution scattering (figure 
4({, g)), initial-state redistribution scattering (the same figures reflected about a vertical 
plane), the interference between these (figure 4(11)), final-rlQte transfer scattering (figure 
4(i)) etc. All such processes contribute to the Raman linewidth. 
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Drones, quasi-spin or iso-spin? A comparison of many-body 
techniques for general spin 
B J McKenzie and G E Stedman 
Department of Physics, University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand 
Received 18 June 1975 
Abstraet. For an effective-spin system with 2S + 1 levels there are a number of possible 
mappings of spin onto pseudo-fermion operators. We investigate the relative merits of 
three of these methods by calculating to second order the dispersion relation for coupled 
spin-phonon modes in crystals containing S = 1 effective spin impurities. We find that the 
drone formalism quickly becomes intractable at higher spin values, as does the related 
quasi-spin formalism we develop, in contrast with the iso-spin (or Abrikosov projection) 
formalism. 
1. Introduction 
The success experienced in the application of the methods of quantum field theory to 
many-body physics (e.g. see Abrikosov et al1963) is less marked in the field of spin or 
effective-spin systems (e.g. systems with discrete excitation levels) because of the 
greater complexity of the rules required. This arises because the spins do not obey 
either fermion or boson commutation relations and thus the fermion or boson Wick's 
theorems as such do not apply. 
To overcome this difficulty, a number of approaches involving mappings of the spins 
onto fermion (or boson) operators has evolved. These in general allow Wick's theorem 
to be recovered at the expense of suitable operations to remove unphysical states that 
may arise. 
We discuss three such mappings which are the simplest known to us (table 1). In 
each case S obeys spin, and ai~<• b;~< fermion, commutation rules. 
The iso-spin mapping, requiring just one fermion, was valuable in nuclear and 
particle physics (Lipkin 1965). It was introduced to many-body theory by Abrikosov 
(1965); for later work on the formalism see Oppermann (1973), Verwoerd (1974) and 
Table 1. Spin-fermion mappings. !L ranges from -S to +S for iso-spin and 1 to 2S for 
dronesandquasi-spin; 9"=[S(S+1)-!L(!L+1)]112 ; S =(S+t. 
s· J 
I so-spin Drone Quasi-spin 
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references therein. Unphysical states (in the fermion Fock space) may be removed by 
extending Abrikosov's projection method (see § 2). 
The drone formalio;;m was introduced by Mattis (1965) and generalized by Spencer 
(1968) and Barnes (1972). For applications, especially to coupled spin-phonon sys-
tems, see Toombs and Sheard (1973) and their references. 
The quasi-spin mapping (Lipkin 1965) has not previously been used to generate a 
diagram technique for spin systems. It arises in superconductivity (Anderson 1958), 
atomic physics (Judd 1967) and crystal field theory (Wybourne 1973). In § 2, we 
develop the diagram method for general spin, using Barnes' (1972) formulation for 
drones as a guide. 
In the following sections we discuss violation of the linked cluster theorem and 
calculation of S 1 spin-phonon modes for all methods, concluding that in general the 
Abrikosov method is preferable to either drones or quasi-spin for S > l. 
2. Formalism for general spin 
Barnes' (1972) contribution to generalizing the drone method was to recognize that an 
arbitrary physical spin-space may be written as a direct sum of product drone-fermion 
spaces. This enabled him to find the trace over the spin states of an arbitrary spin 
operator in terms of traces over the product spaces multiplied by suitable factors to 
correct for the unphysical states. Finally he was able to show that if one used a diagram 
approach, the diagram value for arbitrary spin could be obtained by multiplying the 
appropriate S = ~ diagram by a number of factors K 5 (l) where l is the number of 
drone-fermion loops labelled with the same site label. We now give a parallel analysis 
of quasi-spin. 
For quasi-spin the operators for S = i at a specific site (aT, al> bT, b1)' generate a 
two-dimensional space spanned by basis vectors jll), jlO), jOl), jOO) where the first and 
second labels give the eigenvalues of the number operators aTal> bTb~ respectively. 
Now by considering the operation of SZ, S 2 expressed in terms of the fermion operators 
acting on these basis vectors, one finds that jll), jOO) correspond to 
jS=lMs=l), IS ±Ms respectively and both jlO), jOl) correspond to 
IS= 0 Ms = 0). Thus the fermion space contains one spin± subspace and two spin zero 
subspaces. We write this as S112 S1; 2 EB2,S0 , where the tilde refers to the fermion space 
representation. Following Barnes, we find the spin states contained in any product 
space ( ®S112t and by inverting these, we obtain the physical spin spaces as a direct sum 
of fermion spaces. For example: 
- 2 - -with the notation (®S1; 2) = S112 ® S1; 2 etc. 
One obtains for an arbitrary spin operator (), 
( O)s~I;z = Ytn{l)(O) 1 
(O)s=t = Yt(2)(0)z-4 Y1(l)(O)J 
etc, where (O)s= 1 , (0),1 denote the unperturbed thermal average of() with respect to the 
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spin 1 states and the states of the nth-fermion product space (®S112t respectively, and 
Y 8 (n) = Tr,, exp(-13~s)/Trs exp( -13~5 ). 
If the zero-order spin Hamiltonian has the form ~s w0'I./)j, the multiplicative factors 
are Y..,(n)=[Crrrzst1 with [1+exp(±/3wo/2)r1 and where Zs is the true 
partition function for the S spin state. 
The value of the Feynman diagram corresponding to arbitrary spin S is to be 
evaluated by multiplying the value of the corresponding S i diagram by suitable 
factors: 
(diagram}s = K 5 (l, p)K5 (m, q) ... (diagram}s=l/z 
where, for each diagram involving several sites, there is a factor Ks( l, p) for each distinct 
site with I loops and p 'free' spin-state labels. For example K 1(l, p) = Y1(2W -4 ¥ 1(1). 
We shall find that, for certain diagrams, pis not necessarily equal to the power of the 
product space as stated by Barnes. 
In the Abrikosov formalism, the approach for removing the effect of unphysical 
states is somewhat different. Because the spaces considered here are not powers of 
S spaces one cannot apply a method like that used for drones and quasi-spin except 
for the caseS =i. (This is effectively the approach of Yolin (i965) when he multiplies 
his diagrams by a factor Y" = [(1 +cosh 13w0)/cosh ~w0]~', where p is the number of 
distinct spins represented in the diagram.) The conventional approach is to add an 
energy A to each fermion and then remove the effect of the unphysical multiparticle 
states at the end of the calculation by means of the projection 
P = 1 lim e13>... (1) 
Tr exp(-13~s) >..->co 
3. Linked cluster theorem 
Keiter (1968, 1971) pointed out that the Abrikosov 'freezing-Out' procedure (equation 
(1)) destroys the linked cluster theorem (Lcr). We express this by 
@ 0 + P{C}+ P{CD} 
1+P{D} (2) 
where@, @0 are the perturbed and unperturbed phonon propagators respectively. C 
represents the connected diagrams with the exception of @0 and D the vacuum 
diagrams with the exception of 1. 
Equation (2) is also valid for drones and quasi-spin with the exception that P now 
has the significance of multiplying the diagram by the appropriate K 5 (l, p) factors. The 
LCT fails in these cases also because the factors multiplying the disconnected diagrams 
(e.g. CD) do not factorize into the parts that multiply the corresponding connected (C) 
and vacuum (D) diagrams. 
In a weak-coupling problem such as the spin-phonon coupled-modes problem to be 
considered in§ 4, (1 + P{D}r1 can be expanded using the binomial theorem. Because 
the diagram factors do not factorize appropriately, the disconnected diagrams that 
result (e.g. P{ CD}- P{ C}. P{D}) do not cancel. As an example of this, consider the 
approach of Yolin (1965) who was criticized by Schultz and Kwok (1972) for assuming 
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Lcr. As we have already mentioned, dealing with the Abrikosov technique for S = i 
enabled Yo lin to remove the effect of unphysical states by multiplying his diagrams by a 
factor yv, The first disconnected diagram to appear in the expansion arises in the fourth 
order and is indicated in figure 1 (using Yolin's conventions). Although the similar 
diagrams with n 1 :;6 n2 cancel, the one with n1 n2 does not, and must be multiplied by a 
factor (Y- Y 2); Yolin in his work presumably did not realize this. However, the 
diagram does not affect his calculation of the lifetime of the coupled modes as it 
contributes no imaginary part, and thus his calculation agrees with other published 
results for the lifetime (e.g. see Toombs and Sheard 1973, Fidler and Tucker 1970). 
This diagram would affect only the fourth-order frequency shift. 
In the case of drones, for S , the LCT is recovered; the K 112(1, p) factors are all 
unity and hence the required factorization results. 
Figure 1. A fourth-order unlinked diagram arising in the problem of Yolin. Full lines 
represent A 0 propagators (equation (4)) and wavy lines the phonon propagator. 
4. Example: spin-phonon coupled modes for S= 1 
The relative usefulness of the previous three methods for S >i may be assessed by 
applying each to a specific problem, namely the coupled-modes dispersion relation for 
S= 1. 
Our model Hamiltonian is chosen as follows: 
'Je. Wo L s; 
j 
'Jesp N-l/Z L Bk exp(ik. Rj)o/k[Sj+ ~(Sf s; + Sj Sj)] 
k,j (3) 
where Bk fE(w0wk) 112 is the coupling coefficient and 1/Jk c,. + is a lattice mode 
amplitude operator. The interaction term with coefficient g is required to enable a 
phonon mode to couple all second-order states (e.g. Fidler and Tucker 1971). 
We require the poles of the perturbed phonon propagator defined (following 
Toombs and Sheard 1973, in their notation) by 
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The corresponding unperturbed phonon propagator has Fourier coefficients diagonal in 
k, k': 
For the procedures needed to develop a diagram expansion for fildiw") see Abrikosov 
et al (1963). 
Below we evaluate the diagrams generated for the drone, quasi-spin and Abrikosov 
techniques individually. 
4.1. Drones 
We define propagators, 
aJIJ.;J'IJ.'( T) -(Tr{ <!JilL ( T )<fJr ,...(Q)})o 
Af~J.;i',.'(T) = -(Tr{ai~L(T)a(IL·(O)})o 
where <PilL =bilL+ b 7;., which have Fourier coefficients diagonal in fL, fL 1 and in j, j': 
A0 (iwn) 2/iw" A 0 (iwn)=1/(iw,-wo). 
(4) 
One obtains the second-order diagrams shown in figure 2 where the propagators 
£0~, A0 and A 0 are represented by wavy, broken and full lines respectively. 
-~ 
(a) 
(d) 
I 
/ 
(b) (c) 
(e) (f) 
Figure 2. SecoHd-order diagrams in the drone and quasi-spin formulation. Diagram (f) 
should be omitted for quasi-spin. 
It is necessary to distinguish figures 2(b, c) in this manner because, although the 
diagrams themselves all have the same value, the K5 ( l, p) factors multiplying them are 
different both in magnitude and sign. This arises from the contraction of factors of the 
form 
Depending on the pairs one chooses to contract, one can obtain products of Kronecker 
deltas like 8ir(8,.,M?{o,...,,..2f (figure 2 (b)), 8 A 5 ,.., 1 ,..,·2 ] 2[5 ,..·1 ,..2 ] 2 (figure 2(e )), which result 
in a single sum over j and a double sum over /L1. IL~; or like 5ii'o ,.,,..25 ,..,·,,..28 ,..,,,..·20 IL'IIJ.z 
(figures 2(c, d)), which leave only single sums over j and IL· Thus figures 2(b, e) have 
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factors like K1(1, 2) multiplying them while figures 2(c, d) have a factor K1(1, 1) and 
also a different sign. 
The diagram convention used in figure 2 is to label the outgoing stubs (p." p.~) and 
ingoing stubs (p.2 , p.~) in the same order at each vertex (see figure 3), and introduce the 
twists to connect them. Evaluating the diagrams and their K factors, one obtains the 
contribution to f0k(iwm) given in table 2. 
Figure 3. Labelling conventions for figure 2. 
Table 2. Diagram contributions for drones. 
exp(f:lwo)±exp(-f3wo), H±(w0) =exp(f:lwo)± 1, 
G+(wo)+l. 
Figure Diagram 
2(a) ~e
2w~wkG_(wo) 
[(iwm)2 - w~]I(wo) 
2(b -e) ee
2W~Wk G+(w0)H_(2wo)H_( -w0) 
(iwm)2 - 4w~ G_(w0)H+(2wo)H+( -wo) 
2(/) 0 
4.2. Quasi-spin 
For brevity we define G±(w0 ) 
l(w0 } = H+(w0)H+( -w0), Z(w0 ) 
K factor 
2/(wfJ)_ 
Z(w0) 
_
4 
J(wo) 
Z(wo) 
I(w0) 2--~ 
Z(wo) 
We define propagators AJIL;J'IL{r) by equation (4) and also 
EfiL;fp.'(T) = (TT{biP.(T)b}P..(0)})0 • 
Again the Fourier coefficients are diagonal in j and p. labels, but they have different 
values since 'Jts has a different fermion representation: 
1 
iw, -w0/2' 
The diagrams obtained can again be represented by those of figure 2 except that the 
broken and full lines now represent the A 0 and E 0 propagators respectively, and figure 
2(/) does not appear. The evaluated diagrams and their factors are given in table 3. 
4.3. Abrikosov 
We define the propagator AiiL.J'P.'( T) using equation (4). The corresponding unper-
turbed propagator has Fourier coefficients diagonal in j, j' and p., p.', but now a function 
of p.,: 
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Table 3. Diagram contributions for quasi-spin. Abbreviations are defined in the caption to 
table 2; X={[exp(~f3w0)-exp(-w0/2)][exp(f3w0)-exp( -lf3w0)]}/ HAw0). 
Figure 
2(a) 
2(b-e) 
Diagram 
-lE2w~wk G_(!wo) 
(iwm)2 - w~ l(lwo) 
+g2E2w~wk G_(lwo)X 
[(iwm)2 -4w~] l(lwo)H!( -lwo)H)~;;) 
1 
p. =0, ±1. 
K factor 
(5) 
If one adds energy A to each fermion, p.w0 -+ p.w0 +A, in equation (5). One obtains the 
diagrams shown in figure 4 in which the propagators A~, Ag and A~1 are represented by 
full lines above, on or below the level of the phonon propagator respectively. Figures 
4(a, b) correspond to figure 2(a), and figure 4(c) corresponds to figures 2(b-e). 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4. Diagrams for the Abrikosov formulation. Different orientations of the full line 
distinguish the A~ (see text). 
Evaluating these but before having applied the limiting procedure of equation (1), we 
obtain 
figures 4(a, b): 
(6) 
figure4(c): 
where U(A) 1/[exp(-j3w0)exp(-J3A)+1] 1/[exp(J3w0 )exp(-j3A)+1]. Applying 
the limiting procedure described in§ 2 to the factor U(A) in equation (6), one obtains 
(7) 
precisely the factor obtained when the contributions from the diagrams and K factors in 
tables 2 and 3 are combined. 
In § 5 we will explain why the method of§ 4.3 (Abrikosov) is preferable to those of 
§§ 4.1 (drones) and 4.2 (quasi-spin). First we complete the derivation of the coupled-
mode dispersion relation. Considering the second-order diagrams calculated as con-
tributing to a self-energy Ilk(iwm) 
(8) 
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then !20k(iwn) is given correct to second order. Thus, to second order, 
. 2 2 ( 1 4e ) Ilk(Iwm)=E WowkQ(wo) (' )2_ 2+(. )2_ 4 2 · lWm Wo lWm Wo 
This is substituted into equation (8), iwm is analytically continued to w, and then the 
poles are obtained by equating the denominator to zero. This gives 
(x- y)(x -4)(x 1) E2yQ(w0)[(x -4)+4e(x -1)]= 0 (9) 
where x (w/ w0) 2 , y = (w"/ w0) 2 • By obtaining the three roots of equation (9) for x as a 
function of y one obtains the dispersion curve for the coupled spins. In figure 5 curves 
are given for E 2 = 0·1 and E 2 0·01, with g 1 and with {3 chosen such that Q(w0) = 1. 
30 
----
--
3 
0 1-0 2 0 3 0 
Figure 5. Coupled-mode dispersion relation for S = 1, evaluated for two strengths of 
coupling. The full curve represents the solution for e2 =0·01, and the broken curve for 
0·1. 
5. Comparison of techniques 
The main advantage of using the Abrikosov technique is that, in the evaluation of figure 
4(c), only one integration is required. The equivalent diagrams for drones and 
quasi-spin (figures 2(b-e)) require three nested integrations. For general S, the 
Abrikosov approach would yield S(2S + 1) diagrams, each requiring one integration; 
the drone or quasi-spin technique would give 2S diagrams, but a number of free 
integration variables ranging from 1 (for the first diagram) to 4S -1 (for the last). The 
Abrikosov technique also avoids the necessity of differentiating the diagrams (and the K 
factors) in figures 2(b-e). If one took a perturbation linear in spin (g = Oin equation (3)) 
these comments would not apply, and the three methods would be comparable; 
however this choice of interaction is less realistic for general spin in the physical 
problems we have in mind. 
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The standard basis operator technique of Yang and Wang ( 197 4) could be a serious 
competitor to the Abrikosov method at higher spin values. However, this method is 
much different in structure to the methods considered in this paper. 
We conclude that although drones, quasi-spin and Abrikosov projection techniques 
are comparable for S ==I, the first two methods quickly become intractable with 
increasing spin for realistic choices of the interaction Hamiltonian, and the advantages 
of the Abrikosov technique render it the most attractive method. 
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